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AzSTAAQl
This dissertation describes a study to determine the reasons why 
some disabled people are not able to reach employable speed in the 
performance of repetitive process work. Before recommending that 
:isaoied people seek employment in such work occupational therc^ists 
e«pert them to demonstrate that they can maintain the speed and 
stanoaro isq.ired. If rehabilitees do not demonstrate the required
: - in, » it ~ is * be dei :ded whether, with treatment or practice,
t'-e, co-li possibly do so, or whether the performance they have demon­
strated is their best.
The study was .. iken to develop the means of ascertaining:
(I) reasons for failure to achieve employable speed, and (2) the
itee to succeed in the future.
I n i  -trol gr; p forty rehabilitees performed a variety of process
r periods of 0 . .1,, until they reached nor-
-il •-c-eci. T-e tas'ic motions of each job were described according
1M': duiar A.-r i gem-nt of Pre-determined Time Standards' (MQDAPTS) 
technique. The percentage of speed at which rehabilitees produced 
Ite" * a< ot . • mdar 1 was calculated according to MODAPTS norms.
If a rnhatilit"«'q performance was not equal to or greater than normal
that 5 DF»ed remained unknown. After 
■»n aver period a *  48,8 weeks in the process workshops only 20 per
id reached normal speed.
The experimental group of ant ther thirty-eight rehabilitees wert 
subjected to a Basic Motions of Work Test Battery designed by V  
author and performed a similar variety of process jobs to that of 
the control group. The battery 11 sted each of the twenty-one M0DAr‘T5 
motions. Performance of a t^st in the battery within normal time 
showed that the rehabilitee had lufficient perceptuo-motor skills 
to perform particular motions at employable speed on at least one
occasion. Failure to perform jobs comprising the same motions at
n o r m a l  s pe e d in t- e p: .ess wor- vi:ip i nd i :ate I that one of tie
reasons for failure was an Inability to maintain oerformance. The--------
combination of the test battery end workshop performance enabled 
a distinction to be made between lack of skill* and lac* of stamina/
per e ran< . An average per i d  of 2,06 -.o<-*3 was needed to com-
'
Tn« prompt letermination that pe: eptuo-motcr skills were inadequate 
for performance c # process - t:» *t a standard are allows earlier 
treatment : * * • e . . in v  •» r • abil; te<ion prog: amme.
Determination that lac* of per saver e,r- a is ♦he problem ensures tnat 
treatment can te directed tn its improvement m  full confidence tna* 
the rehabilitee has tn« baaic still to pe form the wor*. Clearly 
this in lea : • 2 « •: *• : 1, . rf-af .1. t.it ion with , consequent reduc­
tion l" costs.
T* n 1 : Mc t . >n f work PS B a * / -.is a. applied t- a ran-
1o-1 set*'; ted group if <# sheltered *cr«-n^r. It wee shown *het in 
tie »i« t■ • • . *0 *ia«d « t # motion# the worker per-
f r-ej best. Identification of each worker's nest motions would 
enable morvage-ent • o ee«• "##•• which contained these ar.o avoid 
involving motions o' e>U h the «or»er* are least capable. It is 
pose it ;e thet selection o # su " work cr- 4 Id increase the productivity 
' * - • Iks- . I" 1 ' • • '## v 1 * f .ictio Of employees.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Commonwealth Rehabilitation Centres in Australia accepted refer­
rals or mentally and physically disabled persons of working age, 
whoae disorder arose from recent injury or illness, or was of longer 
standing, including those with congenital conditions. Seven such 
centres of varying size spread throughout the country, offered full 
day programmes to between seventy-five and ISO rehabilitees whose 
employment status wa„ at risk. In some case, it was clear that 
routine treatment procedures would render the rehabilitee fit enough 
to return to his previous work, and in others, skills ana aptitudes 
had to be evaluated, developed and matched with available employment 
Facilities included nursing, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, 
speech therapy, vocational guidance, further secondary and tertiary
education, and psychology. The casework team was led by a medical 
consultant.
T-ere were two such centre in tt* State of Victoria, "Maryport" and 
Coonac”, with which the author wad associated from 1955-64 and 
196 J-72 respectively. It was the policy of the Senior Medical Offi­
cer (Longmuii 1958) that medical and vocational rehabilitation shoulc 
proceed together, not sequentially. Vocational possibilities were 
reviewed as the rehabilitee's condition improved, and therapeutic as 
well as educational and training procedures were directed to pre-
"""l  ^ :iv workshops of
fhe occupational therapy department were used to help overcome the 
effects Of physical and mental disorders and also to determine and 
develop those aptitudes and abilities which would increase the rehab­
ilitee's likelihood of gaining employment on discharge.
1.1 A'"5ES "=ME;NIT AMD PREPARATION CF THE DISABLED FOR REPETITIVE 
PROCESS WORK
' 1 l''56 the occupational therapy department of th ^ Maryport Rehabi- 
litat:30 Centre, where the author was working, was veil equipped by 
w o r n  standards, having a variety of workshops in which technical 
and trad# activities in he fields of woodwork, painting, fitting 
and turning, jewellery making, sheet metal work, weldinc,, motor
mice, radio m d  eiertr-.cal wor*, bos' repairing, textile wot* 
and v ocrn were available, as well as an outdoor gardening and 
an animal husbandry area.
-e-aoilitees who worked in these areas and did not show potential 
•ar employment in trade or outdoor work were frequently recommended 
• r -moldy.ent in unskilled process work. This procedure was common 
' 3 "ther rHr »t>illtation services in Australia at that time.
_
forming unskilled process work than in the work on which they had 
- .aluated. e ,iew was that process work was the simplest
for-* of employment. It was a last resort, failure in which meant
•
t ’’ duc * wan divide# into processes, of which each
worker completed only one. Thus those job. were repetitive and at 
that time believed by Rehabilitation Centre staff to be physically 
and mentally less demanding than trade or labouring work. Examples 
luded assembly nt refill, to pen c...., drilling holes
in yen, ,, metal jmoonent ,, .oot-welding the head to the nail com­
ponent if drawing pi s. operating injection moulding machines and 
-
Thern was no reliable means of aasesiing a patient's aptitude for 
repetitive work at the centra, themselves. Patients were given 
trial periods with co-operative employers or were placed directly 
into Proce , work. When patients failed in these work trials or 
work placements it was possible that thw employer concerned became 
reluctant to give opportunities to future disabled applicants be­
lieving ‘hat they would iIso fail.
The number of sheltered workshops which even today offer only process 
work or predominantly piocese work also appears to bear witness to 
the belie' that piocsss wotk io the easiest form of work and thus 
the one disabled persons who cannot find employment in the open 
labour market will best be able to perform.
1.2 PROCESS WORK IN THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY DEPARTMENT
In 1956 the author introducers * erhwmw .♦ “ arypsrt r ehauiiitetion 
Centre whereby process work was sub-contrectad from industry to be 
performed by the patients at the centre. Visits to industry had 
shown that the physical and mental demand* of process work varied 
from job to job and it was desirable that work to be performed at 
the centre be representative of as wide a variety or* employment 
situations as possible.
Farrell (1958) stated that jobs at the centre should range from those 
requiring simple assembly >f two parts without tools, through tho&e 
requiring assew&ly of many parts and packirj, to those requiring the 
nano 1in ^ ot taels, ar i hind, h st and electrically powered machinery.
noted that processes such as painting, checking and correcting 
were necessary, and usually required more discretion on the part of 
the worker. Seme jobs should require coarse and others fine hand 
co-ordination.
After process work had becom« a well established part o' the occupa­
tional therapy orogramme, the author (Farrell 1958) reported that 
repetitive work n the centre provided a means of:
(a) Assessing -  S k i l l ' , ,
- physical and ental tolerance of repetitive work.
(b) Building up skill, ".g. of those with inco-ordinaf ion,
- physical tolerance, e.g. in those with specific
- men'al tolerance, e.g. in the head injured, 
epileptic, or those mentally suited to more 
varied and intellectually demanding work, but 
physic illy capable of repetitive work only,
habits, e.g. in those in whom congenital con­
ditions or long hospitalisation had resulted in in­
sufficient self-diacipline to maintain continuous 
application and a lack of appreciation of how to 
present themselves to an amployer by appearing will­
ing, courteous and diligent.
(c ) Stimulating those who are capable of more highly skilled work, 
by showing them the type of work to which they woulo be limited 
if they remained untrained.
(d ) Training the handicapped to use economy of movement and adapt 
routines to their own particular proportion of power and skill. 
Farrell noted that a knowledge of Work Study helped here.
l.J PAE-DETERMINED MOTION-TIME STANDARDS IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Work stud j  is the general term given to the techniques of method study 
and wor- measurement whi - are ised in indv.itry, commerce and other 
lettings to examine human work, systematically investigating all fac­
tors which influence the efficiency and economy of the situation in 
order to effect improvement (ILO 1957).
Methods study strives to develop easier, more effective methods to 
carry out a given job, while work measurement is applied to establish 
the time a qualified worker should take to complete that job using 
the method specified (ILO 1957).
One type of work measurement technique is the Pre-determined Motion- 
Time Standard? (PDMT5) systems of which Methods Time Measurement (MT M ) 
m d  Modular Arr angement of Pre-detn: mined Time Standards (MQDAPT'j) 
are examples.
The reader is referred to aection 2 .1 (p. 18) for the history of the 
development of PDMT5 systems and to section 2 . 2  (p. 28) for a review 
of the application of 1hese in rehabilitation.
Pm-determined Motion-Timi- Standards comprise a Ijst of motions by 
which work may be described. A time has oeen established for the 
completion of each motion. Thus the time a task should take may be 
established by identifying and listing all motions each time they
occur in tn »t task, jnd totalling the times 11 Located t . ic motion
As early as 19h7 the author had recognised the contribution that 
method study and the Pre-detormlned Motion-Time Standards techniques 
of work mtasurement could make to relating patient performance in 
'■he occoational ‘■herap-. iepartmen' to employability. S'-e stated 
(Farrell V^SS) that in moot cases production rates expected of em­
ployees were available from the firm which sub-contracted work tc 
the occupational therapy department, but that employment would not 
be available in that factory for all oatients who proved suitable 
for that type of .-.ork, and the pace required in other factories may 
differ. Methods Time Measurement provided an accepted means of set­
ting a standard industrial time which would be fair for any factory 
to demand of an employee.
The author had undertaken training in Methods Time Measurement and 
was using MTM to establish standard times for the process work ope­
rations being performed in the occupational therapy department.
In 1957 Jonn Mully, Senior Lecturer in management at the then Royal 
Melbourne Technical College, later Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology, ugoe t"d tn the luthor that Decause ill forms of pro­
cess work can be classified in the terms of MTM motions, a test of 
ability to perform MTM motions themselves should determine the 
patient's ibrlity to perform any work which contained those motion.,.
During 1957-58 John Mully and the author developed a series of eleven 
tests (Appendix 1) which required the testea to undertake - reach - 
grasp - move - position - disengage - foot and leg motions from the 
MTM data card. Pat if ntn whose potential to b'* employed in process
work was to b-‘ evaluated, were subjected to thn tests. It was noted 
that many of the patients who achieved standard time on the tests 
did not produce- worn at standard pace on tasks in the process work 
area which cont tin- 1 the <;,ime motions.
It was concluded 1 it satisfactory performance on a test which es­
tablished ability to perform MTM motions at standard pace was not, 
on its own, i reliable guide to whether a patient should be placed 
in employment in process work containing those motions (Farrell 1966)
However, it was further concluded that those who successfully per- 
'ormed given MTM motions within the test series did demonstrate 
that they had sufficient muscle power, range of movement, co-ordina­
tion and intellect to perform those motions at employable speed, end 
therefore that their failure to do so in the workshop setting was 
due to other factors (Farrell 1966).
Thus in cases where all the MTM motions contained in a given job in 
the occupational therapy department were also available in the test 
series, treatment programmes no longer needed to be directed towards 
the improvement of, or compensation for, inadequate strength, range of 
movement, co-ordination or intellect to help the rehabilitee reach 
employable standard if his test performance exceeded his workshop 
performance.
The problem was that short testa had not been developed for all mo­
tions on the MTM data card or on the data card of any other Pre­
determined Motion-Time Standard system, and also that the variety 
of repetitive jobs evailable in the occupational therapy department 
did not yet fully represent all types of repetitive jobs available 
in industry.
During the years 1960-66 the author gave attention to the further 
development of the process work aimar,firstly of Mnryport Rehabili­
tation Centre, and from 1^64, those of Coonui Rehabilitation Centre. 
The goal was to extend the variety of work until it was sufficient 
b ensure that patients' ability to undertake any form of semi- 
ykii . and unskilled process work available in industry, both 
manual and machine in nature, could hr evaluated at the centre.
The guide for the tvpe of work being sought war, that given on 
page 3 and extended to include those ranging from lever and cr.ink 
handle operation to frem arm movement, from jig assisted assembly
to assembly without jigs, movrmerits to a atop and unguided position­
ing, work with rigid and flexible material, work which soiled the 
hands that which wa' clean, and work with components of a variety 
of materials ranging from steel to multi-coloured plastics or painted 
wood (Farrell 1966). With each new job every effort was made to in­
crease the variety of MTM motions being made available.
The most efficient method, ueing method study techniques, and the 
standard time, using MTM, were established for each job before it 
was made available to ths patient evaluation programme. This was 
often difficult because many of the jobs obtained from industry 
were available for only short periods, thus once or twice each 
month it was necessary to establ; sh the desired method and accom­
panying standard time for in-coming jobs in o.der to maintain a 
constant volume of work in the work area. While it was technically 
possible for an occupational therapist trained in the application 
of MTM-l to set time standards by this system, identification of 
motions from the .n -» than four hundred on the MTM data card was 
time consuming.
The advent of Modular Arrangement of Pre-determined Time Standards
2( MODAPT' ) in 1966 (Australian Association for Pre-determined Time 
Standards and Research - AAPT5 1 R - 1966) gave impetus to the routine 
use of formally calculated standard times in these occupational the­
rapy process work ariiu.
MODAPTS was found to be quicker to learn than MTM, thus mors members 
of staff could be trained to set standards. The modular character 
of MODAPTb, and its far nailer number of motions (twenty-one) made 
it much easier and quicker to use than MTM.
1.4 MODAPTS
The twenty-one motions of MODAPTS consist of five categories of move­
ment of th.* upper limb ca rying a mass not exceeding 3,6 kg (8 lb) (Ml, 
M?, M3, M4, MS), three categories of grasps to gain control of an 
object (GO, Gl, C.3) , three categories of placement of an object ac­
cording to thf. mount of acrui icy required (PO, P2, PS), and ten other 
motions namely; movement of masses greater than 3,6 kg (8 lb) carried 
with one hand categorized in multiples of 3,6 kg (8 Lb) (Ll >  3,6 kg,
L2 >  7, . l >  . - .•• ; :
decision making (D3); application
Ik per pace (W5); regi 
; movement of the foot pivoted at the 
IF 3); cranking movement per cycle or a cart thereof (C4/j bend 
ana arise to reach to the floor with one hand (817); and sit ana 
arise from a chair or similar object (530) .
The movement classes are categorised oy the body par t needed, and 
also by the distance over wnich the hand, measured at x,he first meta­
carpophalangeal joint, moves. The requirements are as follows:
1 Movement of the fingers - about 25 mm (1 inch)
2 Movement of the hand at the wrist - about 50 mm (2 inches)
Movement of the forearm at the elbow - about 100-150 mm (4-6 inches)
4 Movement of the arm at the shoulder - greater than 150 mm (6 inches)
5 Movements of the extended a m .
The categories of grasp are determined by the action required to 
gain control of the object. Tney are:
L» sufficient to contx t. Creep is by con­
tact only, and does not involve closing the fingers around 
the object.
Gi - Simple closing of the fingers as in a snatch.
G3 - More than one simple grasp is necessary to gain control of 
the object.
The categories of 'put' are also determined by the action required, 
They are:
PQ - Placing t 1 lout the use of the e .
P2 - Placing the object requires aye control and up to one cor­
rection in alignment.
P5 - Placing the object with eye control demands more than one 
correction in alignment .
Figure 1 shows the M0DAPT5 data card which provides a oictorial
MODAPTS
M O D u la r  Arrangement of Predetermined Tim e Standards
i
MOVEMENT
CLASSES
■OQV PANT 
NEEDED
OBTAINING
CONTROL
THINGS TO 
DESTINATIONS
V
The MOD unit
for quick PLANNING 
=  1/7th second 
“SUnderd Times'* 
(Includes 10%% allowences)
“Normal Times'* 
tor building job 
specifications 
=  0.000035S hours 
=  0.00215 minutes 
=  0.12S seconds 
(no ellewences included)
I
i
i
4-
i i 
i i 
i i
-4
n0
TERMINAL CLASSES: OPERATION AT END .
I
I
I
-4
HIOH CONSCIOUS CONTOOL
03#
C opyrigh t f )  1966 by G .C  Heyde
5 0 1 8
Figure 1 MODAPTS data card (AAPT5 & R 1966)
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The time unit of MODAPTS had been established by applying M0DAPT5 termi- 
nolc gy to a wide range of long established jobs performed by a large 
number of workers for which there was consensus that the standards 
already set for them represented a fair day's work. The jobs were 
within twenty industrial organisations, including the Australian Go­
vernment Department of Supply and Unilever in Australia and New 
/ealand. * he total time regarded as reasonable was divided by the 
total number of modules, and one module emergeo as 0,129 seconds 
.Hayde Ida?). The time 0,129 seconds is the module referred to in 
the title o*" the system. The figure in the code for each motion 
is the multiple of the module which the motion takes to perform, 
e.g. Gl . grasp taking 0,129 seconds;
P5 a put taking 5 x 0,129 ■ 0,645 seconds.
Motions are further classified as requiring low conscious control
or high conscious control, to indicate the dec.ee of difficulty 
involved. In studying two -is which appear to be performing mo­
tions at the same time it is taken that two low conscious control 
motions or a low conscious and a high conscious control motion can 
act -ally take place simultaneously, and thus only the time for the 
longer motion is allowed. It is acknowledged that high conscious 
control motions cannot be performed by each hand simultaneously,
but are in fact performed in sequence. The time for both are allowed.
"he extent to which conscious control is required for 'movements', 
gets and 'puts' is shown on the data card (Figure 1),
For a more detailed description of MODAPTS the reader is referred 
to "PI: Control with MODAPTS" (AAPTS & R 1966) and "MODAPTS Plus"
(Heyde 1961).
M0DAPT5 was originally designed for the analysis of simple production 
work (Heyde 1983). Office MODAPTS (Heyde, Hoskinson, Pullen and 
Shrubsall 1969) and Transit MODAPTS (Heyde 1974a)were developed later 
for the study of li r i ,1 work und materials handling respectively.
A system comprising the most used parts of the three MODAPTS systems 
was published later (Heyde 1981) and culled "MODAPTS Plus". This 
system incorporates ill the mo*inns of the original MODAPTS, changing 
only the names of three motions to avoid duplication of terminology.
MODAPTS 
PLUS
f/
a
1 i
-
D C S  A i
l ' &
w
V l  o ( .) r . , l) i •  1 * 1 ,  1 * 1  b> ( ,  V N)UlH>
Figure 2 MODAPTS Plus data card (Heyde 1931: Cover illustration)
'A
' ^ a-qrasp’ (R2) t'ecami’ known 1 Jugq le ’ Jl , ’Apply Pressur*;’ (Ad 
is ’Extra force’ (X4) and the unit of load (L) was rounded off in 
kilograms (4 kg) instead of in pounds (8 lb). A code was added for 
tool use (U ) where movements are repeated but do not terminate in 
■3 get or a out, for mole m  ’ ; ling or sawing. The "M0DAPT3 Piu " 
data card i = shown in Figure 2 .
1.5 STUDY 1
1.5.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM - STUDY 1
As standard times were set for each job in the process workshop of 
Coonac Rehabilitation Centre to the MQDAPTS motions in them were 
noted. Thus motions contained in work already in the workshop were 
known and it was possible to seek work containing motions not yet 
available. The variety of process work became increasingly repre­
sentative of repetitive • rk available in industry.
It was possible to try pnti-mts out on work with different demands, 
being first guided by their obvious limitations and later by their 
success or failure on the repetitive work performed. However, it 
took weeks and sometimes months to subject the patients to a variety 
of joos, having to allow time ‘"or practice to improve performance 
on each.
dhen a patient failed to reach standard time on a repetitive job it 
was still not possible to be sure of the reason for his failure. 
Thus whether it would be justified to encourage greater effort or 
whether his performance indicated he should be transferred to other 
work remained unknown.
The author reasoned that if a pat. r-nt temonstrated that, he could, 
for a jhort period, perform given motions at a given percentage of 
standard pace, he had shown that, tie had sufficient ph si, a.I and 
mental ability to perform Viu e mot j orv; at that pace.
If he failed to maintain that pace for useful periods of time the 
cause could not be insufficient strength, range of movement, co­
ordination, pi insufficient intellect to perform the work, but could 
be insufficient mental or physical stamina. Under the term mental 
or physical stamina the author included inability to persevere for
r w
'insufficient insight into the net:<l to maintain pj d yen rerforir since, 
insufficient motivation to do so, poor concentration or failure to 
acquire the habit of always doing one's best.
The author further reasoned that a person unable to perform a given 
motion at standard pace for a short period would be unable to per­
form the same motion at standard pice for longer periods, given that 
the environment in which the motion was oerformea for the shorter 
period was not less favourable for the individual's best performance
In 1968 the author undertook to determine the extent to which the 
use of short formal tests ana measured workshop performance used 
together could accelerate the identification of the reason for fail­
ure by the disaoled to reach employable speed in repetitive work.
1.5.2 HYPOTHESES - STUDY 1
It was postulated that:
Where below normal speed is achieved in repetitive work in a work­
shop situation, tests covering all motions categorised by a Pre­
determined Motion-Time Standard system used in conjunction with 
performance in a workshop on jobs whose motions were categorised 
by the same system would not determine more quickly than use of 
workshop performance alone whether below normal performance was 
ca ised : y insuffi strength, intellect, perceptual or motor
skills to co-ordinate the body.
Alternate n/ootheq L.
It was postulated that:
a/here below normal spoed i ; achieved in repetitive work in a work­
shop situation, tests covering all motions categorised by a Pre­
determined Motion-Tine 'Standard system used in conjunction with 
performance in a workshop on jobs whose motions were categorised 
by the same system would determine more quickly than use of workshop 
performance a lone whether below normal performance was caused by
insufficient strength, intellect, perceptual or mo to. kills to 
co-ordinate the body.
1.5.3 OUTLINE OF STUDY 1
At Coonac Rehaoilitation Centre, Melbourne, Australia durina 1968-70 
the author developed a oattery of i<?t) testa covering the twenty-one 
MODAPTS motions in all the common situations in which they were found
i" industry. Th. test equipment •.•.•as built by Vaughan ;.'llliaz: Engi­
neering to the author's specifications.
Prior to the test ecoming av-eilauie, a control group of forty pa­
tients at coonac performed a variety of process jobs for periods of 
0,25-:,50 hours ince or more often daily ntil they reached normal 
soe-d determined by the MGDAT5 malysia o* the jobs they performed.
Later i separate experimental group of thirty-eight patients at 
Coonac were subjected to the Basic Motions of dork Battery of 125 
tests and performed a similar variety of process jobs to that given
to the control group.
Af »*•' '' » mri.'j ' :••. -1 we-. - m  ‘he process workshop
only 2 0 per cent of the control group had reached normal speed in 
worx comprising an average of only 69 per cent MQDAPTS motions. The 
reason f or 'allure to reach standard pace on work comprising the re­
maining 31 per cent MQDAPTS motions remained .nknown.
Wit- the experimental ;r up an average period of 2,07 +1,14 weeks 
nt““ •' * '• > t e  " n  ...  I' ter v r d compare test and work.
shop performance.
Thus the combined use of short formal testn m d  measured workshop 
performance established whether or not the reason for failure to 
perform repetitive process work was due to inadequate perceptuol- 
motor skills or intellect in b per cent of the time taken by use 
of measured workshop performance ilone.
This 3tudy wcjs completed in 1974. No similar study has appealed in 
the literature before jr si net? that time.
The study is described in detail if. Sections 3 to 5 of this thesis.
1.6 STUDY 2
During 1980-81 the author narl the Basic Motions of dork Test Battery 
built at the Medical t itness for dork Unit or the Occupational The­
rapy Deoartment of the h .F. Verwoerd Hospital in Pretoria. She is
Mr 3.J. Bsdenhorat construe-
,
oni -a;or components t-e luthot -as not able to obtain from Australia.
1.6.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM - STUDY 2
Cripples Employment Institute in Pretoria offered employment to 
disabled people to improve their incomu as well as to help maintain 
tneir self-esteem and provide an opportunity to nix in a society
their homes. Northern Transvaal Cripple Care, under 
"hose ausoic- the Institute was run,paid the salaries of managerial 
staff end able-bodied cleaners and labourers. The money earneo by 
: for the salaries of the disabled workers. Clearly 
tne higher the productivity the greater the income available for 
distribution to the disabled employees.
Tne woi- available was repetitive machine and assembly operations 
a m  packaging because these were obtainable on a sub-contract basis 
The concomitant materials handling and some supervisory duties were 
also given to the disabled war art. The problem was whether the 
work available was that on whi h the present disabled employees 
could be the most productive. One step in solving the problem was 
to Jetsrmine the basic motions of work each worker performed best, 
and to establish whether the jobs they had were comprised of those 
motions.
1.6.2 HYPOTHESES - TUDY 2
I .--1 , t i
It was oostulated that?
Diaaoled workers at the Cripples Employment Institute were employed 
on jobs cumpiising the motions of worn ot wnich they were most ca- 
nabie.
It was postulated that:
Disabled workers at the Cripples employment Institute were employed 
or, jobs which were not comprised of the motions of work of which 
tney were most capable.
1.6.3 OUTLINE OF 5TJDY 2
During the period A.iust 1-32 -ntil April 1984 a randomly selected 
one-third (twenty-five of the workers (seventy-five) at the Crionles 
Employment Instil .f .ere ; ,cje, ted to the 3a-is Motions of work Test 
Batter/. f : eac—  wOJ- -r t-» • s - were arranged in ran. order accord­
ing to the scores achieved.
'he MQDAPTS motions contained in thejork performed by each employee 
were established and the rank order position of the test results con­
taining those motions noted.
ir‘ ‘ one 0 ‘ rh4; jobs of the twenty-five workers wat comprised solely 
mo*ion- imong ii bist tan, In only seven jobs were any of tne
worwe; ‘ :-St ter m0 t ;jns fou"d in the work he woe doing. In only one
'ase war a job comprised solely of motions among her best twenty.
An -wei ige of I . ,05 nei cent it the actions in the work they
performed were from their he t ten, and 8,8 ±15,25 par cent from
those ranked eli venth to twentieth. An average of only 40 ±24,75 
per cent of the actions in their work were from the top 50 per cent 
of those the workers were able to perform.
Thus it was concluded that workers at the Cripples Employment Inati 
tute were employed on jobs which were not comprised of the motions 
of work of which they were most capable.
This study is presented in detail in Sections b-9 of this thesis
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRE-DETERMINED MOTION-TIME STANDARDS IN 
WORK STUDY
The British Standard* Institute t 1969) defines work study as a generi L
term for techniques particularly those of method study and work mea­
surement by which any human work may be systematically examined in 
order to evaluate and improve trie efficiency, ease and economy with 
which it is performed.
Method study aims to improve the way work is done and work measure­
ment tc establish the time required by a qualified worker to carry 
out that work at a defined le«/el of performance (ILQ 1979'.
In the early years the interdependence of method and time was not 
generally accepted by those who studied work in order to establish 
standard practice for that work (Barnes 1968).
This was possibly because time study and method study procedures were 
originated m d  developed by two separate pioneers, Frederick Taylor 
and Frank Gilbreth, and the followers of each could not accept the 
worth of the alternative approach (Karger and Bayha 1966).
Formal work study hy means o f imr» ; i.o, began in 1881 when Frederick 
ft. T lylor, it the i ge of 2^, took ,p m  appointment is general foreman 
of f he Midvvlv Steel ne 31 Philadelphia, USA (Barnes 1?68) and
assumed the task of doing everything possible to raise the producti­
vity of his department where he believed his man were not producing 
.9 much 1 was fair to f>r nmr ,ny (Kirgei and Bayha 1966).
He was rniponsible for the first definitive approach to wor- measure­
ment , is recognised in tf" ' 1 ther o< scientific management (Karger 
and Bayha 1966) and made many technical contributions to engineer­
ing (Barnes 1968).
The International Labour Organisation (1979) cuirently defines 
time study as a work measurement technique which records the times 
and rat.*s of working for the elements of a particular job performed 
unu M given conditions, m d  analyses the data in o : j*jr to establish 
the time necessary for carrying out that job at a defined level of
performance
The steps used in time study today are those laid down by Taylor as
early as 1 j 1«? (Karger and Bayha 1966). In modern wording (ILO 1979: 
224) they are:
"' Obtaining and recording all the information available about 
, the ,
is lisely to affect the carrying out of the work.
Recording i r jmpiete ie»crir*ion of the method, breaking down 
the operation into 'elements'.
i-town tc ensure th.*’- ‘he ef­
fective method ana motion; are eing used, and determining 
the sample size.
4: Measuring with a timinn device (usually a stop-watch) and
recording the time taken by the operative to perform each 
'element' of the operation,
j At the tame time, tsseasing the effective speed of working
o*' the operative relative to the observer's concept of the 
rate corresponding to standard rating.
6 Extending the observed times to 'basic times'.
Determining the allowances to be made over and above the 
basic time for the operation.
' Determining thy Standard time' for the operation."
de'sre a itudy can be made an operator must be found who is accepted 
as having the necessary physical attributes, who possesses the required 
intelligence m d  edur i , m d  who ,## been given the time *n acquire 
the necessary skill m d  knowledge to carry out the work in hand to 
satis'ac:‘..iry st-mdar is of afet>, quantity and quality (ILO 1979).
Thls 1 m " 3f 1 n,! I i >iidvanfage of time study (Kargei and Bayha 1966).
A further disadvantage of time study is the need 'or the wort- study 
officer to rate the speed of the operator he observes against thj 
concept :f normal speed larger an < Bayha 1966). Both these dis­
advantages limited the application of time study in occupational 
therapy (Farrell 19-6).
3ysternatised method tu 1 began in 1885 when Frank B. Gilbreth 
aged seventeen entered the employ nf i building contractor in USA, 
and, noticing that every bricklayer performed the job in his own 
particular way, resol/ed to fir i the easiest and quickest method 
(Barnes 1968 .
*he way to find the one best method became his life's task (Barnes 
1968 . Together with his wife, L .M . Gilbreth, he developed a re- 
'ined concept of work elements which could oe identified in many 
forms of work (Karger and Bayha 1966). These elements were known 
as e r d i g s , t-e letters o' his surname in almost reverse order 
O ’ner examoles o' uilbreth's sense of humour and zest for living v s 
ice-t in ..--aoer the Dozen', a book written about their fami- 
ly *i*e oy two o' nis twelve children (Gilbreth and Gilbreth-Carey 
l9c- ‘ Tt'e Therd.:s were intended to emphasize the composition of
then establish performance times, 
But they did "lead to a classification of elements adequate for what 
is known today an pr--determined time standards" (Karger and Bayha 
1966:8 , .
After Frank Gilbreth's death on 14 June 1924 (Gilbreth and Gilbreth- 
Cirey 1949) his wife carried on the work and started the first Motion 
itudy school for •ita" nngireers t PMM & Co. 1 "69) .
It is evident from their own writings that Taylor was aware that the
method used influenced the time taken to perform a job and that Gil­
breth knew that the most efficient method would reduce not only the
effort but alvo the time needed for the job. Taylor, in 1912, des- 
cribed the third step of the analytical work cf time study as the 
^tudy of just how each of several skilled workmen makes each elemen­
tal/ movement and for ever/ tuch movement known in the trade, with
the aid cf a stopwatch, the selection of the quickest and best method 
(Barnes I960).
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Figure 3 The sequential ipplication of method study and work 
measurement. From Cemach (1969:23),
.taken for the motions ne studied. By 1912 he had introduced micro­
motion stuay in which the elements of a job were studied using a 
cine-camera with a timing aevice which accurately indicated the time 
intervals an the mol . By 1917 he and
his wife had developed the chronocyclegraph which measured time, 
speed, acceleration and retardation, as well as showing the direction 
of the motion under study and its path in three dimensions (Barnes 
1969) .
During the 1930s motion study and time study were applied together 
ana the term 'motion and time study' (Barnes 1969 , or 'methods 
engineering' .<arger and B yha 1 6 6 , later to oecome 'work study', 
came into use. The Gilbreths' principles of motion economy (Karger 
and Bayha 1966, Evans 198C) were jsed to develop the best method and 
Taylor's time study was applied to establish the time standard for 
that method.
As Cemach (19c' noted, a major portion of the benefits of work study 
would be lost if either method study or work measurement were used 
entirely on .ts jwn. The now accepted sequence of the two techni­
ques, together with many of the relevant questions applied in method 
study, are well summarised in Cemach's diagram (Cemach 1969:22) shown 
in Figure 3.
During 1927 A.3. 5egur stated that "within practical limits the time 
required for all experts to perform true fundamental motions is a 
constant". Thus . t is po idle to establish a relationship between 
motions and time within predictable statistical limits (Karger and 
Bayha 1966).
Segur had developed and appliad the first Pre-determined Motion-Time 
Data system by 1924 (B-rnes 1968), but bound his clients to secrecy 
because he wished to exploit the system aa a management consultant 
(IL0 1979).
Barnes published his "Motion-Time Data for Assembly Work (Get and 
Place)" in 1929 ( Barne ; 1968), but iccording to the- International
Labour Organisation (ILO 1979), full details of a Pre-determined 
Motion-Time Standards system were m ,de freely available to everyone
•tion Of the Methods Tl#» Measure- 
ment system (MTM) in 1948 (Maynard, Stegemerton and Schwab 1948) .
By 1952 nine Pre-determined Motion-Time Standards (PDMTS) systems 
had been published (Barnes 1968). A survey in twenty-two American 
^1,? ; * conducted in 1959 by the management consulting firm of Ste­
wart, Dougall and Associates for the MTM Association for Standards 
and research, showed that twenty-seven different PDMTS systems were 
as the prime work measurement tool of industrial plants. It 
was noted that MTM was being used twice as often es any other single 
system (Karger and Bayh. 19bfl). By 1979 the International Labour 
Organisation was aware of 200 different PDMTS systems (ILO 1979).
I ndepenr 
many CO.
-prr * i t making MTM associations have been set up in 
0 k.ontro 1 standards and promote research (ILO 1979).
The British Standards Institute defines a Pre-determined Time Stan-
2arc as a work measurement technique whereby times established for
basin human motions which are categorised according to the type of
motion and the conditions under which it is carried out are used to
fJild up the time for a job at a defined level of performance (ILO 
19 79).
Krick (1962) summarised the advantages offered by the Pre-determined
required; the
very troublesome performance rating (Step 5 ILO 1979:224) is elimi­
nated} it is possible to estimate the normal time before the opera­
tor actually comes into existence; the person setting the time stan­
dard io forced to give detailed consideration to the method being 
used and a detailed record of the method on which the time-standard 
is based remains available.
Despite the advantages of Pre-determined Notion-Time Standards it 
was still time-consuming to learn a system and, e v e n  for those who 
were practised in its use, time-consuming to apply th.t system to 
set a standard time. MTM for example had 460 time values from which
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the correct one had to be chosen for iny one motion (AAPTS i R 
1966) (Figure 4).
Methods engineers sought ways of rationalising and re-arranging the 
application of MTM in order to simplify their use. In 1962 Master 
Standard Data (MSD) wig published, which considerably influenced the 
furtner development of MTM (AAPTS L R 1966). MSD had sixty-four cate­
gories of motion (Croasan and Nance 1Q62) (Figure 5 ). a 'second 
generation1 MTV system called MTM-2, whose data card (Figure 6 i 
ghowed thirty-nine time values, was published in Sweden in J 965 
(AAPT3 1  R 1966). These simplified systems led to more extensive 
use of PDMT3 ann, according to the Australian Association of Pre­
determined Time Standards and Research, to a deeper study of the 
fundamentals of pre-determined times and how Pre-deterlined Time 
Standards could be taight best AAPTS i R 1966).
The AAPTS i R published Modular Arrangement of Pre-determined Time 
standards (MO DA r 7. in 1/66, ^ODAPT elements we *e said by Chris 
heyde, one of its designers, to do .dike Gilbreth's therbligs in 
that Silbreth looked at the purpose of the activity, whereas MODAPTS 
was interested only in the nature or t*e physiological analysis of 
the work done (Heyde 1978).
MQDAPTS had seventeen categories of motion of which the movement
- a f egory n ad *ive classes. hus twenty—one motions were shown on
the data card (AAPT3 & R 196c) (Figure 1 ). MODAPTS has been
described 'n Section 1.4 of this work.
Ihree features of MQDAPTS made it easier to learn and quicker to 
apply than its predecessors:
a Trie rno'lulai nature of itg values, all times being expressed
da multiples of 0,1, i sec ond ;,
(b) The fact that the figure in the code of any motion classifica­
tion on the dat i card represents the time value, being the mul­
tiple of 0,129 in ■ ind-i to bn allowed foi that motion,
(ci The small number of motions from which the methods engineer must
select in classifying the motion, in the work he is studying 
(AAPTS & R 1966).
MTM was further simplified with the publication of MTM-3 in 1970 
(Karger and Hancock 1982). Motions shown on the data card were 
reduced to ten (Figure 7). Howovrr, its effectiveness could pos­
sibly be reflected by the fact that by 1980 only 14 per cent of MTM 
practitioners in the United Kingdom ware registered to use M1M-3 in 
comparison with 94 per cent registered to use either MTM-1, or MTM-2 
or both of these more detailed versions (Evans 1980).
In addition to Pre-determined Motion-Time Standards developed for 
general application there were a number of systems developed for 
specialised application. Systems for application in the office, 
included Master Clerical Data (Birn at al 1961), Office M0DAPT5 (Heyde 
et al 1969, 1975), MTM-C (Evans 1900), Office TDA (Evans 1980) and 
M0 MEt (Evans 1980). Those for application in the movement of mate­
rials about a work area such as a warehouse, a store or in general 
•
These for maintenan, c ar.d technical work included Universal Mainte­
nance Standard (UMS) (Even. 1980), Consortium Data (Evans 1980) and 
Tape Data Analysis (Evans 1980) and those for application in machine 
shop »ork included MTM-Verktykmaekiner (MTM-V) iEvans 1980). MOST, 
published in 1980 (Zanain 1980), was intended for the study of manual 
work containing variation from cycle to cycle, and not for situations 
where a cycle is repnted identically over lonq perioos. M0DAPT5 
p 1 J’• published in 1981 (Heyde 1981 combined the most used motions 
if Transit M0DAPT5, and of Office M0DAPT5 with all the original M0DAPTS 
motions, with some rational! it ions o c o d e  letters. It also con­
tained additional 1assifIcrtions to measure operations arising 'rom
the use of computer „n office work 1 ,motion 1.4 p. 7).
2.2 APPLICATION OF PRE-Df TERM I NED MOTION-TIMf STANDARDS IN THE 
REHABILITATION OF THE DISABLED
Without elaborating, Grunt, Moores and Whelan (1975) stated that while 
Lilian Gilbreth contributed significantly to rehabilitation programmes af 
ter the First World War, surprisingly few similar studies were currently
dustrial therapy. Birdsong and Chyatte (1970) also stated that the 
field of industrial engineering-medical collaboration had not been 
exploited since Gilbreth's work. It is evident from the following 
references that these statements were incorrect.
The following review considers the contribution of RDMIS to rehabi­
litation under a variety of separate headings.
2.2.1 TIME STANDARDS IN WORKSHOP SETTINGS
The earliest documentation of the application of Pre-determined Motion 
Time Standards in rehabilitation of the disabled is the use of MTM at 
Maryport Rehabilitation Centre, Melbourne, Australia, in the late 
1350s, to es * ablish time standards an j thus yardsticks for repetitive 
process work carried out by patients in a rehabilitation centre to 
determine the patients' ability to undertake such work in open indus­
try Farrell 1958;. Similar application of MQDAPTS at Melville Re- 
Centre, Perth i« noted' bv "'her, ; 
refers to Farrell's work and at Mt wilga Rehabilitation Centre,
Sydney, by Robb (19 75).
2,2.2 TEST SERIES
From 1958 ,Farrell 1966, 1972a) test series were developed to deter­
mine ability to perform basic elemental motions of MTM and later of 
MO DAc' 7) for various purposes. Those testing ability to perform MTM 
motions were Farrell and Muliy in 1956 (Farrell 1966. 1974), Drewes 
(1961), Chyatte ind Birdsong (1968, 1970), Spilling (1970), Mink (1975) 
and Wilcock and Mink (1982). Those testing ability to perform MQDAPTS 
motions were Farrell (1972a), h
work was done in various countries, Downes, Farrell, heyde and Bootle 
in Australia, Drawee, Cnv.,t ».• m d  Birdsnr
way, M m k  in the Netherlands an. Wilcock in England, Downes (1970) 
wrote o* industrial, electrical and clerical tests based on MQDAPTS 
principles but with norms established for long-term and acute psy- 
r.hiatnc patients, as well as for non-patients. No details of the 
, t  , were given and sample 'Score Sheets for MQDAPTS Test Results' 
showed no MQDAPTS motions. No information was given on how the 
ocore 'beets were linked to work potential.
The purpose of Drewes' i 19bl) test was intended to determine a per­
son's ability to perform, t’or example, various positioning movements,
The original purpose of Farrell and Mully'a Bench Motion Test (Appen­
dix 1 ) (Farrell 1966) was to determine whether multipli-injv'ed and 
long-standinq disabled patients could perform selected basic motions 
of work sufficiently well to enter normal employment
The test was also used:
(a) in conjunction with workshop performance, to determine whether 
the performance of those patients who were unsuccessful in 
achieving standard pace in workshop settings was influenced by 
inadequate mental or physical ability or by inadequate endurance, 
concentration, interest or motivation, or by both,
(b) as an aid in selecting sub-contract work for the rehabilitation
centre,
(c) as a guide rn identifying suitable employment, and
(d) as one means of teaching principles of motion economy to slow
moving patients (Firrell 1966 .
Motions (forty-nine) were included in the test on the basis that in 
Mully'a experience they represented the MTM basic motions commonly 
found in industrial bench work,
The purpose o'" Bird ang m d  Chyatte's (1970) test was to monitor the 
motor performance of patients with brain damage, It was used with 
hemiparetic patients to determine the effect of repetitive motor 
training, cross extremity and bi-lateral extremity training carry­
over, and of non-m tor intellectual analysis on motor performance 
of the affected arm and also to determine the effect of the muscle 
relaxant 'Dantrcl>ne iodium' on motor performance of patients with 
hemiplegia of vascular or traumatic origin. Later Chyatte and Bird- 
mng (1972) used the same test to determine the effect of L-Dopa 
on the motor performance of persons suffering from Parkinsonism and 
to evaluate proposed or existing tests of motor performance, The 
test incluued the seven MTM elemental motions which Chyatte and Bird­
song (1)72) quote Barnes (1968) as saying comprise 97 per cent of
3 1
manual upper extremity motions found in the bulk of industrial opera­
tions. All these motions except G4A (the grasp uf an object larger 
than 1M x 1" x 1" - 25mm x 25mm x J5mm - jumbled among other objects 
so that search m d  select occur) w e n  included in Farrell and Mully’s 
Bench Motion Test.
The test series reported by Spilling (1970) aimed at finding out 
the operator's functional ability to 
ments of the MTM system in order to:
perform each of the basic ele-
(a) co-ordinate the different basic elements and body extremities 
which most easily perform their,;
bf change the basic elements that seam difficult to easier ones, 
and
(c) arrange the basic elements to be performed to acquire the best 
co-ordinated performance.
The series included more than one different test of tha following 
types of MTM bas’e motions - reach (six tests' move (nine) 'twist 
(two) grasp (thirt id position (five). The sctuel elements
included are nov d.
The purpose of the an ) (Farrell 1972a, 1973) Basic Motions of
Work (BMW) tast battery was to study the combined use of short tests 
and workshop performance to establish the reason for a patient's 
given performance on repetitive process work. If the reason for 
failure was mon- certain, treatment could be lirected t" overcoming 
that reason. The battery contained between one and six tests for 
each MQDAPT5 motion, totalling 125 tests.
Heyde's (1974b) 'Workability' test was intended to prov de a series 
of comparatively simple assessments so that the capabilities of wor­
kers (particularly those with some known disabilities) could be com­
pered with those of the normal worker with an improved level of con­
fidence. Hi believed the information gained might bu used to place 
disabled workers on those tacks where their disabilities were less 
evident. In ciscussinq the limitations of his teat Heyde (1974b) 
acknowledged the lack of detailed information it provided, but pointed
out that it was inexpensive and easily portable. The twenty-two 
tests covered sixteen of the twenty-one basic MQDAPT5 motions, eight 
Office M0DAPT5 elements and two Transit M0DAPT5 elements.
The purpose of the RUWARD test described by Min- (19 75) was to deter­
mine the extent to which a candidate had control over basic motions 
and, according to the test results, to pi lily retarded
candidate with a job consisting of motions he could master or which 
would provide practice in those motions which he hv>d not yet mastered. 
The series of sixteen tests included thirty-two MTM motions, seventeen 
of which coincide with those used by Farrell and Mully Appendix 1).
Bootle i1^76:130 states that the purpose of the Predictive Vocational 
Assessment and/or ’herapeutic Evaluation (Commonwealth Department of 
Social Security undated c .1976 was "to answer questions relating to 
* unctional no emen', particularly of the upper limos, and the employ­
able rate in a worn situation" and thus to "assist materially when 
planning g vocational goal earl, in v t  rehabilitation programme".
It was found valuable in showing areas of improvement and in match-
in open or sheltered employment. The V.CDAPTS 
elements contained therein are named for only thir~,-fwo of the thirty* 
five tests. One test ;s adopted from Heyde's workability series.
The battery covers seventeen of the twenty-one basic MODAPTS elements, 
and four Office MQDAPT5 elements. It is not recorded how three of the 
test results were evaluated.
The Manual Abilities Scanning Tests (MAST-1 ) reported by Wilcock and 
Mink 1982) had three parts, only the la it of which was based upon 
MTM. it was comprised of twenty-one tests, which were based on the 
RuWARC system and incorporated fourteen of the sixteen RUWARD tests, 
possibly with some modification. Further te-t: were added in the 
areas of the i c e lament i of Reach, Gr isp, Mov •» and Release, in 
selection and handling, and in tody motions. The article does not 
idc ify the actual MTM motions tested. The purpose of MAST-1 was 
to indicate whether a person could be trained to undertake specific 
work tasks.
Wilcock and Mink(1982) explain that the purpose of another series, 
MA5T-2, was to as--ess the ability of the more able rehabilitant, who 
already possessed some work experience,to train as a technician.
This series comprised nine te, ts. The MTM mitions involved were 
not recorded. However the article does note that through the use of 
MTM the ability categories of the MAST-1 'manual abilities' tests 
may be identified in relationship to the MAST-2 'skills' enabling 
the skills involved to be reclassified into their component 'abi­
lity ' categories.
2.2.3 A COMMON FACTOR IN hA BILITATION AND THE WORK PLACE
Authors, notatly Far rail (1966), Spilling (1970), Hasselquist ( 1972) 
Guerin (1975), Grant et al (1975) and Mink (1975) wrote of the ad­
vantages of a common language in work ar.j rehabilitation settings 
which the basic motions of a Pre-determined Motion-Time Standard 
provided. Other authors made use of the universality of these 
basic motions without specifically noting the contribution of this 
characteristic (Ac*er m  ^ Thompson I960, Heyde 1974b, Bootle 1976).
In 1966 Farrell wrote
"after only a brief look at Methods Time Measurement it becomes 
evident that with the industries who use this cetailed method 
of measuring and recording the work involved in their opera­
tions the worn content o f  these operations is immediately known 
to any person trained in this technique purely by reading the 
study sheet.
"If occupational therapists and vocational counsellors, place­
ment officers and others involved in the assessment, prepara­
tion and placement of the disabled into open industry were con­
versant with MTM, they would he able to hold accurate records 
if all the jobs in the industries wno use it, 
ensure that their assessment programmes could offer any combi­
nation of the data car; possible, and without sighting the job 
concerned, determine wnetuer i patient would be capable of per­
forming it.
"If eventually methods engineers throughout the world decide on 
the best of the many Pre-determined Motion-Time techniques of 
i olating and describing work ontt nt, and the medical world 
became conversant witn this technique, herein may well be the 
basis of a means of charting activities of daily work in the 
same way as we are currently using muscle charing and chart­
ing activities of daily living as an indication of a patient's 
capacity to function normally."
.2.4 WHICH POMTS SYSTEM I : iABIUTATtON APPLICATION?
-
In 1976 the International MTM Directorate c,created a „i,h to make a 
contribution to the rehabilitation of the disabled and circulated an 
invitation to all National HIM Associations to participate in an inter­
national audit of research „ork which used MTM techniques as an aid to 
rehabilitation (Wilcock and M m k  1982).
The purpose of the audit was to select the most appropriate and pro­
mising research and to develop it further, with the objective of de­
signing, developing end verifying , series of functional tests ano 
hatching procedures to make job selection, jot adjustment and joe 
'latching possible (.vilcock ano Mink 1982).
T-.ia initiative gave impetua to the use of MTM in this field and led 
to the ext«-,ion of Mink's flUWARD test, to form the Manuel Abilities 
Scanning Test (MAST-1 ) system (Wilcock .no Mink 1962).
' f°" a U , ’’° 1'5 documented their reason, for selecting MTM as the
system xork. Seme of th. reasons given fc, far:
1953.. Chy.tt, and Birdsong (1968) and Grant at . 1 (1975) would apply 
«9uall / to me.-iy PDMT5 gyatems.
Thompson and Peuhl, (1963), in considering Work factor, Basic Motion
1 5tuui" :s™"'i°hel Motion Times and MTM chose MTM for various
Physiological and engineering reasons, its broader acceptance in the
industry, dissemination of methodology and its great.r content of
continuing background research. Todd „  el ,1979, noted that although
*TM was used in industry, the largest user m a y  be the many branches 
o f  United States Government.
Chyatt. and Birdsong (1966, selected their exp,r.mental task to co­
incide a, closely a. pos.lble with a task used in (963 by Hancock and 
oulk, in MTM Association Research Studies, in order to make a large 
oody o. data from medically normal individuals available for compari­
son with the results they achieved with the! lin damaged subjects.
Birdsong (1971) acknowledged the lack of support for basing a Dis­
ability index on MTM writing:
"Being realistic one might well isk 'Why MTM? Why not one of 
the other Pre-determ^.ned Time systems?' There are good rea­
sons for the selection of MTM, bit a professional in Work Fac­
tor, BMT, MTA, etc. :ould shoot ' l.-'C i- me-"4 af them."
Bootle (1971) gave its simplicity and ease of staff training as ad­
vantages offered by MODAPTS.
The author (Farrell 19?3\ l- deciding between MTM. Master Standaro 
Data (MSD) and MQDAPT5, noted that MTM had the greatest ability to 
differentiate between similar motions which involve slightly diffe­
rent skills. Thus it was perhaps more suitable as the base for a 
series of tests and to provide a very desirable degree of analysis
of the motions inherent within jobs in the rehabilitation centre's
process workshop. However, MTM took longer to learn and to adminis-
me Of all three. Because
occupational therapist= could only spend a small proportion of their
time setting standards there would pe a tendency to select MODAPTS
above -TM or VSD 'or workshop use. It was essential to use the same
system in the test is .n the workshop and also as in industry. All 
three systems were in common use in Australian industry. Thus the 
author cheng-* 'rom using MTM to MODAPTS. She further stated that 
it would be necessary to isolate in the tests the variety if planes 
• movement, combinations of motion, shape, size, flexibility, ri­
gidity and fragility of materials commonly found in industry with 
many MODAPT" motions, ecause these factors may influence „me dis- 
aoled people's ability to pp. tion under consideration.
he detail thus afforded would offset nny disadvantage in selecting 
MODAPTS above MTM.
Giant et al (1975) queried whet -r MTM, detailed though it may be,
wa:.- iensitive enough in its constituent elements to record all the
motion deficiencies of disabled people. Their experience vith the 
mentally retarded suggested to them that an even finer analysis of 
the work met nods of the handicapped would bring other def iciencies 
to light which would help in structuring and designing jit:.
Birdsong (1971), in discussing his proposal to base a Disability 
Index on MTM, stated that MTM symbols would provide an insuffi­
ciently detailed classification. For example, the positioning of 
any symmetrical object which is easy to handle and requires no pres­
sure to be fitted loosely into another object is described as a 
PI'-E. Tht* time allowed for any PI3C i» fixed regardless of the 
orientation of the hand in space. However, the site at which an 
impaired upper limb may perform such a position could be extremely 
critical. Smith,Armstrong and Lizza (1982) support this view in 
writing that although MTM most rigorr .sly describes manual tasks, 
it does not describe hand and wrist postures. Such postures in­
fluence the function of the hand.
Conversely, Todd, Chyatte and Decxer (1979) preferred the less finely 
detailed MTM-3 above MTM because of the greatly reduced categories of 
motion, noting that the analysis time taken by MTM-J was seven times 
shorter than that for MTM. They stated that MTM was difficult to 
learn and time consuming to apply. They used MTM-3 to analyse se­
lected tasks in <i shelter 3d workshop and expressed worker performance 
on these tasks as a percentage of normal. They then compared these 
percentages with the per cent disablement the same workers rated on 
a standard medically derived system of rating disability, and also 
on the Jewish Employment and Vocational Service (JFVS) System.
Wilcoc* (1980) roted that the application of less detailed systems 
for analysing and measuring work which had been developed to reduceH 
the time taken for such measurement usually led to a loss of analy­
tical detail and work mil auremen t accuracy. He believed, however, 
that the inter-relationship of ill the MTM systems allowed the less 
■let ailed system ; * tr , h-> i i a. « t t •-,» isi MTM system - MTM-1,
The author of this thesis thinks it unlikely that once an analysis 
has been written in MTM-3 it is possible to extract from that writ­
ten analysis the detail which would have been available had it been 
written in MTM-1 without spending che time necessary to evaluate the 
client's ability to perform MTM-1 motions.
It seems p e r t i n e n t  to q u o t e  the a u t h o r ' s  remark in introducing her
"We should perhaps acknowledge hit employment is too braod i 
icId to be viewed effectively from in single vantage ooint, 
and its components too varied for all to be measured by any 
one tool i lone . " ( far re 11 I1- ’ 3
2.2.5 IMPROVEMENT OF WORK METHOD AND AREA LAYOUT
Farrell .1?66) noted that P DMT o systems tan ta used to refine wo:* 
mdthod, although the met;iuu Lu-i> uumponent if work study carried 
tne greater responsibility in establishing the most efficient way 
of doing a job.
Drickey (1901' lays particular empnasis on the disadvantages of in 
efficient work layout to mentally retarded employees, noting •■hat 
the app) .cation of methods engineering and VTM to improve job layo 
in a sheltered workshop had improved the efficiency of moderately 
ana severely retarded assemblers by 29 per cent.
Designing optimal area or factory floor layout is also a role of 
methods study. Farrell (1965) refers to its application with the 
disabled in both domestic and ether fields of activities of daily 
living as well as in the work place.
2.2.6 PAYMENT FDR SUB-CONTRACT dQRK
A further use of Pre-determined Motion-Time Standards in rehabili­
tation is their contribution to establishing realistic quotations 
for sub-contract work.
Farrell (1966) noted that PDMT3 systems can establish the rate per 
hour to be expected of a normal worker (standard pace) for a pro- 
pased new .ub— .ont:act p.u, before the job i- accepted, and that 
reference to the awa; w.igea i-ayable for that type of work will, 
together with m y  overhead •xpen-.e . whi h are to be considered, 
establish the amount payable pei product by the business supplying 
thr work. .he noted that thi . i , very simple way to avoid chargi
emoloyers for the number of hours worked by the disabled workers 
. for at least some of thi
employees eveiJ
Farrell (197*, 1975) also referred to the desirability of paying dis­
abled workers orly according their production, and calculating the 
value of that production as if it had been at standard pace
Todd et al (I9f9) reported that before the introduction of MTM-3 
some difficulty had been encountered in determining a proper dollar 
value to bid on sub-contracted jobs. MTM-3 lent itself to the es­
tablishment of standardised tabular data, which enabled the contract 
administrator to submit an 'on-the-spot* verbal quotation after see­
ing the job on the prospect's premises or having been briefed with 
a detailed description of it. Th ,3 repetitive jrbs rend not be ana­
lysed over and over again.
2.2.7 01 ABILITY INDC<
Birdsong 1971) noted tha» it *as bsing proposed that MTM form the 
basis of a Disability Index (01 , to be used particularly when 3
doctor is asKe-1 to judge physical impairment, not for its own sake, 
hut in :roer to hermit t third party, such as a lawyer or insurance 
company, to rate disability.
Grossly oversimplified, the means of establishing the D! would
as follows:
(a) Determine the client's parameters of motion impairment/non- 
impairmrnt expressed in terms of MTM variables and performance 
index,
(b) Computer match the client's MTM parameters vith MTM demands of 
a given job(s),
(c) Determine the client's DI for the given job(a).
A ' previously noted (Section 2..’.4), Birdsong acknowledged that 
other PDMT3 systems could equally well be used for this purpose.
2.2.8 FACTORS OTHER THAN FUNCTIONAL ABILITY
The contribution Pre-determined Motion-Time Standards can make to 
factors affecting rehabilitation other than functional ability are 
little documented, although a number of authors in this field acknow­
ledge that functional ability is not the only factor which influences 
the employability of the disabled.u  t i n c t
Acker and Thompson (1960), who planned a restricted number of work 
sample tasks to he used for assessment purposes, stated that they 
were convinced that for psychological reasons, a considerable amount 
pf flexibili■ be necessary. Their ultimate goal
was the determination of each patient's ability not only to develop, 
but also to sustain levels o f work behaviour acceptable to industry. 
Tney stated that a balance between these two factors was necessary 
for data derived from work sample testing to have worth while prog- 
nostic valu'. How this balance was to be achieved was not outlined.
Spilling (I170) noted that low productivity of the disabled person 
war. not always due to his handicap, but may be due to his attitude. 
G.erin (19 5) referred to problems of autonomy and deportment and 
the acquisition of a certain level of activity. Methods of overcoming 
such problems were not discussed.
Downes (1970) wrote of a motivational determinance test, the Schonell 
reading test, a word behavioir scale and tests for attention and re­
mittance to distraction, which were applied to the same patients as
the tests based on M0DAPT1 principles out these four tests themselves 
apparently made no u e of M0DAPT5.
Mink (1975) reported that with his test resu
select a training programme in which either:
(a) the trainee was given a job consisting of motions he had mas­
tered, or
(b) the trainee was given a job with a high frequency of motions 
which he had not yet mastered.
While he stated that ine decision between those possibilities remained
• V j
not. Only with the work Study engineer but also with medical and
. daeicion ... b...a
was given.
ilcoc« and Min, 11,82).rat. Of th.lr MAST-1 .y.t.m th.t ..tl.f.ctory 
p.rformanco of , p.r.on under tee, condition, did not t... account 
attitude, to other .or.era or to .uthor
-or, nor hi, D.h.viour in a work e.tting, any of .hich could render 
hi» unemployable regard).,,, of the output and quality of hi, oar- 
formanc. Therefore, .nil. the client, u n o e c n t  training, 
eor, a a .ork inetructor, completed a questionnaire on each client 
which rated per.qn. 1  attitude., aoci.l influ.nr',, .ocial regard,, 
and personal regard, on a scale 0-1. A method of determining the
•= which Oh... f.ctor, irfiuanc.d performance i. not described.
.
not apply MCDAPT5 to that test.
•ha .utnor'. .or. (Farrell 1966) offer, , solution to determining 
•her phy.ic.l or a.nt. 1 ability on the on. or endurance,
int.re,t or motivation on the other, are the limiting factor, in
r e a m  standard pace and (Farrell 1,73, 1974) .ho., in how 
,ncrt , time thi, d i . U n n M o n  can be m.de. Further, the author ha, 
described . programme f„r the treatment of ch.r.c, ri.tic. which may
"  • • f  . . . . . .  F a r r e l l  ;
can be applied immediately ,uch habit, have ba.n identified a, a
re.,on 'or ,uh-m..,..i performance. Thi, programme r.iie, upon the
application of Pre.determined Mption.Tim. Standard, to provide both
the ,0,1 'or th. patient and the yardstick for the occupational the-
Capiat .hen procek, .ork i, used a. th. treatment medium.
Simms
>and Trickett and Collins ( 1975) refer to these applica­
tions of Farrell's work.
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3. MATERIALS a n d METHODS - STUDY 1
3.1 OUTLINE OF METHOD USED
Two groups aach comprising rehabilitees referred to occupational 
therapy for assessment of their ability to perform repetitive process 
work were subjected to different aaaeaament programme.'. The period 
of time taken before it was known whether a rehabilitee could perform 
any motion on the MODARTS data card at 100 per cent or 80 per cent 
normal speei a* least )nca was recorded, and the average time taken 
for each group was compared.
3.2 SUBJECTS
3.2 1 CONTROL GROUP
The control group (forty) consisted of all rehabilitees (seventeen) 
admitted to the process workshop o< the occupational therapy depart­
ment nf Coonac Rehabilitation Centre between 15 May and 14 November 
1968 in order to establish whether they could perform repetitive 
menuel operations at standard pace, as well as all rehabilitees 
(twenty-three) who were attending that process workshop on 31 August 
1970 for the same purpose. The attendance of those in the workshop 
on 31 August 1970 ranged within the period from 2 May 1969 - 10 Sep­
tember 1971. Thw break in the two periods of observation was caused 
by the author1 a secondment to duty in other cities. Records of the 
rehabilitees admitted and discharged during her absence were insuffi­
cient for the cases to be included.
All rehabilitees were o< w m  king age, 60 per cent undei the age of 
twenty-one and i’ri per cent, between the ages of thirty-one and thirty- 
five (Table 1 ). 3i*t.y-five per cent ware men and 35 per can*
women. The predominant disol ieia were recent brain damage 25 per 
cent, cereoral palsy 22,5 per cent and mental retardation 20 per cent 
(Table 2), Details of each case are given in Appendix 2.
■Table 1 Age of rehabilitees in the control group
Age in 
years
Number of 
rehabilitees
Per­
centage
14 - 15 S 12,5
16 - 20 19 47,5
?1 - 25 2 5,0
26 - 30 . -
31 - 35 10 25,0
36 - 40 - -
41 - 45
1 2,5
46 - 50 3 7,5
t o t a l 40 [ 1 0 0 , 0
Table 2 Disorders of rehabilitees in the control grouo
DISORDER
Cerebral peley 
Mentally retarded 
Recent brain damage 
Lower motor neuron and other orthopaedic
Medical: Renpiratory
Congenital heart and other heart 
Other medical 
Colostomy with anxiety depression 
Unrecorded:_________
TOTAL
NUMBER 
_
PEPCfNTAGE
5,0
100,0
3.2.? EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
The experimental group coneieted of all rehabilitees (thirty-eight) 
admitted to the process workshop at Coonac between the beginning r' 
July 1972 and 7 May 1974, to determine their ability tn perform pro­
cess work at standard pace.
Forty-two per cent were mentally retarded, 21 per cent cerebral 
palsied and 18 per cent recently brain damaged (Table 3). Aa with 
control group, these were the predominant disorders (Table 4). 
While all were in the working age group, the age and gender of reha­
bilitees in thr n.perimental group were nfortunately separated from 
the record of the disorders of the individuals and were no longer 
available.
Table Disorders of rehabilitees in the experimental group
PEPCLNTAuENUMPt RDISORDERS
21,05Cerebral ^aldieu 
Mentally retarded 
Recently brain damaged
Lower motor neuron and other orthopaedic 
Visual drfects 
Otner
42,15
100,0TOTAL
T*w ‘ 4 - the control
Disorder
Percentage
Cerebral oalsy 
Cental retardation 
decent brain damage
Lower motor neuron and other orthopaedic 
Medical
Anxiety depression 
Other
Mot recorded
2,5
100,0
Control Experi­
mental
22,5 21,05
2 0 , 0 42,15
25,0 18,4
1 0 , 0 7,9
I 7,5 7,9
2,5
2,6
100,0
3.3 •'ATERIALo
- t h e p a o c e s s  w a k s h o p
*%■- n  "
m
A MQDAPT5 analysis was written far every job coming in to the work­
shop and a standard time established including personal and relaxa­
tion allowances based on the ILO 1 • ' recommendations.
Where alternative methods were designed to make a job more suitable 
for a rehabilitee whose disability precluded the use of the normal 
method an analysis and standard time were written ror the adapted 
procedure. Thus the MQDAPT5 motions present in each job in the work­
shop were known.
The average number of MQDAPT5 motions required by eacb of the frequent­
ly recurring jobs was 8,3 1 2,1. All MCDAPTS moJ ions were present
in the process workshop except frank C 4 . foot motion f'3, which
were available in lathe work and spot welding respectively in the 
neighbouring metalwork -rca. The latter area was not included in 
this study.
RfCORD AMD ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL REHABILITEE'S PRODUCTION
A record was kept of each rehabilitee's rate of production every work 
period. His wcrx was inspected ana faulty products put aside. Based 
on the number of correct pieces completed and the period of time over
which he had worked, nis rate of production per hour was established
Itendard time for that method.
J copy of the Rehabilitee Production Sheet, designed by the author, 
is shown in Figure 8.
REHABILITEE PRODUCTION SHEET
NAME ....
JOB . PACKING JOGKS
TO TIME fO/HOY?..
o a t ?: % ur STD 
TIME
T I ME OF DAY RATE/
HOUR
NO m  
DONE
REMARKS
13-2-70 .OhCC-.uhJ1: 2 incorrect
lb-:-’: lOhOO-10h45
10h05-10h4517-2-70
Figure 8 Record of the production of an individual rehabilitee 
on a given job
' -e work to oe performed y each rehabilitee was set out at the rele­
vant workplace. Rehabilitees punched a time clock on arrival in the 
proce3 1 tiork area, ar were ibln to move immediately to their work­
place and commence work. If the job to be performed was new to the 
rehabilitee, he was accompanied to his workplace and shown how to 
perform the work. Rehabilitees on repetitive work were not expected 
the components for their own work. These were brought to 
the workplace by a materials handler. At the end of the work period 
the rehabilitees punched the time clock on loavLog tne work area.
The materials handler transported the product of each rehabilitee’s 
work to an inspection aiRa.
A business systems production ».uCord on fine peg board appropriately
, ‘
which elastic war attached, wen: rrivod from the baseline of the board
up to the posit inn appropriate to the percentage of standard Lime 
which had been achieved (Figure 9). Horizontal lines on the board 
emphasised the position of 00 p*e" cent and 100 per cent standard 
pace. Thus each rehabilitee could compete against his own previous 
best performance, the best performance of others Currently perform­
ing the same job. and also see how close he was to 80 per cant and 
100 per cent standard time. Eighty per cent was a significant figure, 
because many industries employed workers capable of only 8'J per cent 
stanoard time. Rehabilitees were encouraged to establish their latest 
production rate before commencing wark. Some did this by reading tre 
production record board and others by asking the occupational thera- 
pist. 1 he information and its significance in terms of progress was 
brought to the attention of those who did not seek it.
PW0DUWSI6 PE* UU* 
fct tmmrnm- #****# I
: •
1 '^ .1
8
Figure 9 Copy of thr production display board used at Coonac.
(This board was installed jt the Medical Fitness for 
Work Unit, H.F. Verwoerd Hospital and was one third 
the size of that used at Coonac.)
WORKSHOP LAYOUT AND ENVIRONMENT
The long workbenches of the process workshop were arranged so that 
workers at parallel benches faced %ach other, but the beri'-hes were 
separated by a passageway sufficiently broad to allow the materials 
handler to move between the benches and replenish supplies of com­
ponents from the back of each work area. Thus work was it inter­
rupted by the materials handler.
The area was under the supervision of occupational therapists who 
moved about the workshop appropriately to satisfy the needs of in­
dividual rehabilitees. The therapists' office was so positioned 
that all workers in the area could be observed from tho office. 
Background music was played and every attempt was made to simulate 
a pleasant atmosphere of diligence and production.
3.3.2 EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
The Basic Motions of Work Test Battery (Appendix 13) was developed by 
tie author at Coon-ae Rehabilitation Centre between 1967-72 and applied 
to experimental group. Section A describes the development, cha­
racteristics and equipment of the battery and Section B the layout of 
the 125 individual tests.
A. BASIC MOTIONS OF WORK TEST BATTERY
The battery was designed to test the ability to perform, for a short 
time, every MQDAPT motion in as many as possible o. the different 
circumstances in which each was commonly found in industry.
(i) u f WTM i 1 1 P-'ui.t '•'lit 11.1 p Tf,t
While considering the developme..* of a Basic Motions of Work Test 
Battery the author leviewed the limitations of the MTM Bench Motion 
Tests developed by John Mully and the author in lu57-58 (Appendix 1).
In the author's view the limitations and disadvantages of that test 
series incluoed the following:
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(d ) The test series did not include a test for every motion on the
relevant PDMT5 (MTM) data -ard; only forty-nine of the oossible 
460 motions were included.
(b) Timing was aerformed with a stopwatch held in the occupational
therapist's hand. Accurate timing wi^h a stopwatch, to within 
fractionn of a second, takes practice. It would take time be­
fore each new member of staff's timing ..uld be accurate.
(c) Some of the tests were performed from one side of the jquare
work surface, while others were administered from the opposite 
side. This necessitated revolving the work surface on the 
table in front of the patient being tested, as a result of which
the corners of the square work surface extended beyond the edge
of the table on which it was supported, and required either the 
patient to alter his position or the work surface to be moved 
away from him and back again.
(d! A H  tne component oarts and indeed the work surface itself were
loose, and likely to become mislaid, 
e Bins, jigs and components fic to be set out each time before
"very test was undertaken and removed afterwards.
ii Selection of VCSAPT? as tee Pre-determjned Motior-Time Standarc
»: i -• new test rattery
It was clear I, necessary to use the same PDMTS system in the test 
series as was used to describe and measure tne work in the process 
workshop, in order to compare rehabilitee performance in both set­
tings. Also it was desirable to use a system in both these settings 
which was also used in industry. This would enable employment con­
taining the motions of which the rehabilitee had been found to be 
most capable to be sought by consulting thr work measurement files 
Of factories a; busines --s (Farrell 1966). MTM, M5D and MODAPTS 
were all in common use in Australian industry in 1967.
Features previously mentioned (p. 27 and p. 28) recommended M0DAPT5 
to the author. They were:
(a) The modular character of its time values. No other system had 
this characteristic.
(b) That m y  figure in the code of a motion was the appropriate mul­
tiple of the 0,129 second module, obviating the necessity to 
consult jrtner the data card to calculate time /alues. This 
was unique to MQDAPT3.
(c ) That classification of a movement depended on identifying the 
nature of the arm movement without the need to measure the dis-
t h e  nature of the t a s k  itself.
M'!D require that distances be measured to the nearest inc1-.
MTM-2 requires only that movements* be classified as equal to or 
less V ’ail iO, 150, iOO, 45C mm or greater than d50 mm.
• small number of motions on the data card (twenty- I -
'ad t:e next smallest numoer it tnirty-seven.
In the author’s experience these features of VQDAPTS made it n c . only 
easier to learn ana quicker to apply Put also easier to remember than 
VTM or MSD. This was imoortant for occupational therapists who had 
to set standard times only sporadically, often as infrequently as 
once i month.
For these reasons the author selected MQDAPT5 as the Pre-determined 
Motion-Time Standards system with which to analyse workshop tasks 
and in which to :: jsn the Basic Motions of Work Test Battery.
. iii ‘: - ’ - ■ " : "d , ired
In industry aach of the twenty-one M0DAPT5 motions was found in more 
than ore ^et of cire jmstances. In designing the test, series it was 
necessary to ensure that a test was provided for as many as possible
of the circumstances in which each motion was commonly found which 
cou id inf It, m  - « j v , led prr on’ at ;lity to perform that motion.
Examples of circumstances which vary the kinesioiogical or perceptual 
lemands of i motion are the plane and axis of a motion, the sire, 
shape and flexibility of the material handled and the nature of the
information upon which a decision must be based,
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Muscles used to perform a motion v i r y with the p I ;n'? in which the 
motion takes place.
far example, a movement class 3 in tKe horizontal plane r»q i r . 
internal-external rotation at the shoulder, put in the vertical 
plane it requires flexion and extension at the elbow.
Muscles uasd to perform a motion can also be determined by the axi. 
about which the movement must take place.
for example, where a movement class is performed around an axis, 
e.g. when a screwdriver is turned , the kinesioLogical action it 
* hat o' pr: nation and uoinaticjn, whereas , mo ement. class ,? per­
formed in a straight line can require flexion and extension or
radial/ulnar deviation at the wris♦ .
The range of movement needed at the metacarpophalangeal and inter- 
phalangeal joints wilt vary with the size and shr;pe of tne object 
to be grasped or releaaeo.
for example, the grasp 11) to pick up, or the position (P2) to re­
lease , i plastic diinking mug will require a greater range of 
movement than the G 1 or P2 needed for obtaining or placing a 
pen in a writing stand.
The nature of finger control needed to successfully obtain (G1 or G3) 
manipulate (J2 i, or place (P2 or P5) a component will vary with the 
degree of flexibility pf the material being handled.
for example, a coin while being grasped (63) is rig. . and offers
helpful resistance to .nconti ailed closing of the fingers, while 
a sheet of plastic wrapping or papei when picked up (G3) does not, 
and furthermore thr paper, once grusped, may oe so creased by 
poorly co-ordinatrd fingers that the product will be unacceptable.
The type of sensory skill required for a decision (D3) will be in­
fluenced by the sort of information about which i decision is to be 
made.
rS in W j
For example, i -iecision (03) regarding rhe presence or absence 
of 3 given noise does not require the perceptual skills needed 
■rt , 1' p i r . L  't : ■ 1 u ' ; .
The foregoing illustrate how the circumstances nder which a M0DAPT5 
motion is performed can influence the underlying kinesiological or 
perceptual skills needed to perform the motion. Thus one test only 
for each M0DAPT5 motion would not insure that the person tested 
could perform that motion under all circumstances in which it is 
common 1', found.
The author called upon her own experience m d  that of consultant me­
thods engineer, Mr L. Hosxin3dn, to 1j st the common circumstances in
gwn experience extended oeck over some ten years, during 
wn ich she had visit'd many fa:tories, seeking work which was within 
t '■ aoilities of tne disabled with whom she was working. Also during 
those years t~e author had )ub-contracted many repetitive jobs from 
.ndustry to be oerformed in the occunationaI theraoy d?oartment. New jobs 
,ere selected for the MTM and later MODAPTS motions they added to the existing 
reoertoir®. From knowledge gained in this manner the author compiled 
an initial list of circumstances under which she had frequently seen 
motions performed.
As j methods engineer working “or a firm of manngement consultants 
Mr Hoskinaon visited many different industries to apply M0DAPT5 to 
the analysis and measurement of work, He w;t also resoon' ible ’or 
teaching MQDAPTS to metro engineers from many companies. Students 
brought examples from their own area o< work 'or analysis and dis­
cussion in the cl i ' room. Thus both as a practitioner and a teacher 
Mr Hoakinaon hjd applied MODAPTS in * wide variety of work situations 
At the request of the author Mr Hoskinson listed the MODAPTS motions 
and the situations in whL.1' hr had commonly found them.
The author combined the information in the two lists and sat down the 
circumstances under which the twenty-one MODAPTS motions were to be 
tested shown in Appendix 4. A teat was then designed for each mo­
tion under all these circumstances (Appendix 4).
There were -.eventy-saven tests, forty-eight of w' i .h nad to be applied 
in turn to the left m d  then tr the right hand ioi ice versa), ring­
ing the total numoer of tests to 125. Of these 125 tests, seven were 
bi-latenl performance of sequences already performed separately by 
the left and the right hand.
(iv)
In designing the t-‘st, care was taken not to test m y  motion in iso- 
No work consists of repetition
It h 33 been noted tMaynard et al 1 ;46, Hancock snd Foulke 1963) that 
the time in which a movement is completed is influenced by the action 
which is to ce performed at the end of the movement. For this reason 
e tc: ‘ • per' rm a mC ement without a termi­
nal motion mav ict effectival, test the use of that movement in re­
petitive work.
Fjrtner, it was the suthor's desire to design each test in such a 
way that from its appearance the similarity between the test and ac­
tions in the normal repetitive work situation would be as obvious as 
possible to the person neing tested. (Refer to Section viii b - Appear­
ance p. 6 3. ) For this renson also, it warn felt desirable to precede 
and follow the motion being tested with motions which would frequent­
ly precede and follow the motion in industry.
In the Basic Motion of Work Teat Battery, movements 1-5, when first 
te ted wen; precdnd ml/ by cnnl u t gi i pa, GO, nr ample grasps,
Gl, m d  w i t h followed by n Ii p<> il oi position requiring no accuracy, 
PC. T h e m  initial trot of movements class 1-5 were also used to 
t- t ability to per • arm ;n«» >f ti GO, Gl and PO motions.
....................  1

New motions, e.g. G3 or A4, were added only to motions already tested. 
They were also combined with different motions in different tests so 
that comparison of performance on a few tests could isolate ability 
to perform the motion under scrutiny.
The M0DAPT5 motions contained in each test were recorded in full 
in the CODE column in the test manual (Farrell 1972a). Figure 10 
showing page 13 of the test manual illustrates the nature of the 
record. The left-hand column in the test manual indicated the par­
ticular motion that test was designed to measure and also gave an 
indication of ths circumstances under which the motion was being 
tested, e.g. Test 27 evaluated grasp G3 with flexible materj
using each hand separately.
Appendi* 5 lists each MODAPTS motion and all the tests designed 
to examine ability to perform them.
Movements class l - S  gras; i GO, Gl, G3 and position PC, and some other
motions recurrnd in tentj other than those designed to examine the 
erform these specific motions (Appendix 5).
(v)
In order to minimise the stamina or endurance requirements of the 
tests it was desirable to keep each test as short as possible.
However, some repetition of the motion being evaluated combined with 
motions with which it was commonly found seemed necessary to give 
the person being ♦est.nd the opportunity to tevelop some rhythm, and 
perhaps, as a result, more easily reach his current maximum perform­
ance (ILO 1957).
In seeking a guide to a minimum time the author bore in mind the orin- 
ciple used in Time Study (ILO 1957) that element? to be timed with a 
stopwatch should not be shorter than about 2,4 seconds for trained 
observers, and between 4,2-6,0 seconds for lea* skilled observers.
■
However, in Time Study s ...
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DURATION ]F TEST IN SECONDS
Figure 11 Duration of BMW tests
#c
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Figure 12 Number of cycles in each BMW test
(switch on, switch off). In some tests, e.g. test 50, additional 
cycles allow material used in a previous test to be returned to its 
-te.,t state (Section 3.3. - to starting position i
Where the cycle is repeated less than five times (nine tests) either 
rhvthm is not relevant (Stand and sit 520 - test 77 and Bend and 
arise B17 - test 76) or the size of the components to be handled 
made five repetitions difficult to accommodate (tests , 21, 23,
24, 34, 37).
The tests did not require the suoject to count, although he was told 
the number of times he must repeat the cycle before he started each 
test. where a set numoer of items could not be placed in front of 
him, the occupational therapist administering the test warned the 
patient when he was pe-. forming nis last cycle. Nevertheless, where 
other factors did not prescribe a limit tne number of cycles were 
confined to multiples of ^ive, to reduce the likelihood that persons 
inclined to count would become confused by cycle numbers which varied 
from test to test.
• : the tests included no relaxation allowances.
Sue" allowances were jnneressary because the period between tests du­
ring which the rehabilitee was asked to perform no work exceeded the 
rest allowances for the type of work which the tests represented.
The tests were arranged around the table according to the compatibi­
lity of the si?11 ind nature  ^f the components they used, therefore 
in proceeding from work stations 1-7 tests were not undertaken in 
order of increasing difficulty.
This had the advantage that the person being tested would not be awar 
of decreasing success if he was less able to perform actions demand­
ing increased c< - . The arrangement avoids the possibility
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that his performance would be adversely affected by anticipated 
failure.
The tests on the Test Record Sheet (Appendix 6 were arranged 
Lower to higher classifications of motions. Th 
advantage that when recording results the occupational therapist 
had to page through the record sheet to ensure each test was entered 
in its appropriate order.
(a) Compactness
It was felt desirables 
* to oe able to leave the workplace for each test set out ready for 
use,
to confine the total equipment o as small an area as possible, 
to build the equipment in such 3 way that the total test battery 
could be moved as an entity and put into use at another site with 
minimal risk of variations in layout, and 
to avoid having to move the patient aoout a room and so allow him 
to remain seated or standing at one place.
For these reasons the tests were designed so that they could be accom­
modated in seven separate workplaces, arranged around one circular 
table 1,8 m (six feet: in diameter (Figures 13 and 14).
A fixed straight-edged work station 1,07 m (3,5 feet) wide was canti- 
levered from the central pillar or leg of the round table top (Figures 
15, 16 m d  17). The use of only one wo-k station had the added ad­
vantage that duplication of the timer's mushroom buttons (Section viii 
(d )) was unnecessary.
The central pillar was based on fout arms which spread parallel to 
the floor and rested on feet under the table. The table was riu 
screwed to the floor (Figure 15).
an
SCALE
scncznzrocr
6
A . Chute IB. Black lines to be covered
b. Stop switch 19. Stack of leather pieces (aside)
1. Coin# 20. Pegs for cord
2. Nuts on platform aside) 21. Crank
). Medium a ifed components 23. Shuttle
4. Large sire component dispenser Nuts
5. Bottles on stand 25. Jig for bolt
6. Drill stand with nuts and 26. Jig for bolt
handles 27. Bushes
7. Horizontal handles 28. Holes for resistors
9. Pad of paper 29. 3-pin plugs
9. Position for ink pad 30. Pen tops
10. Position for plastic bags 31. Bol ts
11. Paper clips 32. Washers
12. Board and drawing pins (aside) 33. Nuts
13. She Ives 34 . Pen dispenser
Id. "Chuck" handles 35. Name plates
15. Magnets 36. Console
16. Papor and metal plates
17. Tray of weights
figure 13 BASIC MOTIONS Of WORK BATTERY
Layout of workplaces when table not in use
Figure 14 General view of Basic Motions of Work Test Battery 
equipment. The operator seated at the fixed work 
station is working from workplace 6.
Figure 15 Central pillar on which the table top revolved. Note 
the splayed legs for stability.
W P t  . .«, m  . , r s r v - i *
Figure 16 Cantilever structure supporting the fixed work station. 
Basic Motions of Work table.
Figure 17 The fixed work etetioi , IB of Work table.
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The seven workplaces were in turn placed behind the fixed work sta­
tion by rotating the circulir table top. The table top could be 
rotated by motor or by hand. Details of the structure of the table 
ire given in Appendix. 7.
(b) Appearance
It was desirable to avoid any implication that the test series tested 
anything other than the ability to perform basic m n H n n n  of work at 
normal speed.
It was hoped to present a series of tests whose appearance would re­
mind the occupational therapist administering the test, and reassure 
the oerson being tested, that it was the ability to perform normal
everyday actions seen at the workplace which was being examined
As far as possible characterle-s objects sucn as simple blocks, pegs 
and pegtoards were ivo ided. i.'-je was made, for example, of coins to 
be slid (test 1) or inspected (test 63, 64, 65), flexible plastic 
bags (test 27 snd rigid paper clips (test 26) to bt picked up, drill 
handles to oe pulled test. 19, 22, 44-5.?), green and red switch but­
tons to be pushed (test 55), resistors to be inserted into holes 
;test 36), washers to be palmed (test 54) m d  pens and top? to be 
assemoled (test 31).
(c) The chute
Tests at workplace 1, 6 and 7 require that items be dropped once pro­
cessed. The provision of a chute in the fixud workstation with a col­
lection box at the bottom, illowed these items to be- carried clear of 
the workplace (figure 18). The box was housed at the end of a metal 
arm by which it was iwung out from under the table, when items dropped 
were to be retrieved (figure 19). The box could also be lifted from 
its housing (figure 201 end inverted, which was the preferred method 
when r- turning fur e » imple the rubbei doorstops used in tests 10, 11, 
13 and 14 to the work surface. The box was lined with thick orthopae­
dic felt to reduce the noise made by falling components on impact.
Figure 18 Chute and colla'tion box into which components fell
Collection box could be awung out from under the table
to retrie\/Ls component ,. BMW table.
Figure 19
i, 1 i* .f » m  m . ►
'  .
’
■
;
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Figure 20 Collection box could be lifted out and inverted if 
required.
The mouth of the chute 150 mm x 50 mm was wide enough to allow two 
hands to discard jomponeHs ir jltaneously Figure 21). A lid, con­
trolled ; , f: ‘ a t ; •> ; the hanile it the right of the workstation, 
closed and locked flush with the work surface and formed part of 
the worx area when the chute was not in use (Appendix 7).
igure 21 1 he widtn of the chute mouth accommodated bi-lateral
disposal of components. B M  table.
(d> The timing device
Accurate use of a stopwatch takes experience to develop and constant 
:.ac:ice to maintain. Premature or delayed triggering and misread­
ing the stoowatch can cause significant inaccuracies, particularly 
where the total time for a test is little more than five seconds.
Because the occupational therapists who would be administering the 
Bajic Motions of Work Test Battery rarely used a stopwatch for other 
pu "poses and could well administer this test series as infrequently 
as nnce •i--«kly or even once monthly, it was necessary to eliminate 
the need fo. u-ie occupational therapist to operate a stopwatch in 
the usual way.
A timing device was dr a imed which the oeraon being tented would 
trigger with his hand and all movements thereafter would be incor 
porated in th test, including thi- return cf the tentee's hand to 
switch the timer off
Two flat topped mushroom buttons 65 mm in diameter were placed one 
on each side of the workstation 315 mm to the left and right of the 
middle of the long side of the work surface 115 mm in from the edge 
iFigure 22 ) .
1
J
Figure 22 The right hand mushroom button of the timer. BMW table.
A digital timer was housed on the tester's console (Figure ?j). Once 
depressed, release of i mushroom button started the timer and subse­
quent depression of the button stopped the timer. Either both the 
left and right, or only the left mushroom button could be active.
The mushroom buttons were designed so that the resistance they offered 
did not require an 'apply pressure' Ad (X4) to triggei them, and their 
cap size required orly a position PO for the hands to hit them.
It required a movement class 3 to move the hano from the mushroom 
button to the second motion of a test. Thus only tests (88 per cent) 
for which it was appropriate to commence and finish with a movement
started a^d ended at the mushroom button. 
i-q , f^ or which the movement requirements were class 1 and 2, nad 
the disadvantage that the occupational therapist had to depress and 
release the start button housed on the console (Figure 23).
■ iced timer on the console.
Bl%/ table.
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The t imer' - digital di splay required only that the figure.- read 
from it be transcribed on to the test sheet, and thus avoideo the 
possible misreading of a stopwatch.
The timer had a characteristic noise which kept the testee aware 
that the stopwatch was still running. This could serve to remind 
him that he was being timed and urge continued effort; it could 
also prompt him to switch it off at the end of the cycle. During 
t.ne last cycle of a test the tester reminded the testee to switch 
off the timer if tended to forget.
(e) The console
The console housed the face of the digital timer and it was at the 
console that the rehabilitee's performance on each test was recorded.
_
Care was taken to ensure that the surface of the console was large
enough to house the ocer»d test manual and the record sheet and 
that a ledge was provided to prevent pens from rolling off the 
alooing surface figure > .
The console also ho.sed the selection switch which activated either 
the left or both mushroom buttons, the selection switch for console 
or work station stopwatch control, the starting switch, the man, 
timing cutton and t~e switch for the motor which revolved the 1 .j.e 
top (figure 22)
I
fs ##'
Figure <Z4 The console top BMW table. Note extension lead of start 
button resting across top right hand area.
The tester frequently had to move to the work station from the con­
sole to demonstrate actions required and the height -f the console 
*as designed to allow the tester to write whilst standing or sitting 
on a high stool.
The console was an independent unit, attached to the table only by 
the electrical cables of the timer and motor. Thus the console could 
be positioned according to the requirements of the room and the re­
habilitee .
(f) Stability of the work surface
A rubber-edged cam on the fixed work station was brought into contact 
with the revolving table top to prevent it rotating while work was 
being carried out.
In addition a metal lever locked the rotating table top to the work 
station at workplace 2 to enable the horizontal levers to be pushed 
against 3,2 kg without rotating the table top (Figure 2';).
Figure 25 Locking mechanism to stabilise workplace 2.
'he table remained stable even when the vertical levers placed at 
its perimeter at workplace ? we re pushed against a resistance of
20,9 kg .
(g) Sound cue
For all tests using lever and push-button operations a buzzer sounded 
at the end of the stroke to indicate successful completion of the 
action.
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in addition a metal lever locked the rotating table top to the work 
station at workplace 2 to enable the horizontal levers to be pushed 
igainst 3,2 kg without rotating the table top (Figure 25).
m
figure 25 Locking mechanism to stabilise workplace 2.
'he table remained stable even when the vertical levers placed at 
pc- • ime tor at workplace 2 were pushed against a resistance of
20,9 kg .
(g ) Sound cue
for all tests using lever and push-button operations a buzzer sounded 
at the end of the stroke to indicate successful completion of the 
action.
rtr m
(h ) Return to starting po'ition
Where possible the tests were designed c that, when completed, the 
components -ad heen returned to the original starting position, or 
that they were in the position required for the subsequent test. 
This was achieved with 65 per cent of the 125 tests. The advantage 
was a saving in time needed to tidy up after the tests were adminis 
tered.
B. LAYOUT OF EACH TEST IN THE BATTERY
The tests are illustrated in order of presentation during the battery. 
All tests at workplace 1 were completed before moving workplace 2 and 
subsequent workplaces in front of the testae. The tests were arranged 
according to their compatibility in one work area, and not in order 
ot increasing difficulty. The test numbers indicated a progression 
from movements 1-5, the addition of G0-G3, P0-P5 and then of the 
remaining actions. The complete M0DAPT5 analyses of each test toge­
ther with directions to the person administering the test are given 
in the Manual of Instruction shown in Appendix 13.
WORKPLACE 1
Figure 26 Workplace 1 at the commencement of the test battery
TEST 1
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Figure 21 Test 1, showing layout at beginning of test for 
left hand
Test 1 was for movement class 1. toward and away from the body. The 
task was to push the coins into the chute top, one by one, moving 
first along the front row and returning along the back row. The index 
finger was used, but any other finger would be suitable.
Coins were selected as typical of loose objects which are slid across 
a suz ,race using finger movements, and which can be controlled by con­
tact only. One cent coins were small enough to require a movement 
of less than 25 mm (1 inch) to travel from one to the next.
The only actions required were MiGO M1P0. The same layout was used 
for right and left hand, the tost starting at the end nearest the hand 
in use.
• igure 28 T-iat 7 showing starting position of test for left hano
T"3t "as *ot movement class 2, toward ana away where the displace- 
ment ia theoretically possible by movement of the wrist.
The task was to pick up nuts in turn and place them in a general posi­
tion on the table in front of the wooden block. Nylon nuts were chosen 
to avoid the soiling of hands after working with metal nuts.
The only actions required were M2G1 M2P0. The same layout was used for 
right and l«tt hand. The block with nuts arranged on top was re­
turned to storage behind the workplace after the test.
ITEST 10
Figure 29 est 10 showing layout as the left hand moves from 
the start button to pick up the first stopper
Test 10 was for movement class 3 toward and away and grasp Gl,
Tne task was to pick up si* rubber door stops one at a time and 
drop them down the chute. The black tape demarcated the supply 
area, and prevented the stoppers being slid instead of carried to 
the chute. Rubber stoppers were used to reduce the noise made on 
impact with the chute anti bin be low. The actions repeated were 
M3G1 M3P0. The stoppers at the right hand side of the workplace 
were used to test the right hand.
Figure -C Test 13 showing testee simultaneously carrying the first
3f six stoopers to the chute, with the left and right hand
'eat 13 was for bi-lateral class 3 movements toward and away and bi­
lateral grasp Gl. The set ion? repeated were M3G1 M3FC simultaneously, by 
both hands.
The chute was wide enough to accommodate simultaneous disposal of 
items from the left .ind right hand.
TEST 11
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Figure 31 Tegt 11 showing the stoopers positioned at the sioe of 
the work area ready for the right hand to carry those 
ax. the right with a sideways movement to the chute.
r-rt 11 .vo3 "or mo.ement class ) in sideways or coronal plane, and 
Gl.
The actions repeated were M3G1 M3P0
/ W j
-I. * r-ti
T5s*" was *3r bi-lateral simultaneous movement class 3 in the 
coronal plane and grasp Gl.
For tnis type of Ml the elbow remains in fixed flexion, while internal 
and ext-rnal rotation at the shoulder moves the 'ands.
The actions repeated were M3G1 M3PD in both hands.
"igure 33 Test 19 showing workplace 1 cleared to allow access to 
the stand of matchboxes
Test 19 wes for movement class 4 often necessary to obtain larger com­
ponents stored toward the oack of a work arcs, and for grasp Gl. A 
larger item than a matchbox would have been desirable to illustrate 
tn.is point, but this wO';ld have required more accurate positioning 
to insert it into the chute top.
The stand was angled to the left to erable easy access by the left hand,
It was turned to the right 1 right hand. The spare set of five
matchboxes stored behind the stand reduced the number of times the 
tester had to emp.y the holder under thn chute.
The task was to pick up each matchbox in turn and drop it down the
chute.
The actions repeated were M4G1 M4P0.
n rP S i
igure 34 Test 20 showing the second bottle being carried from the 
stand on the floor to a general position on the work­
bench with the left hand
est 20 was for movement class 4 in , . er11ca 1 plane and grasp G 1.
The task was to place the bottles in a general area on the workbench. 
This test represented situations where comoonents or holders were 
stored below work height .
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The stand was placed on the left hand side when the left hand was 
tested. The tapering Shape of the bottles allowed plenty of ecci 
‘c. a simole grasp. 9y the time Test ’0 vis commenced, the rubber 
stoopers ana coins from previous tests were in the holder at the 
bottom of the chute leaving the table emoty.
The actions repeated were M4G1 M4PQ.
TEST 63
AS,5?-e
3
Fi.guie 35 fast 63. A dull coin is to the right and a bright coin 
fo foe l<*t. The other coins wait to be sorted by using
the hand of choice.
Test 63 was for eye use (E2) and decision D3 according to finish 
shade of coin.
or
The task was to identify the dull coins and push them one by one to 
the sampl' dull coin, then in one sweep, pusn he remaining coins 
to the sample bright coin. There were eleven bright and nine dull 
coins.
The task represented inspection of finished surfaces such ds ir. metal 
polishing. The coins required minimal handling, reducing the extent 
to which poor manual dexterity would influence the test result.
The repeated actions were t".2E2D3 MPO.
TEST 64
Figure 36 Test 64 with twelve coins tails up
Test 64 war, for eye use E2 and decision 03 according to design.
The task was to turn the coin'-, .q that only heads were up. The test 
began with nine tails up.
The actions repeated were E2E2D3 M2G3 J2M1P0.
I
*
TEST 65
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-igure -9: bS required sorting coins according to date
Teat Si "as ‘or eye use Z2 and decision D3 according to numbers.
All coins except seven were of the same year. The task was to find 
those which were not of that year and push tnem aside. The previous 
691 finished with all dates upwards. The use of coins for four dif­
ferent tests reduced the number of test components to be stored.
The actions repeated were E2E2D3 M2GO M2PQ.
QRKPLAC
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ThiS WOr,'Pl'a':’ c°n,istld ° f '• •qoiv.i.ot in haight to that of
' d r i U  °r=ss' " ltn '■ - "ah01„ ,  horizont.
and bolts attached to it.
S battery peered buzzer end light pieced at the centre of the table
-ere triggered by electric.! contact, et the end of the .tree of .1: 
Itivers.
TEST 2
#
F inure 19
r
£ m
Test 2 showing the hand at starting position
Teat 2 ... for movement c l . „  1 to.ard and in the eagital plane
«ith an Object with a fixed path ,hd graap Gl.
■ tighten or looe.h t. It to . .top. Nylon buahee
P' ’ '“'P resistance to prevent the bolt being spun with a
contact giasp. The actions were M1G1 M1P0.
W m r-n.
figure 39 Teat 6 showing the hand in starting position
Test 6 was for mo ement class 2 toward and away in the saqital plane,
Lng pronation and supin The object had a fixed path.
This test r■•presented circular movements found in turning taps, valves 
and some spanners where minima* resistance is required, in comparison 
with test h , at workplace 4 where more resistance was presented. Nylon 
bushes prevented the handles being loose enough to spin with one finger.
The actions were M ’Gl M2P0.
TEST 4
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Figur# 4C' Test 4 showing h.nos tightening bolts simultaneously
Tes- - was -or bilateral simultaneous movements class 1 toward and
away in the sagital plane
Tightening the bolt was a clockwise action, thus the resistance was 
*ren moving awdy with the right hand and toward with the left hand.
Actions were M 161 MLPQ simultaneously in both hands.
-igur. 41 T „ t  9 showing hands tightening tap handles simultaneously
T‘" ' ' wa3 ’or bilatoral simultaneous movements class 2 towaid end 
away in the sagital plane, where the object had a fixed path.
Th* aCti0n 0f thc tw0 hands -O* not symmetrical as both were turning
the taps clockwise.
The action was MJGi M2P0 simultaneously in both hands.
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TESTS 19, 44, 47, 50
rvgur. 42 Test 19 showing the teetee sitting pulling handle B down
T^at 19 was for movement class 4 where the object had a fixed path 
*nd resistance of lea. than fl lb (3,6 kg) and the testae was seated,
This test and testa 44, 47 and 50 represent the operation of a drill
pres lever against minimal 9 lb (4,1 kg), IB lb (8,2 kg) and 36 lb
116,4 kg) r°aiatanc«> respectively, while seated. The lever was re­
turned to the starting position by a spring.
The ctions repeated were Test 19
44
47
50
M4P0,
M4L1P0 M4P0, 
M 4 U P 0  M4P0, 
M4L4P0 M4P0.
* %  - -4
9 3 5 -  ™
“  ' =1'" 5 -l’.r. th. obj.ct n„d . fix.d v.rticl
rhi’ te,t " " ' " " ' d  ‘h. control of long lover, or those positioned 
nbove normal working hnitjht.
Tha action reoeatad was M5P0.
TESTS 45, 4?, 51
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h,u
Z
"  "  f0r ■OV— el-  " -"il. standing. Th, odject had a 
Pdth and resistance of 9 ib (4,1 kg).
Th“  te3t and te,t’ 49 51 ~Pre,.„t.d tha dp.ratidn of a drill
The actions repeated were Test 45
49 
51
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L 1 M P 0  M4P0, 
L2M4PQ M4P0, 
L4M4P0 M4PQ.
Test 50 and test 51 put the greatest downward force on the edge of
the test table of all the tests. The ability to withstand this
force without tipping over was one of the criteria for stability of the 
table, which was not fixed to the floor.
TESTS 52, 48, 46
V I
Figure 4 5 Test 50 showing handle E being pushed away with the 
hand -’gainst a resistance of 46 lb (20,9 kg)
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Fest 52 was for
bod> against a resistance of 46 
object had a fixed path.
movumint cl... 4 In th. s.git.l plan,. a„av fro. th.
lb (20, - kg) while standing. The
Thlg t..t ana t.,t, 48 and 46 r.pr,s„nt.a har,dling „achine
-u=h „  in clo.in, th. collet of a cap,tan lathe, against fa.1,tana.
=' 46 lb (20., 24 lb (10,, kg, and 15 lb (6,8 kg, r.apactlv.ly.
The actions repeated were Test 52 - L6M4P0 M4P0,
48 - L3M4PQ M4P0,
46 - L2M4P0 M4PQ.
Th. resistance in th.s. t.st, „a5 pr.s.nt.a fro, greatest to L a s t  to
enable tha, to folio, dir.ctl, after test 51, .hich also used lever E
hus ft -es not necessary to ..piece lever E before proceeding to 
test 56.
-
r *
>
x I,:
U »  C being pul.ed downwards, w 
tha testee is seateo
Test 44 was for movement class 4 in the saqital plane while seated.
The object had a fixed path.
This test and tests 47 and 50 represented pulling drill press and 
other machine lev, against a resistance of ) lb (4,1 kg), 18 lb 
(9,2 kg) and 36 lb (16,4 kg) respectively.
The action-; repeated were Test 4^ - M4L1PQ M4P0,
4 7 - M4L2P0 M4Pn,
50 - M4L4P0 M1P0.
Figure • '■•at 16. The testae, seated, pushes the horizontal
lever away.
rest 16 was for movement class 4 of a lever following a fixed hori-
reeietence of less than 3 lb (3,6 kg) against 
a Pushing action. The test represented handling horizontal machine 
lovers.
The action,! repeated worn M4PQ,
TEST 17
---1
'igure 4^ Tret 17. The testes, seated, pulls the horizontal 
Jevor towards him.
Tset 16 was for movement class 4 of a lever following a fixed path 
with the resistance of less than 8 lb (3,6 kg) against a pulling
action.
■he test represented the rotation of the capstan of a repetition lathe, 
and operation of machine levers.
The action repeated was M4PQ,
" ' " t . wk
WQR KPLAf! ,
igur« 49 .Vorkplace 3 showing equipment in ,to 
workplace not in u»e
age oositions when
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TEST 3
r
- r
-
4*
Figure 50 3v«in tne usp o e thumb and ane finger to turn the pages
in test 3
Test 3 was for movement class 1 with flexible material. The task was 
to lift ton pages in turn with the finger and hold them up with the 
thumb. It represented thumbing through sheets of paper. The stack 
or paper was held in position on a metal base by a metal bar over two 
pins to keep it stable. The sheets with holes punched at the end op-
posite to that being turned must be replaced when they become wrinkled.
Actions repeated were M1G0 M1PD
Figure 51
L * h r in,, th” PO,i'ic'" to ...0 1 , to.
to bs oer ormed With wrist movement. The oad is
T,.« 8 ... for ,ov....t cl... 2 ,io..,ys. Th. ... to tok , rubb.r
.t.mo too pi.c. , rough imprint v  th, p.p.r pl.c.o n..t 
pad. Imprints could overlap each other.
to thi! ink
Thn ictiong repe,ted were M PQ.
The block and ink pad were placed at the back of the 
subsequent, tests,
work area for the
>ere H-
T X  P
.........
r” : :i r ,or ’•* g j  ° f » = » j « t  aoart from otnsr 0B.
J 3* he task consisted of pickin
'nr" ,n; ""Cl03,d bV th’ bl»=k Placing'them "in ywh«ro
- ton of th. chut,. ,h. inai>l,tion t.p, .nich f.r.,o th, out-
ton „ th, 01,ck „ u , r ,  imn,0,d sliding th, clip, in.t.pd of picking
v n 8 fn i.j p # ^
actions repeated were MJG3 M3PQ,
rinure
T.
r" t ”  ,h0“in? th* “  «= P‘=" u= th. pi,,tic ba.j.
Figure ^  Test 56 showing the drawing pin, lying on their backs 
and the final poaitin after applying pressure X4
Tost 5o was for tr.e aoplication of extra force X4, but also included 
J2. The task consisted of picking up the five drawing pins in turn, 
inserting them point downwards into a olock of wood and pressing them 
home. Maranti was found to be a suitable timber, as it offered suffi­
cient resistance tr. warrant an X4 but was soft enough to be penetrated 
by thm point of . A  non-alip material (1dyurnV from Dycem Ltd,
6•aiiJay n.il Trading Lotete, Bristol, England) was placed under the 
board to prevent it sliding on the table. The 'dycem' was not stuck to 
the board, which allowed it to bn readily replaced when it lost its 
grip.
The actions repeated waro MIG3 M1P0J2J21P0X4.
WORKPLACE 4
1
I Ift
\
igu~e 55 Workplace 4 when not in u
Workplace 4 comprised three 127 mm wide, 1069 mm long, wooden shelve, 
mm, 510 mm and 1020 mm • iblfl height, supported by two metal
frames. Five crank handles were arranged up the side of both frames, 
five push button switches up the front surface of the left hand frame 
and five screws at the bottom of the front surface of the right hand 
'rame. Five magnets were fixed along the front edge of the bottom 
shelf. A H  tests requiring vertical movements M3, M4 and M5, other 
than those with levers at workplace „ and tsst 12 with flexible 
thread at workplace 5, were arranged at workplace 4.
A tray bearing two 2 lb (910 g), one 4 lb (1810 g), one 6 lb (2720 g 
and one 8 lb (3620 g) weights with handles rested at the back of the 
work area behind the shelves. Tests requiring weights to be moved 
about the workbench and to be carried while walking around the table 
ana to be picked up from the floor and placed on the bench were 
performed from workplace 4 because the work area below the shelves 
provided a suitable open area around which to move the weights.
To have confined at one workplace sixteen tests most of which re­
quired grosser movement and/or work against resistance made a worth- 
while contribution to the aim of limiting the space occupied by the 
test battery to as small an area as possible.
Figure 56 Test 23 showing boxes on tueir sides, with open end to 
the right for ease of grasp by the right hand
Test 23 was for movement class 5 in the vertical plane. The task 
was to grasp four 90 x 90 x 60 mm boxes one by one by the front edge 
with fingers inside the box and thumb outside, bring them to the work­
place and olace them on their bases.
In industry movements c_ass 5 were found when larger items were 
stored above the workplace at which they were to be used. Boxes 
were chosen for the test battery because they lent themselves to 
use in three subsequent tests. Positioning the boxes on their sides 
ensured only a snatch grasp G1 was necessary to pick them up.
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The actions repeated were M5G1 M5P0. The test, when performed in re­
verse, placing the boxes on their sides on the top shelf, required the 
same actions. This meant the test could be repeated without having to 
replace the boxes in their original oosition first.
TEST 21
a
Figure S - Test 21 showing hands simultaneously placing rubber
itoppei'i in box, the f laps of whicn are opened to grant 
easy access
Test 21 was tor simultaneous movements class 4 in a vertical plane, with 
both hands. The task was to pick up a 40 x 15 mm rubbnr stopper in each 
hand simultaneously and place them in the same box. It was typically 
found in packing and assembly work where components were stored above 
the work surface.
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Actions repeated were M4G1 M4P0. The same actions were required if 
the test was performed in reverse. Thus, as witn test 23 this test 
could be repeated without needing to replace the Items in their ori­
ginal position first.
TEST 5
Figure 56 Test 5 with the finqers positioned to pull the top 
flao while the thumbs keep the side flaps down
Test 5 was for bilateral movements class 1 with flexible guided mate­
rial. The task was to close first the side flaps then bring the lid 
over, crease the front flap downwards, and press it into position,
1 us closing the lid.
The actions repeated were MlGD M1P0 with index fingers and with 
thumbs. These actions were also repeated if the task was performed 
in reverse,
To maintain a realistic simulation of such work the boxes had to be 
replaced frequently, otherwise tne flaps became very loose at their 
hinges, which reduced the control required to perform the job effec­
tively . This control was not measurable with M(]CAFT5, because tne 
resistance offered by the new flap hinges was not sufficient to war­
rant an apply pressure X4.
TEST 24
figure 59 Test 24. Boxev, moved from table to high shelf using 
bilateral movement class 5
Test 24 was for bilateral unguided movenent class j. The test was 
to grasp eac i closed bo* in turn at the sides w :th two hands and place 
it on the top shelf. This formed the end cf the series of tests 
which resulted in two rudber stoppers beinc packed and stored. At 
the completion of testing, the tester had to unpack the boxes and 
raplac" the stoppers and emnty boxes in their original position.
The actions repeated were simultaneous M5G1 M5P0 with both hands.
TEST 55
t : *
figure 60 Test 55 with table top rotated to position button switches 
above the mushroom button for testing of the right hand
Test 55 was for extra force X4 (previously known as apply pressure A 4) 
The switches were painted alternately green and red. The task was 
to press all the green switches moving from the bottom to the o p , 
as if switching machinery on, then move down pressing the three red 
switches as if to switch the machines off. The fixed buttons required 
less control than when using X4 to push the drawing pins into the 
blocK of wood in test 56.
The actions repeated were M13CX4 M230X4,
TE5T 57
If
Figure 61 Test 57 with the table rotated to place the chuck 
handles at right angles to the shaft of the left
forearm
Test 57 was for extra force X4 exerted by supination of the forearm 
while holding a handle with 3 fixed movement path. A 5 mm thick 
rubber washer at the base of the shaft to which the chuck handle was 
attached was compressed as the handle was rotated in a clockwise di­
rection. Compression was released it aach half turn, when t h s p i r a l  
guide attached to the side of the shaft slipped over a knob fixed to 
the shelf frame. Thus it was unnecessary to loosen the keys at the 
completion of the test. The task represented tightening a lathe 
chuck with a key.
The actions repeated were M3G1X4 M2P0.
TEST 15
Figure 62 Test 15 showing the tegtee fixing the first card to 
magnet using the first metal plate
‘r
Test 15 was for unquided bilateral movement class 3 in the vertical 
plane. The task was tu pick up a 75 mm square card in the non- 
doninant hand and a 50 mm square 1,5 mm mild steel plate in the 
dominant, move both up to the magnet fixed to the front of the 
bottom shelf, place first the card and then the metal plate over 
the magnet. The task represented jobs in which one hand carries an 
object upwards and holds it while the other hand fixes the object 
in position. One corner of the metal plate was bent up 3 mm /-rom 
the table to make it easier to pick up.
The actions repeated were M3G3 M3P0 with the non-dcminant hand and 
M3G3 M3°2 with the dominant hanq.
TEST 58
Figure 63
■
Test 58 showing the screwdriver be ng positioned in 
screw with right hand, assisted by left hand
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Test 58 was fav X4 in a clockwise direction while controlling a loose 
tool. Tne task was to pick up the 8 mm screwdriver (handle 90 x 20 mm) 
with the dominant hand, and position it in the lowest acrew assisted 
by the non-dominant hand, and turn tne screw through approximately 
180 0 . After turning the remaining four screws in a similar manner, 
the screwdriver was replaced on the bench before switching off the 
timer with the dominant hand.
The actions repeated were M2P5X4 M2P0.
TEST 43
-----
r , \ -i.
Figure 64 Test 43 showing '-.he third of five weights being removed 
from the tray an 1 placed on the bench
TEST 74
Test 43 was for LI both slide and lift. The task was to pull the 1359 g
tray of weights from its position behind the shelves to a line with­
in 200 mm of the edge of the workstation, then remove the weights 
(2 x 910 g , 1 x 1810 g , 1 x 2720 g ami 1 x 3620 g) ona by one, from
the lightest to the heaviest, and place them on the bench between
the tray and the tea tee.
The actions repeated were M4G1M4P0, the L.'. neing applied once when 
the tray was dragged forward and once when vhe heaviest weight (3620 g 
8 lb) was removed i'com the tray. The original purpose of the variety 
o* weights was to gradually prepare the testee to pick up the 3620 
weight.
Figure 63 Tnst 74 showing the testee with hands resting on the 
table's edge and operating the foot pedal using hip 
movement. The hinge of the pedal ir placed distal to 
the testee.
Test 74 was for W5 in a foot pedal operation. Other W5s in the bat- 
tery were for walking. The task was to place the hands on the work­
bench, then move the foot from a position on the floor beside the 
pedal, and depress t' jedal until the buzzer rang, repeat this 
four more times then return the hands to the stop switches.
The action repeated was ,V5. This foot pedal, and the bottle stand 
used in test 20 were the only pieces of test apparatus which were 
not accommodated on the revolving table.
rigure 66 Test 75 snowing the pedal reversed with the hinge proximal 
to the testee so that plantar flexion at the ankle joint 
depressed it.
Test 75 was for F3, i foot action while the neel remained fixed. The 
task was to olace the hands on the table edge, and with the foot al­
ready resting cn the pedal, with the ankle at the hinge, depress the 
pedal seven times until the buzzer rang, then return the hanas to the 
stop switch. It was necessary to repeat the action seven times to 
oring the total time for the test above 5,b8 seconds (Section 3.U.5 .
The action repeated
p » , r Z :  :zr M B M t M  — — - -
Th'3 action repeated was 530.
Figure 6a
L snowing the teetee commencing on his journev
The test was for W5 unloaded. The task was to pick up a small obj.
and carry it 10 m around the table and console, replace the object 
the taole and switch off the timer.
e-Jt <3 showing the testee carrying a 13,59 kg (30 lb) 
•ray c* weights past the console on his 10 m journey
ia  ^^
T',3ta 72 ’"a 73 for 1,5 carryin, „ ],62 kg and , ;3 ,59 kg „aa,
respectively. The task was tha same as for test 71. The load facto 
ie only added to the arm movements when picking up and carrying heav 
objects. Shorter paces taken carrying the 13,59 kg mass increases 
the number of steps from fourteen (test 72) to fifteen (test 73) and 
thus the time to complete the ten metre journey. These, together 
with test 76 t3r 617, are the only tests in the battery which evalua 
tasks associated with materials handling.
The action repeated was W5.
‘TEST 7b
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Figure 70
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The iction repeated was 8 1 /.
f igure '1 .Workplace 5 when not in use
Workplace 5 comprised a fixed psgboard flanked by two reels mountrd 
on fixed stands and fitted with crank handles. The black shapes 
fixed to the bench surface for use during test 42 can be seen in 
the foreground. The loose shuttle is stored behind the stand.
igore »at 42 as the testae uses two hands to position the
second piece of leather
Test 42 was for P5 of a single flexible object using t . Th
operation was • pie Lp of , jig, The tag< ^
p^ace each numbered piece of leather in turn over the appropriate 
olacx shaoea on the bench so that only ulack was visible through th 
holes in the leather, and only the grey surface of the bench was vi 
ble around the leather piecej.
The actions repeated ware M3G3 M3P5 with the dominant hand and 
,J'3G3 MjPQ with the non-dominant hand.
Figure 73 Teat 12 showing the position of the hand as tne thread 
is passed over the middle peg en route to the bottom 
right hand peg
Test 12 was for movement class 3 while controlling flexible thread 
around a fixed jig. The task was to grasp the end of the 1,53 m thread
attached to the left hand peg and allowing it to slide through the
fingers, wind the thread around the pegs following the black pattern 
on the board. A knot 120 mm from the end of the cord reminded the testae
he hod finished the circuit. The test resembled building an electri­
cal harness or threading machinery.
Figure 74 T83t 59 illustrating tha test for the left hand
lest 59 was for crank Cd with flexible material in the air with no jig 
The task was to draw the 2,39 m string from the wheel by grasping and 
pulling the bead tied to its end, and then using a cranking action 
of the hand being tested, wind the string around that hand, while 
using the other hand to control the feed of the string.
The action repeated was C 4 .
lest 60, t or the opposite hand, during which the string was wound 
back on the wheel was administered alternately with this test.
figure 75 Test. 60 being performed by the left hand
rest 60 was for crjnk C4 with a rigid handle on fixed niece of ma- 
chinery. The t.jsk w i to turn the h m d  In until the cord, unwound in 
test vi, w«3 fully taken up (20 tur-'a) . Note that the cord had been 
laid out straight to prevent tangli -,g, and that the table was rotated 
in that the hand uo jId turn the handle without hitting the stop switch
The action repeated w.v, 04.
Figure 76 Test 61 for the left hand
' ul "a ; ,,jr c: ,nk ::i* winding flexible m.iten ,1 . , the nr, around 
) jig ''Id in the other hand. The task commenced with the ihuttle al­
ready held in the non-dominant hand. The dominant hand left the stop 
witch, grasped the -.ord m d  wound it iround the shuttle. A knot 
near the end of the cord warned the testae that the task was about 
to finish and to move toward# th<‘ stop switch.
The action repeated was C4.
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Figure 77 Workolace 6 when not in use
Workplace 6 housed all tests using jigs except tests 12 and 61 at 
workplace 5. Four of the tests could be performed in reverse, and 
these tests were also part of a series that brought all components 
back to their starting point. These features heiped to reduce the 
time taken re-setting up tests.
The tiered stand placed on a 1dycem1 mat was able to withstand the 
forces placed upon it without moving. The different levels allowed 
access to the jigs behind without interference from the components 
in lower work surfaces. The black line dividing the lower jigs in­
dicated the limits of involvement of the left or right hand in uni­
lateral tests.
Figure Z8 Test 30 showing the left hand about to place the second 
bush over a bolt
Test 30 was for position P2 of a rigid object unto an object held in 
a jig. Tne intervening movements were class 2 and the oreceding graso 
a J .. The task was to pick up in turn the five upright busnes from 
the pillars behind and drop them over the bolts standing in the jig 
on the lower tier. The task could be performed in reverse.
The actions repeated were M2G1 M2P2.
Figure 79 Test 33 showing the left hand about to position the 
second bolt in the hexagonal jig in front of its 
original position
Test 33 was for position P5 of a rigid object into a jig. The task 
was to pick up five brass hexagonal headed ^ B5W, 16TPI bolts in turn 
and place them in hexagonal jigs whic i were fixed at a different degree 
of rotation from the jigs in which the bolt was originally standing. 
This test could be performed in reverse.
1 he actions repeated were M2G1 M2P5.
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Figure 30 Test 35 showing the left hand positioning the third of 
five nuts on a bolt held in a jig. Note that the bolts
r in t. l i n o  m  e *■ * u *  a. ora in the jigs nearest the testae
Test 35 was for position P5 of a rigid object onto an object help in 
a jig. The task was in turn to pick up five pr e-pcsitioned nuts and 
place them on the bolts behind. The nut was pre-positioned to avoid 
adding a grasp G3 and a re-grasp J2 to the test.
The actions repeated were M2G1 M2P5.
• , 1
F : " T?-, ■ i ; 3' ; ath hands positioning the second of five
- * i 5 it •* neid in jigs. Note that the bolts are in
• • •• ; nearest the teg tee .
• • * • • • • ‘ i •• ilateral aositioning P5. Although M0DAPT5
• " t i l  * ‘ • it P .serf ar^ied in sequence, the more macro-
•- - le f. w oracesa chart would record these actions as 
■ * * 1 s. e * i « was to simultaneously pick up adjacent pre-
■n|" I nr 1 i " hand, and place them on the nearest pre-
* i :i J -nr: jht in , jig, and turn down twice. The
t •>»    f t- •• 11 and v d finished at the other side.
" 5 ' i * ! ■ 3 ■ tf than one from the left and right hand
1 ! f ~; the r • . •ivr hands to insure that the nuts could be posi-
‘ ' " i t  11 ii' ’yn t r el time from onr to the other. MQDAPT5 
recognise i the i rp i ivet which ohjn ts may be observed without eye 
u v e m c t  is a di » ir -• ]t u out 10 mm at i focal length of 375 mm .
A in test 35 the pre-pos i ticned nut avoided adding a grasp G3 and 
i r «-gi iso J2 to thi; test.
F t simultaneous actions repeated were3 M3G1 M2P5 M1P0 M1G1M1P0
M3G1 M2POM2P5M1PO MIGIMIPP.
TEST 40
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Test 40 *4« 
The task was
I C « 1  P O S l t l O h i n q
iD the bolt*, fti
of rigid item# into iios.
ihieh th# o” the pre*
VI t had been re-'ivw;i, and d a c e  the* in t.n« jig behind, hi#
test could be per folded in reverse.
The simultaneous action# repeated were M3G1 M2P5
M3G1 m :PQM2PS.
P* ^. i »-
Figure -13 Test 32 showing two bushes being placed over two adjacent 
bolts
Test 32 was for simultaneous bilateral positioning P2 of rigid objects 
onto rigid objects held in a jig. The task was to pick up two adjacent 
bush^g at the same time and place th m over the nearest bolts. M0DAPT5 
allows separate times for two P2t apparently performed simultaneously, 
uecause they are recognised as hign-conscious control movements which 
cannot in fact be executed together.
The eimultaneous actions repeated in test 32 were M3G1 M3P2
M3G1 M3P0M2P2.
Figure 84 Teat 38 showing the fifth and thus the last pair of a 
set of nuts and bolts being assembled above the chute
before being dropped. The nut in the left hand indicates
that this is a test for P5 in the left hand
Test !8 was for positioning P'3 two rigid components in the air after 
a bilateral low conscious control get Gl. The task was to pick up 
a ore-positioned nut in one hand and adjacent pre-positioned bolt in 
the other, assemble these, turn the nut down twice and drop the assem­
bly down the chute. The get Gl and position PO were u- ;d to minimise
complexities other than the P s . Comparison of scores achieved on this
t,’t ,nd teSt 35 at “° I'kPl*“  7 will determine the test,.', ,k i u
with , bilateral get S3 of an item jumbled with others.
f"e simultaneous actions rep.ated were M3G1 M3P5H1PO M1G1M1P0
MJG1 M3P0M2P5M1P0 M1G1M1PC
TEST 3d
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Figure 85 Teit 14 being performed by the loft hand
" -r,.. risid ebj.=t into . fixtur.
h. t „ h ... ramov. the thra.-pin plug from its holder end place 
it into the wall socket above.
The actions repeated were M3G1 M2P5.
TEST 36
V s
I  r
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^iqur* 66 feat 36 showing the left hand moving the first resistor 
into the vacant pair of holes at its left
T^st 36 was for positioning P5 semi-flexible material where care is 
required to prevent damaging the component. The task was to pick up 
' w e  resistors in turn and move them to the vacant pair of holes along­
side them. It was only necessary to move one resistor back to the fifth 
position to set up the test at the end of eacn try.
Actions repeated were M3G1 M2P6.
nWORKPLACE
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f’ igure 87 dor 'olace 7 when not in use
Workplace 7 comprised five supply bine. One, the holder for ball­
point pens, used gravity to bring the components one by one to the 
point of pick-up, and this, together with the cut-away section in 
the middle of the holder's lip, enabled the pens to be qreaped using 
a Gl. The flat bottoms of the other bins ensured that the components 
woiixd remain jumbled if dropped loosely into the bin, and would require 
9 GJ when oicked up singly. The bins vere arranged within the arc of 
lie normal work area and could be reached with a movement class 3.
The vui away sides of the small bins enabled the testee's hand to enter 
the bin unobstructed but reduced the number of components each bin 
could hold. This necu tinted n  filling the bins between runs of the 
test concerned which w.t « disadvantage. A hopper style feeder into
a f lat bottomed holder would overcome '.his and should be considered
in any re-dcsign of the test equipment.
The six metal plates used in Tests 37 and 53 can be seen in the fore­
ground .
Figure 99 Teet 25 showing the nuts being placed loosely on the 
chute cover
Test - was f or grasp G 3 of a rigid object jumbled among others.
The task was to pick up five nuts in turn and place them in any posi­
tion on the chute cover.
The nylon nuts were chosen to avoid unnecessary soiling of the hands.
The actions epeated were M3G3 M3PQ
f \ r > '
Test 54 showing a washer being palmed with others after 
being picked up from the bin
Test 54 was for re-grasp or juggle J2 (formerly H2) 0 f a rigid object
The task was to pick up ten 15,5 , 1,25 mm mild steel washers in turn
palming each before picking up the next.
It was typical of work where a component is palmed for later use.
The actions repeated were M2G3J2.
- igure 90 '’-st 53 showing the plats being turned through 180 degrees
using the fingers
Test 5 3 was * or re-grasp or juggle J2 where a component was re-positioned 
in the hand in preparation for placement. Frequently a J2 was necessary 
before a precise placement, but only a P0 was required in the test to 
ensure that it was the ability to re-grasp rather than place a compo­
nent accurately that was being tested.
The task was to pick up the six 30 x 12 x 1,25 mm 5-shaped mild steel 
plates in turn, rotate them end for end in a horizontal plane using 
the fingers, and re-place them on the work surface.
Its actions repeated were M2G3J2 M1PQ.
Figure 9* -St 2 showing the right hand placing a plate along the 
edge of the chute cover while the left hand is about to
pick up the next plate
•sz . 3 i was ‘or simultaneous grasp G3 with position P5 after movement
class three in opposite directions. It was typical of work in which
actions were performed reciprocally.
The task commenced with , , late already in the leading hand, and was 
to place that plate with its edge along the edge of the chute cover 
while at the same time picking up the next plate with the other hand.
The simultaneous actio nit repeated were M3P5 M3P0M2G3
M3P0M2G3 M3P5.
TEST 29
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Test 29 showing tne pen and pen top being dropped un­
assembled down the chute
Figure
Test 23 .as ‘'or simultaneously grasp G3 in one hand and G1 in the 
□ ‘■her.
ufj a Den TOP with the dominant hand and a pre- 
positidnsd pen from the pen holder eieultaneouely „ith the non-dcminaht 
hand, move both to the chut, and drop them without assembling them, and
re P ' at th,“  rth"  t i m e ,. Th. ,et, „as later performed
W i t h  the non-dominant lining the Den top G.3.
The actions repeated were left hand M3G1MJP0, right hand M3G3M3PQ. The 
holder was designed to dispense five pens at a time.
figure 93 Test 31 showing the pen and pen top being assembled before
being dropoed down the chute
fast 31 was for the assembly P2 of two rigid components in mid-air 
unsupported by a jig or fixture.
The task was to pick up a pen top G3 with the dominant and pen G1 with 
the non-dominant hand, move to a position above the chute, assemble 
the components and drop the assembly down the chute. The cycle was 
repeated a further four times. Later the test was administered with 
the non-dominant hand picking up the pen top G3. Any difference in 
percentage of normal time scored between this test and test 29 could 
be ascribed to the ability to perform P2 in air.
The actions repeated were left hand M3G1 M3P0 M1P0, right hand M3G3 
M3J2P2 MlPD.
figure 94 Test 28 showing the nut and bolt being dropped unassembled 
down the chute
Test 23 was for bi-lateral simultaneous G3 of an item jumbled with 
others.
The task was to pick up a nut from a jumble of nuts in one bin and 
a bolt Tom a jumble o f  bolts in another, bring both to the chute top 
and drop them unassembled simultaneously. The cycle was repeated 
a further four times.
The simultaneous actions repeated were M3G3 M3P0
Figure 95 Te-it 39 showing the nut and bolt being assembled before
b e i n g  dropped down the chute
Test 39 was for the fitting of two components together in mid-air P5 
without the assistance of a jig or fixture.
The task was to obtain a nut from a jumble of nuts in one bin using 
the non-dominant hand and a bolt from a jumble of bolts in the other 
j3) using the dominant hand, bring them simultaneously to a position 
above the chute top, fit the bolt into the nut (P5) , turn the nut 
down twice, and drop the assembly down the chute. The cycle was 
repeated a further four times. Latf the test was administered 
with the non-dominant hand controlling the bolt.
Any difference in performance of tects 20 and 39 could be ascribed 
to the ability to perform P5 in mid-air.
The simultaneous actions repeated were M3G3 M3J2P0 M1P0M1G0
M3PCM2G3 M3J2P5.
i -
TESTS 66, 67, 68, 69 and 70
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Figure 96 Shows the disposal bin on the work surface from which 
components are to be selected and replaced either on the 
work surface beside the table or back in the appropriate 
mpply bin. Test 68 is illustrated.
Tests 66-70 were for eye use E2 followed by decision B3 based on the 
shape or colour of the object.
Toe tank was to selsct the named component and in the case of tost 66 
place the nut and bolt assembly on the workbench beside the disposal 
bin, in case of test 67 and 68 place the unassembled bolt and unassem­
bled nut respectively i.n their supply bins, and in the case of test 69 
place the unassembled pen in the top of the pen holder, taking care 
that the nib was at the correct end. In each test five components 
were handled.
These tests brought all components which were housed in bins at work­
place 7 back to the starting position except the assembled nuts and 
bolts and assembled pens and tops which had to be dismantled by the 
tester at the end of the administration of the battery.
TEST t,2
V
Figure 97 Test 62 showing the testee with hands on the table 
ecye waiting for tf'S sound of the timer to elect him
to hit the stop t itton
Test 62 was for decision D3 based on noise.
The task was to place the hands on the table edge and wait until the
tester switched the timer on. As ;oon as the iound of the timer was 
was heard the testee switched it hitting the mushroom button.
The tester switched the timar on at irregular intervals, and avoided 
allowing the testee to see any preparatory movements to switching 
it on.
The actions repeated were 03 M3P0.
This test was placed last in the battery because the author thought 
that the simple action of switcning off the timer by hitting the switch 
might afford the testee satisfaction as the final act of the series.
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PROGRAMME
fh#* control group and experimental group were both Subjected to the 
programme in the process workshop, but the experimental group war-, 
also subjected to the Basic Motions of Work Test Battery.
3.4.1 CONTfiOL GROUP
The programme to which the control group was subjected was that 
routinnly in use at Coonac Rehabilitation Centre to establish suita­
bility for employment in repetitive process work.
Rehabilitees spent one or more periods of 0,25-2,5 hours daily in 
the process workshop. The remainder of the six-hnur day was spent 
receiving other forms of occupational therapy, physiotherapy, speech 
therapy or attending educational programmes, depending upon the needs 
of the individual, his condition and stage of recovery.
In the process workshop the rehabilitees were first given a job which 
avoided their more apparent physical and mental disabilities and for 
this reason seemed one which they could perform successfully. For 
example a person with one useful hand would be given work which made 
use of a jig to hold components, and a person whose finger control 
was limited was asked to work with rigid rather than fragile flexible 
parts. Those known to have a low intellect were not initially given 
work where judgement of fit or inish was required. Rehabilitees 
who spent more than one period in the workshop daily were sometimes 
given two different but apparently s, itable jobs.
A rehabilitee's work was changed if his performance gave greater 
insight into his physical and mertal ,'kilJ d or areas of interest and 
it was thought an alternative job mig'.t contain actions more within 
his reviewed capacity, or be of a nature which would stimulate him 
to work harder .  It , j  rehabilitee's production rate plateaued and 
did not improve over a period of three weeks, ilternative jobs, either 
in the process workshop or elsewhere, were considered. Changes were 
also necessitated when contracts or work batches came to an end. 
Rehabilitees who reached 00 per cent or 100 per cent standard time 
were expected to maintain this for a period of three weeks, if the
work remained availably, in order to demonstrate that they had the 
stamina and perseverance to perform such work over a useful period 
of time.
for purposes jf this research study a form was designed on which the 
amount jf time spent by the rehabilitee on each job was summarised 
for earh member of the control group. A sample of the form is show i 
in figure 98.
Rehabilitees were encouraged to take an interest in their production 
ter and were advised of the rate they achieved in the immediate past 
work period before commencing work next time. The previous highest 
achievement on their current job together with the rates reached du­
ring the present week were displayed on the production board along­
side those of other rehabilitees doing the same job (Figure 9).
3.4.2 EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
The as essm'nt programme of the experimental group was identical to 
that r ntrol group except that in addition these rehabilitees
were subj ‘ co the Basic Motions of Work Test Battery discussed 
in Soctio. The test battery was oresented for periods of one
and a half ..wjru a day from the time of admission to the process work 
shop and as frequently as the work routine of the occupational the­
rapist responsible for administering it allowed until the battery 
was completed. The rehabilitees were withdrawn from various sec­
tions of their occupational therapy programme to undergo the tests.
Each rehabilitee was asked to attempt each test. No assumptions of 
inability were made. However once it wun established that for exampl 
a hand or arm were ibsent or totally flail, tests requiring the use 
of that arm were not presented. Blind and partially sighted reha­
bilitees were asked to attempt all tests. Only when it was estab- 
1 ished that they were unable to distinguish the necessary features 
were tests requiring inspection and sorting discontinued.
The author tested the first ten rehabilitees and during this time 
also trained occupational therapists on the Connac staff in the ad­
ministration of the test. Subsequent testing was undertaken by three
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Figure 98 Example of work sheet on which total time spent by each rehabilitee in control group on each 
job performed in the process workshop was recorded
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occupational therapists experienced in the application of this pro­
cedure, other than the author.
The test periods were limited to one and a half hours to avoid fa­
tiguing the rehabilitees. The author felt it important not to ask 
the occupational therapists to give undue priority to the adminis­
tration of the test above their other therapeutic responsibilities, 
as she wished to determine the length of time it would take to com­
plete the test under normal pressure of work. It was also necessary 
that the rehabilitees had time in which to undertake jobs in the 
process workshop during their early assessment period to enable a 
comparison between workshop and test performance of the same motions 
to be made.
3.5 ANALYSIS
In order to determine whether the combined use of the Basic Motions 
of dork Test Battery and measured workshop performance accelerated 
identification of the reason for failure to achieve standard pace 
on process work, the following were compared for the experimental 
and control groups.
(a) The number of weeks on the assessment programme before it was 
determined whether the rehabilitee possessed the perceptuo-
motor skills to oeiform the work on which he was engaged at
IOC per cent and 80 per cent standard pace.
(b) The percentage of rehabilitees in the two groups for whom cer­
tainty of perceptuo-motor skills to perform the work on which 
they were engaged at 100 per cent and 80 per cert standard pace 
was established.
Also the number of weeks and contact hours in the process workshop 
before patients in the control group reached 80 per cent and 100 per 
cent standard pace was compared between men and women, and between 
grouped ages and groused disabilities, to determine whether these 
factors influenced the time taken to determine adequate perceptuo- 
motor skills to perform the work in which they were engaged.
4. RESULTS - STUDY 1
The average number of weeks which passed on the assessment programme 
with the experimental group be tore it was established that rehabi­
litees had the perceptuo-motor skills to perform the work on which 
tney were engaged at either 00 per cent or 100 per cent standard 
oace was 2,07 ±1,14. This was 10,35 per cent of the average number 
of weeks (28,73 ±22,05) taken by those rehabilitees in the control 
group for whom this skill was established for 00 per cent standard 
pace, and 6,15 per cent of the longer period ( 33,63 ±20 , 36 weeks', 
taken by those in the control group for whom it was established for 
100 per cent standard pace (Table 5), The data from which these 
figures were obtained are given in Tables 8 and 7.
Table 5 Number of weeks on assessment programme before it was 
established that rehabilitees had the perceptuo-motor 
skills to perform the work on which they were engaged 
at either 00 per cent or 100 per cent standard pace
100 per cent Standard pace
WEEKS
Control Experi­
mental
MEAN 33,63 2,07
RANGE 8 - 78 0,86-5,43
STD DEV. 28, 36 1,14
60 per cent Standard pace
WEEKS
Control E^peri- 
mental
MEAN 20,73 2,07
RANGE 1 - 7 0 0,86-5,43
STD DEV. 22,05 1,14
Not all rehabilitees in the control group reached 80 per cent or 
100 per cent it mdard pace (Table 6). With as many as 80 per cent 
of the control croup, after in aver ige of 48,81 ±26,3f weeks on the 
assessment programme, it remained unknown whether the reason for 
their failure to achieve 100 per cent standard pace was inadequate 
perceptuo-motor skills or other factors. With bq , ,J b per cent of 
the control group the reason for tneir failure to reach 80 per cent
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standard pace remained unknown. Whether reason for failure was in­
sufficient perceptuo-motor skills was established for all these in 
the experimental group. Table 7 snows the number of assessment pro­
gramme contact hours of rehabilitees in the control group who failed 
to reach 80 per cent or 100 per cent standard pace.
Table 6 Number of rehabilitees for whom reason for failure to 
reach 80 per cent or 100 per cent standard pace remained 
uncertain
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL
60 %
standard
pace
Number 25 0
% of 
group
69,25 0
100 %
standard
pace
Number 32 0
% of 
group
80 0
Table 7 Numoer o* weeks ,-inu contact hours on assessment programme 
spent by rehabilitees in the control group for whom rea­
son for failure to reach 60 per cent or 100 per cent stan­
dard pace remained uncertain
80 % standard 
pace
100 % standard 
Pace
Period a *ks MEAN 45,56 48,81
oe ^ ore 
assessment RANGE 10 - 126 10 - 126
JlSCu l1nuCQ
STD DEV. 26,04 26,37
Contact
hours
MEAN 142,85 160,99
RANGE 36 - 502,75 36 - 502,75
STD DEV. 118,58 121,32
ITable
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8 ran, m l  jrouo - Time taken before it „a. shown that the rehabilitee had the
nerceotuo-motor skills and intelligence to nerform at least one of the jobs
on w h i c h  he was engaged at 8? per cent or 100 per cent standard pace
-----------
80 per cent standard pace 100 per cent stender d pece
Achieved Never schieved Ach leved
Never sthieved
J-------------
aa*TTToev4»ti
a
e
b
a
3
X
£ 3
a. '■»
i;
y 8* 3X
£ 5
I c 
* '
i i
a1
1
in
1
£  3
a. -h
1:w C
if iiuX Hou
r
s
3 c
i i
14 5 6 , 0 0 10i 1 1 1 . 2 5 10
2 61 36,00 15
6 l 3 6 , 0 0 15
3 48 2 20 , 0 0 14
48 2 2 0 , 0 0 14
a 70 2 4 0 . 4 2 14
70 2 40 . 4 2 14
5 31 1 4 2 . 5 0 12 31
1 43 , 1 7 12
6 20 38.67 13
20 3 6 , 6 7 13
T 33 4 6 . 4 3 14
33 4 6 . 6 3 14
55 3 0 9 . 0 8 17
8 27 1 19 , 2 5 6
9 4 2 6 , 0 8 a 10
7 0 , 9 7 8
64 2 6 ? , 4 2 13
10 61 1 6 0 , 7 0 10
11 27 2 ' . 5 0 9
51 2 3 6 , 0 8 14
12 61 1 6 3 . 4 2 17
61 1 8 3 , 4 2 17
13 71 3 41 . 0 5 15
71 3 4 1 , 0 6 15
14 29 1 6 1 , 5 2 6 77 4 3 7 , 4 8 10
15 126 502,75 15 126 5 0 2 . 7 5 15
16 76 206,92 9 78 2 1 1 , 0 0 9
17 S3 175,67 16 S3 1 7 5 , 6 7 16
16 14 109,17 1 14 1 13 , 5 0 9
19 56 118,50 10 75 2 1 6 , 2 2
14
20 6 56,17 6 64 1 0 0 , 9 2
14
21 13 4 6 . 4 2 13 13 4 6 , 4 2 13
22 21 6 0 , 4 2 13 21 6 0 , 3 2 13
23 6 6,25 6 8 9 . 2 5 8
24 19 5 9 , 8 3 15 16 5 9 , 8 3 15
25 29 1 4 1 , 4 2 10 % 1 54 , 4 2 10
>6 65 1 2 5 . 9 2 14 65 1 2 5 , 9 2 14
27 26 1 0 0 , 0 3 14 26 1 0 8 , 0 8 14
26 30 14 3 , 0 0 15 30 1 43 , 0 0 15
29 50 2 0 4 , 0 0 15 50 2 0 4 , 0 0 15
30 19 66,42 13 19 66, e? 13
31 26 4 7 , 0 0 14 28 4 7 , 0 0 14
32 49 2 2 2 , 4 2 16 49 2 2 2 , 4 2 16
33 10 16, 75 13 10 3 8 , 7 5 13
34 65 136,33 14 65 1 3 6 , 3 3 14
35 45 8 9 . 5 0 16 45 8 9 , 5 0 16
36 55 5 8 , 7 5 16 55 5 8 , 7 5 16
37 37 2 5 6 , 0 0 10 100 3 9 2 , 7 5 16
36 73 338, 18 14 73 3 3 8 , 3 8 14
39 28 4 1 ,  13 14 28 4 1 , 3 3 14
40 21 6 4 . 9 2 7 21 6 4 , 9 2 7
MtAN 2 8 , 7 3 1 08 , 6 8 8,81) 45, 'ib 142,85 14 , 4 B 33, 63 150,46 9 , 1 2 4 8 , 3 1 1 6 0 , 3 9 1 4 . 3 8
RANGE 1 , 0 0 -  8 , 2 5  - 8,on-  1 0 , 00 ' 6 , 0 0 13,011 8,00- 8 , 2 5  - 7 , 0 0 - 10,00 4  3 6 , 0 0 - 10,0(1
78,0(1 2 5 6 , 0 0 12,00 126,0(i ,02,7' ■17,0 0 7 8 , 00 4 3 7 , 4 b 1 2 , 0 C 1 26 , 0 J 5 0 2 , 7 5 - 1 7 , 0 0
STD DEV. 2 2 , 0 5 7 8 , 6 7 1,66 .’ 6 , 0 4 1 18 , 58 1,1 28,36 1 31 , 6 5 1 . 5 5 2 6 . 3 7 j 1 2 1 , 3 2 1 , 4 1
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Table 9 experimental nro'jp - Time taken to administer test and 
compare results with workshop performance
s
m o
u  c.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 
17 
10
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26 
27 
29
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36 
17 
38
Mean
Administra­
tion of 
Test
Total: 3 7
Hou re
I 7.504.25
6.42
5.50 
7,11
10,50
6.50
5.17
4.17
6.50 
5.73
5.00
5.50
4.25 
3,92
5.50
4.33 
3,67 
I,
4.00
4.25
4.33
2.17 
3-66 
. J8
3.00 
4,08
3 . 5 0
3 . 8 3
3 . 4 2
2 . 8 3  
3 , 0 3
3 . 1 7
4.17
2.50 
4 , 6 6
4,63
Tiiie elapsed between start of 
test and completion cf compari­
son between test and workshop 
performance
Days
14
14
10
15
8
29
9
6
7 
i 4  
20 
10
8 
28 
11 
38
14,43
Weeks
:
1,14
1.43
2.14
1.14
4.14 
1,29 
0,86 
1
2
1,06
1.43
1.14 
4
1,57
5.43
2 , 0 7
flange
5td dev,
2,17 - 10,50 
1,61
6 - 38
' , 9 7
0 , 9 6  -  5 , 4 3
1 , 1 4
The test for two averages (Steyn, Smit and du Toit 1984) showed it 
can be expected with 99 per cent certainty that using measured work­
shop performance alone will take five months (twenty weeks) longer 
than the combined use of the Basic Motions of Work Test Battery and 
measured workshop performance to establish whether the "ason for 
failure to reach 8G per cent or 100 per cent standard pace is due 
to inadequate perceptuo-motor skills. Thus the null-hypothesis was 
rejected and the alternate hypothesis that where below normal speed is 
achieved in repetitive work in a workshop situation, tests covering 
ell motions categorised by a Pre-determined Motion-Time Standard sys­
tem used in conjunction with performance in a workshop on jobs whose 
motions were categorised by the some eysterr would determine more quick] 
than use of workshop performance jlone whether below normal performance 
was caused by insufficient strength, intellect, perceptual or motor 
skills to co-ordinate the body.
The common test for a relationship (Steyn et al 1984) showed it can 
be expected with 99 per" cent certainty, after an average of forty- 
five weeks' attendance at a measured workshop programme such as was 
administered to the control jioup, that more than 50 per cent of the 
rehabilitees will not once have reached 80 per cent standard pace, 
and after an average of forty-eight weeks' attendance more than 75 
per cent will never have achieved 100 per cent standard pace. Thus 
using this methoo of assessment, whether perceptuo-motor inadequacy 
is a reason for failure to reach 80 per cent or 100 per cent standard 
pace will remain uncertain for more than 50 per cent and 75 per cent 
respectively of those tested.
Analysis of variance, the dilcoxon two-sample test and the Kruskal- 
Walliu test showed no relationship between age, sex or disorder and 
the number of weeks or contact hours in the process workshop taken
by members of the control group to reach 80 per cent or 100 per cent
standard pace, with one exception. Analysis of variance did show that 
parsons between the ages of fourteen and fifteen years will more quickly 
reach 100 per cent standard pace than those between tne ages of sixteen
and twenty years. However the low level of probability (p ■ 0,0668)
1 5 7 b
and the small number of patients in each age group do not lend strength 
to this statement.
For the purpose of these analyses the patients were grouped for age 
as in Table 1 42), and for disability as in Table 2 (p. 42) wi^h
ail medical ca,es and colostomy with anxiety-depression grouped to­
gether ,
5. DISCUSSION - STUDY 1
5.1 To know without doubt that inadequati perceptuo-motor skills 
is not the reason for failure to achieve standard oace on repetition 
work indicates that the rehabilitation programme should be directed 
to the identification and treatment of other possible causes for 
this failure. Application cf the BMW test battery and M0DAPT5 ana­
lysed workshop performance remove thta doubt an average of five 
months earlier than does that of wornsnop performance alone. Treat­
ment to improve motivation, overcome poor work habits, reduce dis- 
tractibility or build up physical tolerance of a job differs from 
that directed to the improvement of co-ordination and perceptual 
skills, and clearly the sooner treatment appropriate to the disorder 
is introduced the sooner any possible improvement will be realised. 
Examples of recommendations based on the comparison of performance 
on the 9 W  battery and in the workshop are shown in rehabilitee re­
ports in Appendix 0.
5.2 Further, the steps outlined by Farrell (1969) with which to 
approach a rehabilitee with the aim of improving work habits are 
dependent on i goal known to be within reach of that rehabilitee, 
and known to be worth achieving. The fact that certain motions and 
thus defined jobs are within a rehabilitee's ability provides such
a goal which increases the value of the process workshop as a treat­
ment medium for poor work habits.
5.3 Tne numbers of rehabilitees in each disability and age cate­
gory were too small to determine any influence disability or age 
had on the length of time taken by rehabilitee* to demonstrate the 
ability to perform given work at 80 per cent or 100 per cent stan­
dard pace when the assessment medium was process work alone. However 
because the progi jmmf; combining the application of the BMW test and 
workshop performance has been shown to determine whether inadequate 
perceptuo-motor skills are limiting a rehabilitee's working pace so
much soon*: than workshop performance of proce v, work alone, it 
would he of greater interest to direct further analysis to that 
procedure.
5.4 The BMW battery was also applied during Study 2, and thus dis 
cussion of the battery is presented in Section 8 (p. 193).
Process work makes use of a limited number of motions which are :e- 
peated during each cycle. Occasional elements such as refilling a 
supply bin, or removing a full box of completed parts occur less 
often. An inefficiently performed motion within a repetitive cycle 
has a greater influence on productivity than such a motion which 
only occurs occasionally.
Where process work is offered as employment in sheltered workshops 
for disabled people who perform many motions it below normal speed, 
productivity will be optimised if each employee is given work which 
comprises his more efficient motions. The author was of the opinion 
that below normal production in rhelcered workshops may in part be 
due to employees being engaged on jobs which did not make use of the 
motions they could best perform.
As mentioned in section 1.6.1 ip. lb) one step in determining whe­
ther workers at the Cripples Employment Institute were employed on 
work on which they could be the most productive was to establish the 
basic Motions of work each worker performed best, and the extent to 
which these were used in the jobs on which they were employed.
It was not possible to compare the percentage o' standard time 
at wiiich each worker performed his work with the percentage of stan­
dard time at which he performed the motion* within that work on the 
Basic Motions of Work Test Battery because it warn the policy of the 
Institute not tv r - *, the individual production of its employees.
The author postulated that:
Null h 'potha-i i
Disabled workers at the Cripple1' Employment Institute were employed
on jobs compr.sing the motions of work of which they ware must ca-
A L t e i r, a <- L'.i: hypothesis
Disabled workers at the Cripples Employment Institute were employed 
on jobs which were not comprised of the motions of work of which 
they were most capable.
6.1 METHLD USED
The Basic Motions of Work test battery was administered to one third 
of the workers in a sheltered workshop, and the test scores of each 
worker were arranged in rank order from highest to lowest. The jobs 
on which each worker was normally employed in the workshop were studied 
and the MODAPTS motions contained in them weie recorded. The rank 
position of the scores in tests which contained the motions in each 
worker's job was noted to determine whether the motions in the job 
were among those the worker performed best in the test battery.
6.2 SUBJECTS
In August 1982 twenty-five o* the seventy-five workers employed at 
the Cripples Employment Institute, Pretoria were randomly selected 
from the paysheet of the Institute. The list showed the names o " the 
workers in roughly alphabetical order numbered from cn o seventy- 
five. The workers were selected using a random numbers table.
Those employed on office work whose numbers were selected (two) were 
not included because the study was c '■’rned with process work. Two 
workers whose numbers were selected refused to be subjected to the 
test, three left the employ of the workshop and one died before being 
tested, therefore the next eight workers whose numbers were selected 
were included. One worker was transferred to another institution after 
he performed the test but before his work was studied, thus the total 
number of workers remaining in the study was twenty-four.
There were nine female and fifteen male workers aged between eighteen 
and fifty-six years (Table 10) with a mean age of 34,00 ±11,22 
(Appendix 9).
Table 10 Age distribution of employees
| 'ye in years Number of 
Employees
16 - 25 8
26 - 35 6
36 - 45 6
46 - 55 3
56 L
TOTAL 24
Fifty-eight per cent of the employees were cerebral palsied, and 
17 per cent were mentally retarded (Table 11). In only 13 per 
cent did the onset of disability occur after the age of eighteen 
years (Appendix 9).
Table 11 Condition of employees
Condition Number
1. Cerebral palsy - spastic hemiplegia 7
2. Cerebral palsy - spastic quadriplegia 4
3. Cerebral palsy - athetosis 2
4. Mental retardation 5
5. Ataxia - unknown origin 1
6. Progressive muscular dystrophy, blind and 
without speech 1
7. Poliomyelitis - paraplegia 1
8. Brain damage in adulthood 2
9. Ataxia - alcohol ooisoning 1
to t a l 24
Seventy-one per cent of employees had noticeable limitation in fone 
tion of the upper limbs (Table 12) and 58 per cent had other no- 
ticeaole physical limitations (Table 11). Detailed medical histo­
ries of the employees were not availaole.
Table 12 Physical limitations of upper limbs of emoloyees
Physical limitation of upper limbs
Virtually no function in hand or arm due to 
spasticity: Beth
Right 
Left
Poor function in right hand and arm due to spastic:xy 
Marked inco-ordination of both upper limbs 
Mild inco-ordination of both upper limbs 
Marked tremor affecting both hands 
Marked weakness in Doth hands and arms 
No noticeable limitation in upper limbs
TOTAL
Number of 
employees
1
4 
1
1
2
5 
1 
2 
7
24
Table 13 Physical limitations other than those of the upper limbs 
of employees
Physical limitations other than those of the 
upper limbs
Virtually no function in both legs
Markedly unsteady or ataxic gait and poor standing 
balance
Poor sitting balance
Blindness and markedly unsteady gait and poor 
standing balance
None
TOTAL
Number of 
employees
6
2
1
10
24
The period between date of onset of disorder and the date on which 
the test was administered varied from ten to fifty-six years (mean
29,69 tij,Q7) (Table 14) and between date of commencing emoloy- 
ment at the Institute and date of testing between two and fifteen 
years (mean 7,33 ±4,01 years) (Table 15). See also Appendix 9.
Table 14 Number of years between onse of disability and test date
Years 10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 Unknown TOTAL
Number of 
employees 1
3 9 6 1 3 1 24
Table 15 Number of years between commencement of work at the 
Institute and test date
Years 2-5 6-10 11-15 TOTAL
Number of 
employees
a 10 6 24
6.3 MATERIALS
6.3.1 Employee;' woi*
Both the manager and foreman were asked which jobs the twenty-four 
randomly chosen workers performed and video film was taken of each 
worker on each of the jobs named.
The author visited the institute on thirty-six occasions to collect 
employees for testing md on ten other occasions, and noted the work 
beino performed by the employees on each visit. These observations, 
taken at different times of the morni-g and afternoon, confirmed 
that the jobs named by the manager and foreman were indeed those 
performed by the randomly selected emoloyees. Two of the employees 
were also used part-time as materials handlers, put as this was not 
process work it was not included in the study.
The jobs performed are shown in Table 16. One worker performed
four jobs, and four workers performed two job^. Workers were free 
to use their method of choice provided that the product was completed 
to a satisfactory standard. No time was given within which the work 
should be finished.
Table 16 Jobs performed by employees
JOB Method Employee Nc *
Full assembly of exhaust bracket, including A0161 13 1
U-bolt, bracket body, washers, nuts and
machine tightening of nut
Assembly of J-oolt, Bracket nody, washers A0131 8 7
and nuts A0132 14
AO 1 33 18
A0134 25
A0125 10
AO 136 22
A0137 16
Assembly of U-bolt to bracket body A0031 15 3
A0032 19
A0033 12
Assembly of washers and nuts to pre­ A0061 11 6
assembled U-bolt and body A0062 3
A0063 7
A0064 24
A0065 19
A 00 6 6 12
Assembly of nuts only to pre-assemoled AO 101 2 3
U-bolt, body and washers A0102 17
A0103 5
Turning nuts down on exhaust bracket A0171 8 3
assembly using machine spanner AP172 20
A0173 23
Bending U-bolts - machine operation A0001 6 1
Wrapping exhaust pipe ends A0201 12 1
Peeling and supplying labels AQ231 4 1
Packing exhaust bracket assemblies A0191 15 3
AO 192 7
A0193 12
Cutting used stamps from envelopes A0301 9 1
T apestry A0401 21 1
The code given to each job identified the institution in which the 
work was performed (A ■ Cripples Employment Institute) the job 
(006- = assembly of washers and nuts to pre-assembled U-bolt and
body) and the method (0061, 0062 .... ). An attempt was made to
leave sufficient free numbers in each job code to accommodate fu­
ture variations in method. The numbers 1-199 were left available 
to any process concerned with the manufacture of exhaust brackets, 
200-299 any process concerned with the axhaust pipes, 'CJ-399 pro­
cesses involved in recycling used stamps, and 400-499 any needle­
work .
The supply of components was either placed on the workbench by the 
materials handlers, or passed on by the neighbouring worker after 
he had completed the previous operation. There were no bins, holders 
or pre-determined positions for the components. dashers and nuts 
were supplied in the cartons in which they were j slivered and the 
envelopes from which used stamps were to be cut were loosely con­
fined in a box. In no case did workers performing the same job use 
an identical method.
Working hours at the Institute were on weekdays from O0h3O, or later 
for those whose institute transport did not arrive, until 15hQ0. 
Workers were broadly graded every few years according to their effort 
and received a monthly salary in accordance with this grading and 
their length of service. There was no direct relationship between 
production in a given pay period and remuneration received for that 
period. Any additional profit made by the Institute during a month 
was equally divided among the workers. A pleasant work atmosphere 
was maintained and employees generally complied with the expectation 
that they remain at their workplaces, moving about only to visit the
6.3.2 MCDAPT' 4n,l, .i.i a 'jnn la vv'- ' ; j
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A MODAPTS analysis was made of each job performed by the twenty-four 
randomly selected employees. Basic Time Allowances were based on 
recommendations in The Sensible Taskmaster iHeyde 1976). The analy­
sis of worker number 10 shown in Figure 99 illustrates the record. 
Actions of the let t and right hand were shown separately and where 
they occurred simultaneously they ware recorded on tha same line.
It can be seen from Figure 99 that worker 1C rarely used both hands 
at once .
6.3.3 _C i r j..ms t ;jnc^  , .nn^r wncir MUDAPT5 actions are performed
In Section 3.3.2 A (iii) (p. 50) it was noted thct the circumstances 
under which MODAPTS actions are performed may alter a disabled per­
son's ability to perform them and that the Basic Motions of Work Test 
Battery included more than one test for those MODAPTS actions which 
were found in more than one circumstance in industry.
During this second study the author gave further consideration tc 
the circumstances under which MODAPTS motions are commonly performed 
in industry which may affect a disabled person's ability to perform 
that motion. The object was to ensure that the list of circumstances 
was as complete as her present experience permitted before develop­
ing a coding system by which to describe these circumstances. The 
author reasoned that if it were possible to describe them by cods 
it would be possible to use a computer, not only to record MODAPTS 
actions but also the circumstances under which they were performed 
in test and workplace situations. This waul i allow the matching of 
individual performance profiles with requirements of available jobs 
more quickly and more accurate 1 / than when using paper records, and 
without loss of relevant detail.
Circumstances were considered for the action of the hand being stu­
died and for any concurrent actions of the ether hand, Figure 100 
lists the circumstances, giving the code and brief description of 
each, together with the MODAPTS actions to .hich they may apply.
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f i g u r e  99 C *ample o f  MODARTS A n a ly s is  Sheet o f  an employer '»  Job
LAYOUT i Scale 11 ?0
©
0
PARTS SKETCH: S e a l .  l i Z
"
• 4 h r
IC irc u m s ta n c e  
u n d e r  wnich  
a c t i o n  in  
p e l  formed
P la n e  and 
d i r e c t i o n  o f  
movement
MODAPTS ’ 
a c t i o n  
t o  which  
c i r c u m s ta n c e  
may be 
a p p l i c a b l e
Ml-S
T o g e th e r  w i t h  
i n  th e  iA « t  
hand
CODt
I I
01
G u id e d
movement
f o l l o w e d  by
Ml-)
M l - )  G l G)  
P 0 - )
M l - )
M l - )
M l - )
M l - )
f l e «  i b l e /  
r ig id
L o o s e /  
f  !«eU
J u m o le c /
a p a r t
G O -)
P 0 - )
M l - )  lo aded  
J2
GO Gl G)  
P Q - )  lo aded
GO G l  G)  
P Q - )  lo aded
G l G l
G l  G)
I I
18
02
01
04
0)
19
20
SU
SO
SA
ST
cu
CD
CL
CP
ML
HP
MO
MN
HA
MT
PSC
PSW
PCC
PCs
5SC
SSw
see
SCW
J2
C
PM
03
C2
S a g i t a l  up 
" down 
" away 
" to w e ld  
C o r o n a l  up 
" down
to  l e f t  
to  r i g n t  
H o r i z o n t a l  to  l e f t  
to  r i g h t
to  d o m in a n t  t i d e  
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P rocess  t im e  e . g .  machine  c o n t r o l s  speed o f  movement 
MODAPTS D e c i s i o n  
M0DAPT5 Eye use
Guided -  P a th  end p la n e  o f  movement - o n t r o l l e d  by e n t e m e l  f e e  
t o r ,  e . g .  as w i t h  m achine r e v e r e  o r  t i g h t e n i n g  a n u t  on b o l t  h s iu  
i n  j i g  o r  I n  o t h e r  hand .
f r e e  movement w h i l e  c a r r y i n g  an i t e m  (hand l o r d e d  I 
Empty handed -  f r e e  movement
H e ld  a ls o  by o t h e r  han d , i . e .  i t e m  b e in g  moved i s  c o n t r o l l e d  by 
b o th  h a n d s ,
MODAPTS t e r m i n a l  a c t i o n s
f  l e s i o l e  m a t e r i a l  b e in g  h a n d le d  o r  c a r r i e d  
P i g i i  m a t e r i a l  b e in g  h a n d le d  o r  c a r r i e d
Loose -  i t e m  b e - ng h a n d le d  i s  f r e e - s t a n d i n g ,  e . g .  nu t  b e in g  
p o s i t i o n e d  on b o l t  i s  L I lo o s e )  but  t h e r e a f t e r  a t  th e  end j f  
sech t u r n  o f  t h a t  n u t  on the  b o l t  th e  n u t  i s  f  ( f i m e d ) .
Timed -  i t e m  b e in g  h a n d le d  l a  a t t a c h e d  to  a f i . e d  o b j e c t .
Held in other hand - the item i« obtained f rom  the other hand.
Jumbled - item to  be .neaped is mimed with other items, e.g.
In a bin.
Apart - Item to he grasped stands sapnrwtely from othei items, 
ta c k e d  -  items, usually s h e e ts  nr sages, stacked one on top of 
other from which the top one i n  removed.
f i g u r e  1 0 0 ( a )  Code f o r  c i r c u m s t a n c e s  unde, wh ich  MODAPTS m o t io n s  - e r e  commonly found i n  i n d u s t r y
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Circumstances rela Ling to movement and thus applicable to MODAPTS 
motions M1-M5 were the plane and direction of movement, whether the 
hand being moved performed another action simultaneously, whether 
the movement was guided as when pulling ■ lever or unsupported, 
whether the material being moved was flexible or rigid, required 
care in handling as with fluid in a container, and what terminal
action followed the movement.
Circumstances relating to gets and puts were flexibility, size and 
?nape of the item being obtained or placed, whether the item was 
fixed, as a tap handle is fixed to the tap, or loose and carp re­
quired in handling. Those relating to gets only were whether items 
to be picked up were jumbled with others or standing apr.rt, and those 
relating to puts alone were whether the item was placed or dropped, 
put against a stop or into the other hand, placed on an object which 
was itself held in a jig, and whether the release followed a contact 
grasp (GO) in which case no opening of the fingers was required.
The nature of the subject about which a decision (D3) had to be made was 
divided into eight possioilities.
Opportunity to record whether the motion oeing described occurred 
once or repeatedly in the job or test was also made.
The following short examples illustrate the use of the code des-
ciioed in Figure 100 (a) and (b )
The first move of a repetitive cycle is with theExamp If 1:
right hand to pick jp a plastic bag from a pile on the workoench 
400 mir directly in front of the worker and bring it to the work­
place where the other hard will later assist in opening the hag:
06L
O0P 
U90 
10HH
Fv
 
■
Example 2 i Two hands move simultaneously to pick jp nuts 
jumbled in bins which are within the normal work area to 
the left and right of the worker respectively. The nuts 
are brought to the workplace and positioned on bolts held 
in a jig.
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At the request of the author a computer programme was developed which 
enabled the M0DAPT5 actions and the conditions under which these were 
performed in the BMW battery and at the workplace at Cripples Employ­
ment Institute to be compared. The programme, which was written with 
future applications also in mind. enabled the oercentage of normal 
speed achieved in both test and workshop settings to be compared for 
any worker. This information could then be linked to demographic 
information on workers or rehabilitees including age, gender, dis­
order, known physical and mental limitations, current aims of treat­
ment and media used to achieve these aims (Apoendix 10). The author 
is indebted to Mrs Marietjie Dowling of the Computer Bureau of the 
University of Pretoria for her application of FOCUS in the develop­
ment of this programme. The structure of the reference pattern of 
the programme is given n Appendix 10.
6.3.5 Computer I ", ;; i f •'■n’lon: ..•mpln<-i»p-; ' ion.
The M0DAPT5 analyses of workers' jobs described on page 167 were en­
tered in the computer record using the cedes described on pp. 169-170,
The coded analysis of worker 10's job 1 AO 135) is given as an example 
in Appendix 11.
6 . 3 . 6  C j m p i j t e i '  r il o f  m o M n i r .  I ! " '  H i 3  i c Muf  L ,n- j f  .Jo: .
T e s t  B a t t e r y
The M0DAPT5 actions contained in each test of the BMW Battery were 
coded using th. system described on pp. 169-170 and added to the 
record. Figure 101 shows the computer record of test number twenty- 
seven , the Test Manual extract of which is shown in Figure 10 on 
page 54.
6 . 3 . 7  Admin is tf at ion of Basic t ionr n f Teq1; [jat.teiy tr,
Employees
Each of the twenty-five randomly selected workers was subjected to 
the Basic Motions of Work Test Battery (Appendix 13). Nineteen were 
tested by the author, and two each by three other occupational the­
rapists on the staff of the Medical Fitness for Work Unit of the
H.F. Verwoerd Hospital. Test periods were of up to 1,68 hours. Du­
ring the administration of this series the author had an extension 
lead fitted to the console starting switch which enabled this to be 
activated immediately after instructions were clear to the testee 
w;tnout the tester having to return to the console.
Eacn worker was asked to attempt each test. No assumptions of in­
ability were made, However once it was established that for example 
a hand or arm were absent or totally flail, tests requiring the use 
of that arm were not presented. Blind and partially sighted workers 
were asked to attempt all tests. Only when it was established tha.t 
they were unable to distinguish the necessary Matures were tests 
requiring inspection and sorting discontinued.
6.4 ANALYSES
6.4.1 The coded BMW tests f i each worker were scanned to find 
those which contained the MODAPTS actions under the same circum­
stances in which they were performed in that worker's job. The rank 
order position of the worker's score for the pertinent tests was 
noted to determine to what extent his work contained motions among
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6.4.2 The standard time for the method designed uy each worker 
engaged in the processes of assembling the exhaust bracket, estab­
lished by M0DAPT5 analysis (Section 6.3.2 p. 167) was compared with 
that of the two-handed or one-handed method established by the au­
thor and based on the principles of motion economy (ILQ 1979).
Whether the worker was capable of performing the bi-lateral or uni­
lateral motions required by tne recommended method was established 
from that worker's results on the BMW battery. Comparison of results 
on uni-lateral and bi-lateral tests of the same motion determined 
which of the two was preferable in each case.
6.4.3 The frequency with which any M0DAPT5 motion under a given 
circumstance cccurred in the best ten, best twenty and top 50 per 
cent of the twenty-five workers was noted to determine which actions 
if any were most favoured by the workers as a whole.
6.4.4 Tests which differed onl, in one action or one circumstance 
were paired and their scores for each worker compared to determine 
another uhS MC2APT5 action or s MDPAPTB action under one particular 
circumstance was generally better performed than the other.
7.1 EXTENT TO WHICH THE MODAPTS ACTIONS WORKERS COULD BEST PERFORM 
WERE IN THE JOBS ON WHICH THEY WERE ENGAGED
In no case were all the MODAPTS actions in a worker's job within the 
ten he performed best in the Basic Motions of Work Test Battery 
(Table 17). In only one case were all the actions in one job within 
the twenty the worker concerned performed best in the Battery, how­
ever. in that worker's other job only 50 per cent of the actions were 
in her best ♦'went y ,
Eighty-three per cent of workers had no actions in their work which 
were from the ten they performed best in the BMW battery, and 62 per
n
cent had no actions in their work from the twenty they performed 
best (Table 18).
Confidence intervals of 95 per cent were obtained showing that between 
68,42 and 98,24 per cent of workers at the Institute had no actions 
from their best ten and between 43,13 and 81,87 per cent no actions 
from their best twenty in the work they performed.
In 77 per cent of the thirty-one jobs in which workers were engaged 
no actions were from the best ten of the worker doing the job, and 
in 58 per cent of these jobs no actions were among the best twenty 
of the worker concerned (Table 18).
Confidence intervals of 95 per cent were obtained showing that between
62,70 and 92,14 per cent of the jobs in the Institute contained no 
actions from the best ten of the workers performing them and between 
40,63 and 75,37 pel cent of jobs contained no actions from the best 
twenty of the workers performing them,
An average of 3,34 19,05 per cent of actions in the work of the twenty 
four employees were included in the ten they performed best and an 
average of 8,75 ±15,25 per cent were from those ranked between their 
eleventh and tw^nt i"tti best actions (Table 18).
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Table 17 Number o F actions in each employee's job found in rjiven
rank position of test performance on BMiV Battery
W
o
r
k
e
r
JOB Number of MODAPTS 
rank positions
actions in given Total number 
of MODAPTS 
motions in 
job1st - 10 th nth 20th 2i»t 1 lower
E ach 
Job
All
Work
Each
Job
All
Work
Each
Job
All
Work
Each
Job
All
Work
1
2 A0101 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5
3 A0062 0 0 0 0 a a 9 8
4 A0231 0 0 2 2 5 5 7 7
5 AO 103 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6
6 A0001 1 1 2 2 a 8 11 11
7 AQU63 0 2 10 12
AO 192 0 1 7 8
All jobs 0 3 16 19
a A0131 1 1 2 4
A0171 2 4 0 6
All Jobs 3 5 2 10
9 A0301 0 0 2 2 a 8 10 10
10 AQ135 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 10
11 A0061 0 0 0 0 13 13 13 13
12 A0201 1 2 10 13
A0066 3 1 13 17
A0033 0 0 10 10
A0193 2 * 6 12
All jobs 3 5 28 36
13 A0161 0 0 0 O 14 14 14 14
14 A0132 0 0 0 0 a 8 8 8
15 A0031 0 0 6 6
AO 191 0 0 2 2
All jobs 0 0 8 8
16 A0137 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7
17 AO 102 1 1 0 0 2 2 3 3
18 A0133 0 0 0 0 a 8 a 8
19 A0065 0 0 10 10
A 0032 0 0 18 18
All Jobs 0 0 20 20
20 A0172 0 0 3 3 3 3 6 6
21 A0401 0 0 2 2 13 13 15 15
22 A0136 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7
23 AO 173 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5
24 A0064 0 0 0 0 13 13 13 13
25 A0134 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 10
ME'IN ALL WORK
EACH WORKER 0,33 1,00 9,16 10,80
STD DEVIATION 0,87 1,62 5 12 o,A4
MEAN EACH JOB 0,35 0,84 7,97 9.2C
STD DEVIATION 0,75 1,24 4,08 3 , 9 8  j
Table 17 Number of action* in each employee'* job found in yiven
rank position of test performance on 8Mu/ Battery
JOB Number of MO DA P15 
rank position*
actions in yiven Total n u m b er  
of M0DAPT5
1st - 10th U t h 20th 21st & lower
mu 1 iur
job
I)-X
<3
S
f acn 
Job
All
Work
Each
Job
A 11 
Work
Each
Job
All
Work
Each
Job
All
Work
1
2 A0101 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5
3 A0062 0 0 0 3 a a 8 a
4 A0231 0 0 2 2 5 5 7 7
1 AO 10 3 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6
6 A0001 L 1 2 2 8 8 11 11
4006 1 
A0192 
All job*
0
0
0
2
1
3
10
7
16
12
a
19
S 40131 
40171 
All jobs
1
2
3
1
4
5
2
0
2
4
6
10
9 40 301 0 0 2 2 a a 10 10
10 40135 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 10
11 40061 0 0 0 0 13 13 13 13
12 A0201
40066
40033 
40193 
411 jobs
1
3
0
2
3
2
1
0
4
5
10
13
10
6
28
13
17
10
12
36
13 40161 0 0 0 0 14 14 14 14
14 40132 0 0 0 0 8 8 8 8
15 40031 
40191 
All Jobs
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
2
8
6
2
8
16 40137 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7
17 40102 1 1 0 0 2 2 3 3
18 40133 0 0 0 0 8 8 8 0
19 40065 
A 00 32 
All Jobs
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
18
20
10
18
20
20 A0172 0 0 3 3 3 3 6 6
21 A0401 0 0 2 2 1? 13 15 15
22 40136 0 0 0 0 7 7 7 7
23 AO 173 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5
24 40064 0 0 0 0 13 13 13 13
25 A0134 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 10
ME/
EAf
»N ALL WORK
:h w o r k e r 0,33 1,00 9,46 10,80
STD DEVIATION 0,07 1,62 5,92 6,84
MEAN EACH JOB 0,35 0,04 7,97 9, 2C
STD DEVIATION 0,75 1,24 4,08 3 ,9 6
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Table 16 Percentage of action* in each employee'e job found
in given ran* position of test performance in BHV
B a t t e r y
JOB Percentage o f  ac t ions in given rani p os it io ns
1st -  10th n t h  . 20th 21st and lower
i!
E sch *11 E ach *11 Each *11
0
e Job work Job work job work
1
2 *0101 0 0 0 0 100 100
3 *0062 0 0 0 0 100 100
4 *0231 0 0 29 29 71 71
1 *0103 0 0 0 0 100 100
6 *0001 5 ? 15 13 73 73
r
i
*0063 
*0192  
*11 jobs
0
0
0
17
12.3
16
83
67 ,3
84
e *0131  
*0171  
*11 jobs
23
33,3
30
23
61 ,7
30
SO
0
20
9 *0301 0 0 20 20 90 60
10 *0133 0 0 0 0 100 too
n *0061 0 0 0 0 100 100
12 *0201  
*0066  
*0 0 )1  
*0193  
*11 jobs
6
i e
0
17
I
13
6
0
IS
14
77
76
100
30
76
13 *0161 0 0 0 0 100 100
14 *01)7 0 0 0 0 100 100
IS *0011 
*0191  
*11 jobs
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
100
16 * •313 7 0 0 0 0 100 too
ir *0102 )3.) 3 3 . ) 0 0 66 ,7 66,7
1H *0 1 )3 0 0 0 0 too too
19 *0063  
*0 0 )2  
* 11 Jobe
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
100
20 *017.' 0 0 so 30 30 30
21 A04QI 0 0 13 13 67 67
22 A0116 0 0 0 0 100 100
2 1 *0 1 7 ) 0 0 0 0 100 100
24 *0064 0 0 0 0 100 100
2S *01)4 0 0 0 0 100 100
WAN A H  WQHK
rsen wnRKin 1.33 8.79 87,9
STD DEVIATION 9 ,03 1 5 , 2 5 20,9
MfAN EACH JOB 4 , 6 ) 9 ,89 85,52
8TD DEVIATION 9,89 16 ,4 ) 22,99
An average of 5V,76 124,75 per cent of actions in each employee's 
work were in the lower 50 per cent of his actions ranked from best 
to wo^st in the BMW battery (Table 19).
Confidence intervals of 95 per cent were obtained showing that be­
tween 49,86 and 69,66 per cent of actions in each employee's work 
were from the lower 50 per cent of his actions rankec from best to
From the gr,*ly«»s shnwr. in this section the null-hypothesis was re
jected and the alternate hypothesis that disabled workers at the 
Cripples Employment Institute were employed on jobs which were not 
comprised of the motions of work of which they were most capable 
was accepted.
7.2 EXTENT TO WHICH METHODS USED BY EMPLOYEES DIFFERED FOR THE SAME
In no case was a job carried out in the same way by any two workers.
Table 20 shows the standard time for each worker's method on various 
exhaust pipe assembly operations, matched with the recommended method 
for either a two-handed operator or a one-handed operator. Each 
worker's BMW battery scores for relevant tests were checked to ensure 
he was capable of performing the motions in the recommended method. 
The BMW tests, the scores of which were compared to determine whether 
the worker was capable of performing the two-handed method, are shown 
in the right hand column. If a worker can perform the bi-lateral mo- 
tionr required to assemble two products simultaneously, one with each 
hand, at more than 50 per cent of the time it takes him to perform 
the motions in the one-handed method, he will be more efficient using 
the bi-lateral methoc.
The standard pace for the methods desip.-ed by the workers varied from 
13 - 96 per cent of the standard pace for the recommended method of 
which they were at least equally capable, witn an averagb of 65,71
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Tjcie 19 Percentage of actions in employee's job found in too 
50 per cent of actions each was sole to perform in 
BMW Battery
VOflKER JOB Percentage in 
top 50 % 
of rank order
Percentage in 
bottom 50 It 
of rank order
Numoer of
tests
performed
1
2 A 0101 40 40 6U 60 121
3 A0062 37,5 37,5 62,5 62,5 113
4 A0231 71,43 71,43 28.57 28,57 50
5 A0103 16,67 16,67 83,33 83,33 64
6 A0001 36,37 36,37 63,63 63,63 56
7 A0063 75 25 96
A0192 75 25
A 11 Johe 75 25
a A0131 50 50 41
A0171 100 0
All job* 75 25
9 A0301 60 60 40 40 82
10 A0135 10 10 90 90 114
ii A0061 69,23 69,23 30,77 30,77 104
12 A0 201 38,46 61,54 126
A0066 52,94 47,06
A 00 3 3 60 40
40193 66,67 37,33
All JOC* 23,39 61,11
13 40161 7,14 7,14 92,86 92.86 10b
14 40132 12,5 12,5 67,5 87,5 103
15 A0031 0 100 49
40191 0 100
All job* 0 100
16 A0137 57,14 57,14 42,86 42,86 93
17 A0102 33,33 33,33 66,67 66,67 52
• 18 A0133 75 75 25 25 95
19 A 0065 40 60 10 b
A0032 27.77 72,23
A 11 job* 30 70
20 40172 16,67 16.67 93,33 13,33 30
21 A 0401 60 60 40 40 100
22 AC136 0 0 ICC 100 60
23 A0173 40 40 60 60 124
24 4006- 5 3,85 63,93 46,16 46,15 113
25 A0134 50 SO 50 iQ 101
MEAN Al_L WORK
EACH WORKER 40,24 59,76 87,79
5TD DEVIATION 24,75 24 ,75 20,77
MEAN
LACn JOE 12,99 57,01
■TD DEVIATION ii -•',,11
T»Bl« 20 Co"’9e'lsun of it-indnrd limei fnt methods ised hy workers, m d  th*t for t^e recommended method
I
Test score# which were compered to determine if 
worker we# c a p a b le  of bi-letsrel aeeembl, (uni 
lateral ecore ie for the preferred hand)
P r o d u c t i o n  u n i t e / h r
P«/P0 PS nut
nut to ho 1♦
to held |n
ho 11 , i9
in air
PS holt 
to Jlq
nut to 
Jiq-held 
holt
P? touJ from 
J umhled 
i r o u p
U/L B/L 
J3 I 10
U/L B/L
2S i .8
U/L B/L 
j0 i 32
u/Boit t o oody 
*0031 
*0032 
*0033
wash ers  end n u ts  to 
p r e - e e s e m e le d  U / b o l t  
end body
*0061
*0062
*0063
*0064
*0065 (*
106 10« 
I) »
*13366
U / b o l t ,  body,  
washers *nd nu ts
* 0 1 3 1
* 0 1 3 2
* 0 1 3 )
* 0 1 3 4
*0133
* 0 1 3 6
* 0 1 ) 7
■"echine ' I  dh t o n in g  
o f  nu ts
*0171
*0172
46 137* 0 1 7 3
full assembly 
*0161 16 12618 113
' . ' - . 7 1Mf *N
= *N0E 
ST*',0**0 3Evl*Tl0N
13-16
.’0,86
Performance m  M - l stersl method must he leas than 80 p.-r cent of uni 
1 atnI a 1 metnqil for the unl-lateral me'hod to he the more productive.
U n i - l a t e r a l  
B i - l e t e r a l
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Table 20 Com parison  o f  s ta n d a r d  t im es  f o r
dashers and nuts to
o r e - a s s e m b le d  U / b o l t
and body 
*0061 
* 0 0 6 2  
* 0 0 6  J 
* 0 0 6 4  
* 0 0 6 5  {»
* 0 0 6 6
U / b o l t ,  body, 
washers and nuts
* 0 1 3 1 I 3 222
* 0 1 3 2 14 232
* 0 1 3 3 18 I 167
* 0 1 3 4 25 171
* 0 1 3 10 121
* 0 1 3 6 22 I 164
* 0 1 3 7 16 246
'fachine tightening 
o f  nuts
U /L I  
B/L i
used by « , r i . r „ .  ^
Production unitu/hr
worker " ' * [ *  CD"’D»r ad to d e t e r m in e  i f
(u n i -
i. r.r tn:
53  from  
ju m b led  
group
P? to p 5 b o l t  
to  j i g
p '  hut • 
j i g - h e l d  
b o l t
P 5 /P 0  P5 nut  
h u t  to  b n ! I  
to h e ld  1 
b o l t  jig 
i n  s i r
1 in
U /L  B/L  
30 ! 12
U / B o l t  to  body 
* 0 0 3 1  
* 0 0 3 2  
* 0 0 3 3
106 109 151
81 103
98 113
96 126
Crj. 71
1 3 -9 6
20, Bf
f u l l  assem bly  
*0161
| Mf*M 
P*NGE
STANDARD DEVIATION
Uni-lateral
Bi-lateral
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In no case did a worker use the same method as another worker per­
forming the same job. Some workers occasionally varied their method, 
and one worker (19) consistently varied between two methods which had 
a difference in production of twenty-one items per hour. If the way 
of determining the method to be used remains as it was, the common 
test for proportion (Steyn et al 1984) showed it can be anticipated 
that standard time for the method used by all workers employed on 
exhaust pipe assembly in che Cripples Employment Institute will be 
an average of 75 per cent of that of a method based on principles 
of motion economy, jf which the workers were at least equally capable 
(p <  0,05) .
7.3 MODAPTS ACTIONS IN WORKERS’ BEST TWENTY
It took an average of 7,55 ±2,25 hours to complete the BMW battery 
and each worker was able to complete an average of 89,04 ±29,38 tests 
(Table 21). The tests which occurred in the best twenty scores of 
the twenty-five workers on the BMW battery are shown in Table 22.
The common test for proportion showed that 75 per cent of workers
at the Cripples Employment Institute had the motions in tests 44R,
44L, 4 7L and 6QR in their best twenty (p <.0,05) . Test 60R was for 
winding a crank handle in which the MODAPTS motion repeated was guided 
C4 (crank) with a rigid handle in a clockwise direction in the coro­
nal plane with the right hand against less than 8 lb (3,6 kg) resist­
ance. Test 44 was the operation of a vertical lever while seated, 
the MODAPTS motions repeated being a guided M4PQ of a rigid lever in 
the sagital plane downwards against 9 lb (4,1 kg) resistance, and 
assisted upwards. Test 47L was the same as 44 but against a resist­
ance of IB lb (8,2 kg).
The common test for proportion also showed that the motions in test
4 7R and 62 were in the best twenty motions of 50 per cent of the
workers at the Cripple-; Employment Institute (p <  0,05). Test 62 
was for decision about the presence or absence of a sound. The 
MODAPTS actions were D3M1P0, the movement M3 being unguided and empty- 
handed to a stop.
Examination of the MODAPTS actions ranked according to best perform­
ance showed that each worker had sufficient movements and terminal
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Table 21 Time taken by employees to complete the BMW Battery
Employee Hours to complete 
BMW Battery
Number of teats 
completed
1 9,58 119
2 Not recorded 120
3 Not recorded 111
4 6,33 57
5 8,75 63
6 Not recorded 55
7 Not recorded 96
8 Not recorded 40
9 10,08 81
10 5,75 113
H 8,08 103
12 9,00 116
13 6,5 125
14 5.92 102
15 Not recorded 50
16 9,92 92
17 3,25 52
18 10,92 94
19 7,5 116
20 2,75 29
21 9,35 93 1
22 5,83 59
23 7,00 123
24 8,08 112
25 0,00 100
Mean 7,55 89,04
flange 2,75 - 10,92 40 - 125
5 td dev. 2,25 29,38 1
■ 1
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Table 22 Basic Motions of Work tests occurring in workers'
best twenty
Number of 
workers 
with test 
in top 
twenty
BMW Battery Test Number
___
44L 44R 
4 7L 60R
4 7R 
62 
19R
16R 174. 17R 60L 74R 
16L 19L
46R 75L B17 530
45R 48R 50R 52R
22L 22R 48L 49R 71 74L
45L 46L 50L 52L 55L 72 75R
10L 1QR
49L SIR 55R
07L 43R 51L
11L H R  27R 4 3L 73 
181. 37
07R 08R 57L 57R 59R 63
06L 06R 08L 12L 23L 23R 2 7L 28 33R 42 58 63 66 67
01R 02R 0 3L 04 O' 07R 09 12R 25L 25R 26L 30L 33L 35L 35R
40 42 53R 56L 58 61L 6lR 65 68
motions in his best ten to perform useful work using only those 
motions. In the case of seventeen workers (68 per cent) grasp G1 
occurred in the best ten tests only where this action was not re­
peated but occurred at the beginning of a set of five or more cy­
cles, e.g. pulling a lever or using a rubber stamp (Test 08).
The student's T-test showed that the average of the scores of the 
best ten tests of all workers in the Institute were higher than 
that of the best twenty tests (p ■ 0,0001) and the Wilcoxon Rank 
Sign test that the average of the scores of the best twenty were
higher than of all the tests (p * 0,0001). The difference between
the average of the best ten and the best twenty was likely to be
in the vicinity of 19,07 ±6,19, and between the best twenty and the
average of the scores for all tests 43,88 ±27,29 of standard time.
The Wilcoxon Rank Sign test also snowed that the average of the 
scores of the top 50 per cent were higher than that of all a work­
er's tests (p * 0,0001), the difference being in the vicinity of 
27,30 -10,85 per cent standard time.
The motions G3, P2, P5 and J2 occurred in a number of tests in order 
to examine ability to perform them under the different conditions in 
wnich they were found in industry. Of the twenty-eight tests contain 
ing G3, an average of 3,29 ±4,83 per cent occurred in the workers' 
best twenty, of the six tests containing P2, an average of 0,67 ±3,33 
per cent, of the eighteen tests containing P5, an average of 3,12 
±5,09 per cent and of the fifteen tests containing J2, an average of
1.07 ±2,50 per cent occurred in the best twenty of the workers tested 
Confidence intervals of 95 per cent were obtained showing the average 
percentage of all tests containing G 3 which would occur in the best 
twenty scores of all the workers was between 1,40 and 5,18 per cent 
(i.e. 0,392-1,433 tests), of those containing P2, the average would 
be between 0 and 1,98 per cent (i.e. 0,000-0,119 tests), of those 
containing P5 between 1,12 and 5,12 per cent (i.e. 0,203-0,922 tests) 
and of those containing J2 between 0,09 and 2,05 per cent (i.e. 0,014- 
0,308 tests). Thus only in the case of G3 would workers, on the ave­
rage, have a test containing this motion in their best twenty, and 
then only one such test.
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Similar analysis of t.hs occurrence of any of the tests containing 
the use of levers showed an average of 42,92 120,07 per cent of the 
twenty-six tests were found in the best twenty tested. Confidence 
intervals of 95 per cent were obtained showing that the average per 
cent.age of all tests containing the use of levers (guided M4P0 or 
M5P0) which would occur in the best twenty of all the workers in 
the Institute were between IS,05 and 50,79 per cent (i.e. 9,113- 
13,205 tests) .
The number of cases were insufficient to show tne extent to which 
disability influenced the occurrence of these motions among a
Table 23 Occurrence of MDDAPT5 motions G 3, P2, P5, J2 and
Guided M4/M5 (levers) in workers' best twenty motions
WORKER G3 available P2 available P5 available J2 available Levers
guided M4/M5
N
u
m
b
e
r Propor­
tion of 
28 tests
M
O'
£)
e
3
z
Propor­
tion of 
6 tests N
u
m
b
e
r Propor­
tion of 
IB tests N
u
m
b
e
r Propor­
tion of 
15 tests Nu
mb
er
 
1
Propor­
tion of 
26 tests
1 0 0 0 0 ii 0,4231
2 0 0 0 0 20 0,7692
3 u 0 0 U 19 0,7308
4 1 0,0357 1 0,lbb7 0 0 5 0,1923
5 1 0,0357 0 0 0 8 0,3077
6 0 c 0 0 8 0,3077
7 0 0 ? 0,1111 0 14 0,5385
a 4 0,1429 0 0 0 4 0,1538
9 2 0,0714 0 3 0,1667 0 7 0,2692
10 0 0 0 0 17 0,6538
11 0 0 0 o 13 0,5000
12 3 0,1071 0 3 0,1667 1 0,0667 3 0,1154
13 0 0 0 0 18 0,6923
14 2 0,0714 0 1 0,0556 0 12 0,4615
15 0 0 0 0 19 0,7308
16 1 0,0357 0 1 0,055b 0 10 0,3846
17 1 0,0357 0 1 0,0556 1 n,0667 8 0,3077
18 1 0,0357 0 0 0 10 0,3846
19 0 0 0 0 20 0,7692
20 5 0,1786 0 1 0,0556 1 0,0667 4 0,1538
21 1 0,0357 0 0 0 11 0,4231
22 1 0,0357 0 0 0 7 0,2692
23 0 0 1 0,0556 0 9 0,3462
24 0 0 0 0 12 0,4615
25 0 0 1 0,0556 1 0,0667 10 0,3846
Mean pro­
portion 
expressed 
as per­
centage
3,29 % 0,67 < 3,12 % 1,07 < 49,92 %
Standard
deviation
4,8 3 f 3,33 t 5,09 % 2,50 % 20,07 %
7.4 COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE ON PAIRS OF TESTS WHICH VARIED ONLY IN ONE 
M0DAPT5 MOTION OR ONE CIRCUMSTANCE UNDER WHICH A MOTION WAS PERFORMED
The scores of a number of pairs of teats were analysed using either 
the T-test or the Wilcoxon Rank Sign Test, depending on whether or 
not the data was normally distributed, to determine whether any dif­
ference occurred in the level of performance.
Table 24 shows MQDAPTS actions or circumstances under which such 
actions occur in which no significant difference in achievement by 
the twenty-five workc s could be shown. For example, workers able 
to attempt both were equally able to perform 'put' P2, with one hand 
or simultaneously with two hands. This applied also to 'put' P5 of 
a bolt to a jig, and 'put' P5 ot a nut on to a bolt held in a jig.
Grasping (G3) a flat object set apart was executed at a similar stan­
dard to a G3 picking up in object jumbled among others, as was move 
of the fingers Ml ,nd a contact grasp GO to slide coins and the same 
motions to turn the pages o* a pad. Levers were equally well pulled 
down against 15 lb (6,8 kg) resistance as pushed away.
Table ..,ci shows there was a significant difference in performance 
in picking up (G3) plastic bags from a stack and picking up (G3) rigid 
paper clips, picking up the flexible bags generally being better per­
formed (p ■ 0,0014 left hand end o ■ 0,0039 right hand) . Similarly, pull­
ing a lever down against 18 lb (8,2 kg) with the left hand was gene­
rally better performed than against 9 lb (4,1 kg) (p . 0,0026). This 
could not be shown for the right hand. Pulling a lever down against 
9 lb (4,1 kg) wa better performed thin against less than 8 lb (3,6 kg)
(p ■ 0,0001 both left and right hands) and against 18 lb (8,2 kg) bet­
ter than against less than S lb (1,6 kg) (p . 0,001 left hand and p . 
0,0004 right hand). Hiding coin-: was better performed where eye 
focus (E2) and a decision were also required in the cycle than when 
they were not (p . 0,000' left hand and p ■ 0,0014 right hand). Pick­
ing up (G3) objects jumbled imong others with both hands simultaneously 
was generally better performed than when using one hand (p * 0,0017 
left hand and p ■ 0,0006 right hand) .
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Table 24 MODAPTS a c t i o n s  between w h ic h  no s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e  i r  p e r fo rm a n c e  was shown i n  the  
sample g ro u p  1p <  0 ,0 1 1
ACTIONS ACTIONS DIFFERENCE IN  SCORE
M U Tangs V
° » 
V I
i  i
l
n
5
8
*
I
J
I
z
o 5
l j
i
1
a
f
V
20 26L S3 o b j e c t  a p a r t 251 S3 o b j e c t  Jumbled - 3 , 1 5 - 3 9 16 1 2 , 2 7 0 , 2 4 7 5 5
19 269 « > « 259 " - 0 , 3 7 - 3 0 24 1 4 . 3 1 0 , 6 7 2 0 T
19 3UL U n i l a t e r a l  92 32 B i l a t e r a l  92 - 3 . 2 6 54 1 4 , 7 0 ,0 5 6 9 5
19 309 s « 32 ■ . - 4 , 5 6 12 9 , 1 7 0 , 0 4 3 1 T
19 3 3L U n i l a t e r a l  99  b o l t  to  J i g 40 B i l a t e r a l  95 b o l t  to  J ig - 8 , 1 7 53 2 3 , 2 1 0 , 0 3 2 8 s
16 339 *  *  " " 43 ................................................ - 8 , 5 6 51 2 1 , 9 3 0 .1 1 6 4 T
11 39L U n i l a t e r a l  99 n u t  to  j i g -  
h e l d  b o l t
41 B i l a t e r a l  95  n u t  to  J i g - h e l d  
b o l t
- 4 , 3 6 16 1 5 ,6 0 0 , 3 7 5 5 T
11 359 *  . . . . 41 .  . . . . " 3 ,1 8 21 1 1 . 5 6 0 , 3 8 2 7 T
10 46L
s t a n d in g
49L M4 l e v e r  down a g a i n s t  15 
S t a n d in g
lb - 3 , 8 31 3 5 , 0 5 - . 5 9 3 6 S
11 469 . . .  .  .  . 499 . . .  .  . • - 0 , 1 0 53 3 9 , 3 0 0 , .  180 T
IT 53L J2 r o t a t e  p l a t s  w i t h  f i n g e r s S4L J2 palm  washers 4 ,1 2 21 1 0 ,0 4 0 , 1 1 0 1 T
16 539 .  . . . 949 2 .3 1 27 1 1 ,5 4 0 , 4 3 5 3 T
11 4 7L M4 l e v e r  gown age m e t  18 lb  
s e a te d
SOL
s e a te d
lb 1 7 .1 8 98 4 2 , 6 8 0 , 2 1 1 4 T
12 4 79 . . .  . . . 509 . . . . . " 18 .58 96 42.54 0 ,1 5 8 4 T
21 60L C4 r i g i d  c ra n k  h a n d le  s e a te d 19L L e v e r  down no lo a d 1 1 ,1 2 115 3 9 , 2 3 0 , 2 0 7 3 T
21 609 . . . .  « 199 .  » 1 3 ,2 4 71 3 6 .3 1 0 , 1 1 0 4 T
17 4 79 “ 4 lever down IB lb 449 MA l e v e r  d iw n 9 lb 1 5 ,2 9 102 29.71 0 ,0 4 9 8 4
19 OIL N1S0 s l i d i n g  r i g i d  c o in 03L N1S0 t u r n i n g  ,iaga i 7 ,8 39 2 1 , 1 5 0 , 1 7 5 1 T
19 019 . 0 39 7 ,3 6 31 1 7 ,9 2 012 0 5 T
10 381 B i l a t e r a l  9 0 / 9 9  nu t  to  i i o l t 41 B i l a t e r a l  95 n u ts  to  J i g - h e l d  
b o l t
- 5 , 8 - 3 0 12 1 4 ,7 9 0 , 2 4 6 4 T
10 389 .  t  .  .  • 41 - 4 , 9 -2 1 12 1 0 .9 4 0 . 2 2 5 5 T
1 9 1
T«d1« 25 M0DAPT5 a c t i o n #  in  which a s i g n i f i c a n t  d l f  f a i e n c e  in  per fo rm ^  , a .. j#  .nown i p <  . , 0 1 ,  
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20 27L 63 s tac k e d  p l a s t i c  bag# 26L 63 s c a t t e r e d  r i g i d  paper  
c l i p s
1 3 .2 0 -1 6 42 1 5 ,8 3 0 ,0 0 1 4 T
19 27R " 26R 1 3 ,8 9 •  23 4a 18. 36 0 ,0 0  39 T
18 4 7L M4 l e v e r  down 18 lb  sea ted 44L M4 le v e r  down 9 lb  sea te d 12 ,89 - l b 47 1 5 ,5 3 0 ,0 0 2 6 7
20 44L M4 l e v e r  down 9 lb  sea ted 19'. M4 le v e r  down no lo ad s e a te d 2 9 .0 0 6 65 1 5 ,1 8 0 ,0 0 0 1 T
20 44A " •  a # a « 19R " " " " " a 2 3 ,4 5 -9 83 2 0 , 7 7 0 ,0 0 0 7 T
18 4 7L M4 l e v e r  down 19 lb  sea ted 19L .............................................................. 4 3 ,  72 ? 86 2 0 , 3 6 0 .0 C 0 1 T
IT 4 7R • a a a a 19H a a a a a 1 9 ,8 8 •4 116 1 6 ,1 3 0 . X 0 4 T
18 63 M2P0 U S J J U  MZGU OIL M160 MIP0 2 0 , 8 9 -3 6 55 2 1 , 3 7 0 ,2 3 0 3 r
19 63 • a a 01R a a 2 0 , 5 3 -3 1 77 2 3 ,6 9 0 ,0 0 1 4 T
9 63 03 Shade 65 03 Date 2 8 , 7 8 -1 0 80 2 9 ,0 1 0 .0 1 7 7 * r
19 28 81 l a t e r a l  M3G3 Jumbled  
M3PQ Drop
25L U n i l a t e r a l  M)03 Jumbled 
M3P0 P la c e
14,24 -1 0 35 1 2 ,0 5 0 , 0 0 1 T* T
17 28 a a a a 25R a a a a 1 2 ,3 5 -3 1 10 1 1 .8 4 0 , 0 0 0 6 T
*  P <  0 ,0 5
%
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22 10L 61 26L 63 o b je c t  a p a r t 1 5 ,1 4 -1 3 49 1 6 ,4 9 0 ,0 0 0 1 5 T
21 108 • 268 1 5 ,5 2 -25 46 1 5 ,0 4 o.ooobo T
16 29L B i l a t e r a l  PO drop 31L B i l a t e r a l  PO w i t h  P2 in  a i r  
and drop
9 . 2 5 0 30 8 ,4 5 0 ,0 0 0 5 4 5
17 29.1 318 M W H H N H W 1 0 ,0 0 - 7 25 8 ,5 8 0 ,0 0 0 0 9 T
14 28 B i l a t e r a l  PO drop 39L B i l a t e r a l  PO w i t h  PS in  a i r .’0 , 0 7 3 31 B .B l 0 ,0 0 0 0 5 T
16 26 a a 398 ....................................... 1 7 ,6 9 - 5 33 9 ,9 2 0 , 0 0 0 0 5 T
17 33L PS r i g i d  o b je c t  to  J ig 36L PS f l a a i b l e  o b je c t  to  J l , 3 1 ,2 9 9 51 9 .7 5 , T
18 338 a a a a a 168 a a a a a 3 1 , U 17 54 1 0 ,73 0 ,0 0 0 0 5 T
18 26L 63M3PO 5 3L GiMl’^ P O 1 5 ,6 7 -2 50 1 5 ,3 5 0 ,0 0 0 2 2 T
17 268 53R " 1 4 ,0 0 4 32 1 1 ,9 6 0 ,0 0 0 0 9 T
20 19L S f . - teu  l e v e r  down no lo ad  
Mar-0 gu ided l e v e r
SSL Button s w i tc h  s tand ing?  
M360X4
2 1 , 7 0 -46 92 3 2 ,0 5 0 .0 0 3 4 5 T
19 198 a a a a a 55H a a a 19,84 -3 0 96 2 9 ,0 9 0 ,0 0 4 0 7 1
19 2SL M3G3 MJPO no Juggle SAL M2G3J2 j  i g g l e 2 1 ,7 9 8 94 1 9 ,0 3 0 ,0 0 0 0 7 5
18 258 a a a a 54H a a 1 3 , *4 •  4 26 8 ,b 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 5 T
19 bOL C4 r i g i d  c ra n k  ha n d le 61L C4 f l e x i b l e  cord  around  
S h u t t le
0 1 ,2 2 5 104 2 5 , 0 6 0 ,0 0 0 0 5 T
18 608 a a a a 618 a a a a 5 9 ,6 1 15 101 2 6 , 7 9 0 ,0 0 0 0 5 T
T •  S tud en t T - t e e t  a p p l ie d  
3 •  a i lcoM on Hank S ig n  t e e t  a p p l ie d
A further set of pairs of tests was analysed to determine whether 
the one thought likely to be executed at a pace closer to the stan­
dard was indeed so performed (Table 26). It was, for example, con­
firmed that grasp G1 is better performed than G3 (p = 0,00015 left hand 
and p ■ 0,000060 right hand) and the placing (P5) of a rigid ob­
ject in a jig better performed than that of a flexible object, (p a- 
0,00005 both left and right hands). The performance of the sequence 
M3G3 M3P0 was better performed without a juggle tJ2) than witn it 
(p = 0,00007 left hand and P •« 0,00005 right hand).
The number of cases were insufficient to show the extent to which 
disability influenced the difference in performance on these pairs 
of tests.
7.5 ’NFLUENCE OF DURATION OF DISORDER AND PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT ON 
BMW TEST SCORES
The Kruskal-Wallis test was unable to show that the period of t:- 
between the onset of the disorder and the date the BMW battery w«, 
commenced influenced the test scores (p = 0,1193) or that the length 
of time over which the employee had been working at the Cripples 
Employment Institute before the BMW battery was administered influenced
8.1 DESIRABILITY OF USING A WORKER'S BEST MOTIONS
Comparison of the average scores in each worker's best ten motions 
with the average of all his scores indicates that an average gain 
of 62,96 t29,02 per cent of the standard time for a job could be 
expected if workers performed jobs comprising only motions within 
their best ten on the BMW battery. The gain would be 4 3,88 127,29 
if the jobs were comprised of motions only from the worker's best 
twenty and 27,30 110,85 per cent if comprised only of those from 
the top 50 per cent of motions of which he was capable (p = 0,0001). 
These potential gains make it clear that it would be advantageous 
to establish the motions of work of which a worker is most capable 
before deciding upon the job he is to perform.
The study showed that a guideo crank action C4 without resistance 
using the right hand, and operating a vertical lever such as a drill 
handle against 4,1 kg with either the right or left hand, and against
8,2 kg with the left hand were in the best twenty motions of 75 per 
cent of the workers at the Cripples Employment Institute (p K. C ,3 5) . 
Further, that an average of between nine and thirteen of the twenty 
best motions of all the workers would be some type of lever action.
Thus jobs containing these motions would be commended to the Institute' 
management. None were present in current jobs. Conversely, because 
it was unlikely that G3 would be among many, and P2, P5 or J2 among 
any worker's best twenty motions, jobs which required repeated per­
formance of these actions should be avoided. In fact, eighteen of the 
thirty-one jobs upon which the randomly selected workers were employed 
contained all three motions, G3, P2 jnd P5 in the short repetitive 
cycle which comprised the work, a further twelve of these workers had 
either G3 and P5 or G 3 and P2 and one worker had G3 in their work cy­
cle. J2 was present in twenty-one of the thirty-one jobs. Tables 25 
and 26 give further guidance on motions which were to be preferred 
above others for the workers at the Institute.
« Particular disadvantage of including a re-grasp (J2> in jobs of 
workers who have difficult, with this action, is time taken to 
cute alternative manoeuvres. For e/ample, when a nut which was to 
be positioned on a bolt was picked up from a jumbled n.oup it needed 
t o b e  re-grasped while the hand was travelling to the bolt ,«3G3 
« J © " 5  - 13 HODS, because the J2 was performed during the M3).
Workers were observed placing the nut first on the table end allow- 
m g  it to sit flat, then picking it up so that it was already aligned 
for placement on the bolt (M3G3 M3P2 H1G1 M3P5 . 21 MODS). Thus an 
addition of a x 0,129 . 1,032 seconds ever, time a nut was placed on 
a bolt. Which in the case of the exhaust bracket assembly was 2,064 
seconds per assembly. Another worker (worker 9) who „ „  unable to 
ce-grasp an envelope as she carried it from the supply stack to give 
to an even more disabled hand to hold, used a put P2 in handing the 
envelop, on, so that the second hand could on accepting it carefully 
V- avoid the need to re-grasp it. M4G3 . 11 MODS became
H4G3 H4P2 with © 1 3  in the receiving hand, having a total pf 16 HODS.
nternative methods suoh as these are of course to be commenced if 
=h, worker is not more capable of work containing other motions.
Where r.-grasp or juggle J2 is not within a worker's best twenty mo­
tions, work which requires it repeatedly should be avoided.
While action, which fall within those a number of employees can best
Perform give an indication of the type of work a workshop should of.
•r, individual work prescription Paced upon the performance pf each
separate worker is clearly necessary to maximise that worker's pro- 
ductivity.
Ability to perform given motions on the battery is alone not a 
sufficient indication of the most suitable work f.r the worker test­
ed, because the cattery does not determine whether the worker has the 
ability to maintain that performance over a working day. F.t example 
1 as .een shown that worker, at the Cripples Employment Institute 
will be likely to pull levers on the battery against S.2 kg ,13 lb,
the greater physical effort. Similarly, where a worker demonstrates 
on the BMW battery that he is equally or more able to assemble simul­
taneously two products than a single one, the use of two hands may 
well require a greater effort from him, and be the more difficult 
to maintain.
Thus the recommended procedure when selecting the job upon which to 
employ the disabled worker is to establish his best ten or twenty 
MODAPTS actions by applying the BMW battery, employ him on a job 
which comprises these actions, measure his production, and determine 
whether there is any difference in the percentage of standard time 
between the test performance and workshop performance. If any such 
difference cannot be reduced with practice, he may be more productive 
on work which contains lower rankjd motions which he can maintain for 
a useful period.
A re£ y tecta requiring work against resistance are generally
better pu.formed than those requiring less resistance (e.g. 44L and R 
in comparison with l^L and R, and 47L and R in comparison with 19L 
and R - TaCle 24) may be that the less the resistance the faster the 
worker will be expected to move, and that persons with poor co-ordina­
tion find the rapid movement difficult. Similarly, inspecting coins 
and sliding them aside (Test 63) is better performed than where coins 
must just be slid into a chute (Test 01). The latter job requires 
more rapid finger movement.
0.2 EFFECT OF WORKERS' METHODS ON PRODUCTIVITY
The production speed of the workers at the Cripples Employment Insti­
tute was disadvantaged by the nature of the motions comprising the 
work. This could to sorrv extent have been reduced by altering the 
method used to perform those same jobs. Table 20 shows that, without 
increasing .he percentage of standard pace at which each worker worked 
on the job he performed, an oveiwll improvement of 35 per cent (p 0,05) 
could be made in production in the Institute if each worker used the 
method based upon the principles of motion economy uf which he was
capable. As these workers had been employed at the Institute and
allowed to vary their method of performing their work for an average
of 7,3 3 ±4,01 years (Appendix 9), the loss of income to the Inatitut 
and the workers was quite considerable.
Principles of motion economy (ILO 19 79) which were frequently abused 
in the methods used by employees were those pertaining to:
(a) the simultaneous use of two hands in opposite and symmetric 
pattern,
(b) keeping the distances over which movement takes place as short 
as possible,
( O  storing components in a constant place to avoid the need for 
searching and selection,
(d) keeping actions required to the lowest classification possible, 
(e, _voiding the use of the hand to hold components where this could 
be done by a jig, fixture or foot-operated device, and 
(f) using gravity to bring components near to the operator's hand,
ano to carry the oroduct away.
For example. the sides of the cardboard boxes in which washers and 
nuts were delivered were M O  mm high. The use of these boxes as 
supply bins for components on the workbench increased the distance 
moved b, the arm from an M3 to an N4 to reach the washer or nut. 
They also hid the component to be picked up from the vie, of the 
worker which, as the box emptied, necessitated seeking first with 
the fingers then later with the eye, to find the next component, or 
determine how many were left respectively. It required a movement 
Of the trunk to look into the box. A gravity feed bin would bring 
the component, to a constant place and, if equipped with a lip, re- 
dues the pick-up action from a G3 to a Gl.
The random manner in which U-bolte and bodies were heaped together 
on the workbench necessitated searching and selecting (E4E2D3) b.-for 
Picking up the appropriate part, frequently an M4 rather than an M3 
was needed to reach the desired component. Gravity feed hopper, ,up. 
plying the two parts separately would have removed this additional
work. At times a new supply of U-bolts and bodies covered so much 
of the work surface that the remaining space required a P2 or even 
a P5 instead of a PO to place a completed assembly or a ipanner on 
the bench.
Some shorter workers used M4 instead of Ml to reach components on 
the bench because the bench was above elbow height. Some workers 
sat well back from the workbench to the extent that MS was needed 
to reach the parts.
Application of the principle of using a jig, fixture or foot-operated 
device instead of holding a component in the hand while the other hand 
works on it considerably increases the work done by the non-dominant 
hand which must then also pick up and position components. It may 
also be argued that it will be more difficult to pick up or position 
two items simultaneously one with each hand, or to position for ex­
ample a nut or a bolt held in a jig than on a bolt held in the other 
hand. Analysis of the performance of the randomly selected workers 
from the Institute (Table 24) showed that there was no significant 
difference in the scores on tests requiring uni-lateral and bi-lateral 
performance of P2 and P5 (Tests 30:32 for P2 and 33:40 end 35:41 for 
P5) nor in the positioning (P5) of a nut upon a bolt held in the hand 
and held in a jig (Tests 38:41). It was further shown (Table 25) that 
obtaining an object jumbled among other objects (G3) ip generally bet­
ter performed bi-laterally than uni-laterally (Tests 20:25'.
It is possible that with all these actions the non-dominant or dis­
abled hand performs better when the dominant hand is doing identical 
work. Application of the appropriate 3MW tests to a sufficiently 
large number of cases for whom dominance and disability were known 
could determine whether this is so. The results could influence 
the nature of activities prescribed to improve skill in a disabled 
hand.
Where maximum productivity is an aim, as in the employment situation, 
a worker's bi-lateral performance in which two identical products 
are made simultaneously would need to be less than half o, the per­
centage of standard time at which uni-lateral production of one pro­
duct is performed to gain greater productivity from the uni-lateral 
method. Thus in attempting to improve the profit and self-sufficiency 
of a sheltered workshop and the income of the individual worker, it 
is particularly important to compare each disabled worker's uni­
lateral and bi-lateral performance before allowing him to become a 
one-handed worker. The BMV Test Battery offers this opportunity.
In cases where it is shown that a spastic hemiplegic worker will be 
more productive using a one-handed method, but it is felt desirable 
that he make some u„. of his disabled hand, <t is possible that his 
affected hand would be better used to close the jig which two-handed 
workers close with a foot, than in attempting to hold a component 
fed into it by the unaffected hand. The pattern of action required 
to close such a jir, could be designed to reduce flexor spasticity, 
which could also bt preferable to the continuous grasping needed if 
the hand itself is u-ed as a jig
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The procedures developed during the second study have provided the 
means of recording and storing the M0DAPT5 motions performeo in' 
given work situations in greater detail than was previously possi­
ble and matching them more readily with those in the BMW battery, 
and in other jobs.
The system lends itself to matching disabled workers to jobs in both 
the open and sheltered labour market, and to activities directed, 
towards assessment and improvement of employable skills in a rehabi­
litation programme
The coding of circumstances under which motions are performed makes 
it possible to use the greater detail which the BMW battery provides 
than if the battery was based upon the MODAPTS code alone (Section
3.3.2 p. 50). This detail is an advance on that provided by codes 
publisheo to date, the need for which was referred to by Birdsong 
(1971), Grant et al (1975) and Smith et al (1981).
The use of a computer in this matching process enabled this detail 
to be included without significantly lengthening the time taken to 
compare the content of test and work situations.
The computer orogramme was so structured that patient demographic 
information, including condition, limitations, aims and nature of 
treatment could be linked to achievement on the BNW battery, and on 
work described by the MODAPTS actions of which the work is comprised 
and the circumstances under which they occur. This programme has 
the ability to facilitate studies directed to determining whether 
particular disabilities limit the performance of MODAPTS motions 
under some or all circumstances. The results of such studies would 
enable certain work to be eliminated from a list of possible fields 
of employment once a worker's disability is known and conversely, 
would allow attention to be immediately directed to job opportunities 
containing those motions known to be among those a person with such 
a disability can best oerform.
Where records of jobs in both open and sheltered employment are kept 
using MODAPTS symbols coded for the circumstances under which they 
occur, it will, for the first time, bo possible to locate a job o 
which a rehabilitee is capable purel, by reading th,t job s record 
sheet, if the rehabilitee has been assessed on a joint programme of 
Basic Motions of Work Test Battery and measured workshop performance. 
Previously the conditions under which MODAPTS actions occurred had to 
he noted separately.
The computer programme linking patient demographic material, type 
and aims of treatment with performance of basic motions of work can
a .'.80 facilitate studies of the effectiveness of alternate forms of 
treatment to improve employability in operative work, or to perform 
basic motions of work for other reasons.
Another application of tests from the BMW battery is whe-.e a rehabi­
litee's work preference or his former skills lead an occupational 
therapist to prescribe a given task in the occupational therapy de­
partment as the first step in his assessment programme. It is pos­
sible to note the MQDAPT5 actions of which the task is comprised 
duu uiie ciicumstanuey una«i which they occur, ana suoject tne re­
habilitee only to those BMW tests which contain these. If the re­
habilitee's performance, expressed as a percentage of standard time, 
is lower on the task than on the BMW tests the occupational therapist 
will know that treatment must be directed towards improvement of abi­
lity to maintain a given level of production. If his performance on 
the BMW tests is below employable standard the therapist will know 
that the rehabilitee's ability to perform these basic motions of 
work must also be improved.
B.4 ADMINISTRATION OF THE BASIC MOTIONS OF WORK TEST BATTERY
The average time taken to complete the BNtol battery was 2,92 hours 
shorter for the patients in Study 1 (Table 9 p. 156) than for the 
workers in Study 2 (Table 21 p. 185). It could be that the workers 
in Study 2 were more disabled than those in Study 1, and thus moved 
more slowly. The rehabilitees in Study 1 were being assessed for their 
aoiiity to enter the open labour market. It was possible that only 
some would be so disabled that they would require sheltered employ­
ment, whereas ill those in Study 2 were already in sheltered employ­
ment .
Administration of j test which takes an average of 4,b hours to com­
plete may be felt to be excessive use of an occupational therapist's 
time on one patient. However, the saving of five months in deter­
mining whether perceptuo-motor skills are a reason for the patient's 
failure- to reach employable standard does, in the author's opinion , 
more than offset the disadvantage of exclusive attention to bne
patient for those hours. Further, it is likely that with more than 
50 per cent of the patients she treats, the therapist will never 
establish the reason for failure to achieve standard pace if only mea 
sored workshop performance, where attention can be shared among many 
patients, is used.
Similarly, the use of 7,5 hours to assess a net. employee in a shel­
tered workshop before placing him on a job may seem an uneconomic 
proposition. However,the time taken to estaolish his best ten or 
twenty motions, or even thcae in the top 50 per cent of motions he 
is able to perform, can, if he car, be employed on work containing 
only these motions, be expected to ensure greater productivity than 
if his work is comprised of motions from the full range of his abi­
lities. The extent to which this productivity will be greater will 
vary with the size of the range of an individual's r/mked test per­
formance, being less for those with a smaller range as well as with 
the distribution within that range. The average range for the 
twenty-five workers tested from the Cripples Employment Institute 
was 160,5 255,06. For worker., with such a range it could be anti­
cipated (p . 0,0001) that the gain in production would be 62,96 +29,01 
43,80 +27,29, and 27.30 ±10,85 per cent respectively, if the distri­
bution of higher and lower scores were the same as for the sample 
group.
The Wilcoxon Rank Sign test applied to the scores of the twenty-five 
workers from the Cripples Employment Institute showed that the ave­
rage performance on tests 1-9 was lower than the average of all the 
remaining test , (p ■ 0,00005), The average difference in score be­
tween these averages was 24,76 +18,03.
Test 1-9 were scattered .irnong those performed at workplace one and 
workplace two, and wet e not. the first nine tests administered. They 
were all tests for motions Ml or M2, and because of this were timed 
by the occupational therapist and not the testee con'rolling the
It is possible that the occupational therapist's tardy control of 
the timing button at the end of the test accounted for the longer 
time taken by testees. It is also possible that the occupational 
therapist was equally slow in starting the timer at' the beginning 
of the cycle, which would offset the delay at the bid. Possible 
inaccuracy in timing was the disadvantage of the timer being opera­
ted by thn occupational therapist, and was avoided in all the other 
tests.
however it may be that tne workers at tne Cripples Employment Insti­
tute hnd greater difficulty with activities which were comprised of 
movements Ml and M2, as these are finer than other motions. These 
were the only tests which required repeated Ml and M2 with only simpl
grasps GO and Gl.
In analysing test scores consideration was given to attempting to 
determine whether person* tested performed better on tests adminis­
tered early in tne battery than later. Because the length of test 
periods varied (op. 149 ind 176) and no testee completed the test 
•(('t one sitting and also because the particular tests completed in any 
one period were not recorded, it was not possible to be sure of 
which tests were performed when the testee was fresh.
The order of tosts was structured so tiat tests did not advance from 
simpler to more difficult tests (p. bB in order to reduce the pos­
sibility that a testee would score increasingly badly and thus rive
9. CONCLUSION
9.1 When one wishes to establish whether the reason for a disabled 
person's failure to achieve standard pace in repetitive work is in­
sufficient perceptuo-motor skills, it ie more efficient tc compare 
achievement on chort fornssl testa and measured workshop performance 
based on the same pre-determined motion time standards system than 
to use only measured workshop performance.
It haa been shown that this method is substantially shorter - five 
months in the rehabilitation centr i at which the programme was intro­
duced - and more reliable than that of the measured workshop perform­
ance alone. In less than 50 per cent of cases did workshop perform­
ance alone determine whether sub-standard performance could be as­
cribed tn perceptuo-motor skills whereas this was established for 
100 per cent of those tested by the recommended method.
The r ' that the MODAPT5 motions and the circumstances under
which v i performed are identical in a short test situation and
in a wo: ;n provides the basis for this more rapid elimina­
tion of i eotuo-motor skills as a reason for poor performance in 
repetition work at the workplace.
The sooner doubt about adequacy of perceptuo-motor skills to perform 
a given task is removed, the sooner attention can be directed to de­
termining other possible causes of failure to do that work at stan­
dard pace.
Where perceptuo-motor skills are required to perform routine activi­
ties other than process work, comparison of a patient's performance 
on the activity and on those Basic Motion of Work tests containing 
the same MODAPTS motions under the same circumstances as thuy are 
found in the activity ould similarly expedite identification of 
potential to perform recreative and domestic pastimes.
Comparison of the client's performance on pertinent tests in the 
Basic Motions of dork battery and on the routine work for which that 
client is being considered, should be made early in the evaluation 
of any client's potential to perform given routine work.
Extension of the Basic Motions of Work battery to include the Office 
M0DAPT5 motion' n . v incorporated into M0DAPT5 Plus would provide a 
similar assessment tool in the field of office procedures.
9.2 The application of the Basic Motion# uf Work test together with 
the analysis of MODAPTS motions in their work, established that dis­
abled workers at the Cripples Emoloyment Institute were employed on 
jobs which were not comprised of the motions of work of which they 
were most capable
'A
Comparison of the methods developed and used by employees at the 
Institute with methods based on method study principles showed that 
methods developed by the employees were always less efficient.
To maximise productivity and income of both a sheltered workshop and 
its workers, each employee's best motions should be established using 
the Basic Motions of Work battery, and jobs and methods of performing 
those jobs be sought which contain as exclusively as possible only 
the worker's best ten or twenty motions.
9.3 Computer matching of a client's pTceptuo-motor skills and work 
tasks which require only hhose skills has been made more possible by 
the coding of the circumstances under which MODAPTS motions are per­
formed .
9.4 The Basic Motions of Work battery is a tool which could be used 
to determine whether skill in performing certain basic motions of 
work is influenced by particular Disorders, age, employment background, 
and forms of treatment. The comparison of performance on the tests 
d on work containing the san.e MODAPTS motions under the same circum­
stances for persons grouped according to the above factors could provide
data which would expedite rehabilitation programmes oirected to the 
evaluation and improvement of employability of the disabled.
The Bench Motion Teat bottary based on Methods-Time Measurement was 
developed by J.H. Mully and J.M. Farrell in 1957-58 at Maryport Rehab 
litation Centre, Mt Martha, Victoria, Australia. Forty-nine MTM mo­
tions which, in Mully's experience as a work study consultant and 
lecturer, were commonly found in industry were included.
The equipment comprised a three foot square piece of pegboard set on 
a frame, and providing the work surface into which various jigs and 
containers were seated, and about which loose components were moved 
and placed. The pegboard holes were spaced one inch apart and the 
oosition of the jigs and containers for each test were described by 
the number of holes from the edge of the pegboard. Every hole from 
the edge war counted not just those in a straight line, e.g.
0 0 9
* 7 holes.
Shadows were painted on the work surface to facilitate the accurate 
location of these fittings during the administration f the tests.
The jigs and containers (Figure 1.1) were:
(a) two stands or blocks with a set of ten round holes on one side, 
five square holes and five triangular holes on tne other two 
sides respectively,
(b) a block with ten pairs of holes to accept tapered pins,
(c) two b —  inch L-stops of square steel rod,
(d) two round metal dishes or trays.
Each of the above had location pins at the base to aid positioning
and stability on the woik surface.
During I960 the tests were extended from eleven to fourteen, and in­
corporated assembly of plastic nut; and bolts, and of press fit com­
ponents within a wire diamond frame shown in Figure 1.2. These were 
to assess ability to assemble components without the aid of a jig 
or support of the work surface. Having to assemble the objects witnin 
the frame prescribed the exact length of the move which preceded the
.uo o o D/Zh  >=45
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Figure 1.2 MTM Bench Motion Teat developed by 
Molly and Farrell
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Details of the initial eleven tests preceded by the type of work in 
which the motions they contained were to be found at that time are 
given below (Mul1y and Farrell 1958).
"EXERCISE 1
Placing and/or removal of objects from conveyor lines or delivery 
bins, as in sweets or biscuits on and off enrobing machines, into 
packets and the like. Sorting and inspection tasks requiring re­
moval of defects. When intefersnce with grasp is likely, see 
exercise 6.
EXERCISE 2
More accurately controlled move necessary than in exercise 1.
Finishing room work in shoe industry, spraying, edge varnishing etc. 
Closing room activity, uppers, heels etc in shoe industry.
EXERCISE 3
Requires pronation m d  supination of fcrearm. Ornamentation work, 
such as lace tying, bow making in shoe traoe. Hand decorating of 
swoets. Mixing of sugar syrup and flavourings (this also needs Apply 
Pressure) . Operating wrapping and forming machinery in sweet in­
dustry (needs also exercise 4).
EXERCISE 4 and 5
Almost any work requiring use of machinery. hand wrapping. Mixing 
of ingredients by hand. Stirring of solutions in process (such as 
sugar syrup, chocolate, et ) when ising paddles.
EXERCISE f
Moving guides on printing guillotines, photographic equipment, vernier 
adjustment, hnndlinr thread on bobbins.
EXERCISE 6
"Inteference grasp" fusts ability to co-ordinate finger and thumb move­
ments. Removal of i turns from mixtures, or from against stops, or out
of rows, where interference requires more accurately controlled 
grasp than obtained by merely closing fingers, e.g. remov i 
from delivery hoppers, separation of threads in weaving, paper and 
cardboard handling.
EXERCISE 7
Bi-manual handling wi*h difficulty, thus simultaneous motion. Co­
ordination required. Grasps and positions have difficulty. Rapid 
hand packaging into similar fixtures of differently locatad and 
shaped objects. Applies where hands used to insert dividers and 
layers and at the same time pack objects such as bottles.
Observed in chocolate frog packing line and in packing of certain 
chocolate enrobed sweets, and wireless and television assembly.
EXERCISE 6 and 9
Cutting out of leather pieces by hand in shoe trade. Both hand art) 
machine skiving. Will be encountered in tasks requiring controlled 
holding of objects against moving tools, such as grinding machines, 
gouging and eyeletting, machine sewing.
EXERCISE 6
Bi-manual handling with increased difficulty requiring eye-trasl, 
eye focua and closer positioning. Pirk up motion similar to picking 
up pencil, knots in weaving, sorting, counting or feeding paper. 
Assembly of small purtn i amall locations, a.g. radio and electn 
cal, smwirg operations.
EXERCISE 9
Bi-manual handling involving difficult and dissimilar motions in 
opposite directions. Difficult grasps and positions. Machine work 
requiring multiple control:,, e.g. traverses and presses, milling 
machines, lathes, pressure sensitive drills.
EXERCISE 10
Requiring operation to obtain parts from beside machines, )6lect 
small tools from tool boxes etc., electing parts for and loading
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semi-automatic machine* y , paukayinuj operatiun requii ;ny jpei stor 
to collect goods to be packaged.
EXERCISE 11
Foot motions hing»d at ankle, as in power press and sewing machine 
operation.
'
"EXERCISE 1 - BENCH MOTION TEST
Side of block in 5th row holes from front 
«  »  !•  i t  25 th " " " "
10 from RH side
Circular holes upwards . P ?gs, cylindrical fitted. 
Task. Transfer peas from beck block to front. 
Begins. Hands at edge of frame.
Ends .
R12A 
GJLA 
DIE 
M9C 
P2SE 
M-fA
RL1
R9A
G1A
DIE
M9C
P25E
M|A
RL1
R12E
ist peg
Subsequent pegs - 9
TMUS 
9.6 
2 ,0  
4.0 
12.7 
16.2
8.3
2.0 
4.0 
12.7
16.2
Z
lO
46.5
4 5.2 x 9 ■ 40b.8 
11.8 11.8
TOTAL 465.1
ALLOW 18 SECOND':-.
EXERCISE 2 - BENCH MOTION TEST
More difficult position 
Triangular holes up - apices at opposition.
1 block at 5th row of holes. 10
1 block at 25th row of holes.
5 triangular blocks in position.
Transfer triangular blocks frow onrTask.
Grasp at top end only 
Begins. Hands at edge of frame.
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EXERCISE 3 - BENCH MOTION TEST
One block aligned with pegs in 20th row holes. 8 from RH. 
it n ii or r ight-sngle to above, 28 th row from LH of frame.
4 from front.
1st block cylindrical holes upward.
2nd "
Task. Remove cylinders from 2nd block,
Aeni n« . H*nrl tnin-hee l«t r ylinrlwr .
Ends. Hand releases last cylinder.
facing to RH with pegs in position.
G1A
DIE
M9C
T905 j
P25E
MfA
RL1
R9A
1st peg
10 *
G1A
DIE
M10C
02SE
M|A
RL1
RIGA
Allowed 
M10C 
RIGA
to arrange for distance progression.
TMU5 
2.0
4.0 
13.5
16.2
2.0 
2.0 
8.7
I -------
46.4 x 10 - 484
ALLOW 18 SECONDS.
_
' - ■
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EXERCISE 4 - BENCH MOTION TEST
Dae hand windlass with crank pin removed. Operator to grasp knurled 
periphery with hole left by removal of pin at RH side.
Task. Rotate wheel, using pronation - supination, through 190 0 
and return - 10 times.
1st T 
2nd T
T10OM
T180S
24.2 * 10 242
ALLOW 10 SECONDS.
N.B. Beware that patient does not attempt to use upper-arm to avoid 
supination and ..'ran it : .
EXERCISE 5 - BENCH MOTION TEST
Vith weight on floor, at commencement, wind up 40" of cord (pre-set 
height) . Requires 20 cranking motions, 2" diameter crank.
TMU5
1st motion 
2nd - 20th
Resist factor
14.0
182 .4
197 .1
1 .06
198 .2
111 .822
210 .032
ALLOW 8 SECONDS.
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EXERCISE 6 - BENCH MOTION TEST
•v
Tas«. 'ranster 10 cylindrical objects, with interference to bottom
Grasp ob-
Begins, 
Ends .
and side, from one right angle stop to ancthor.
jects at aide.
Hand at edge board.
Hano at '!dge board.
THUS TMUS
15.6 R 1ED) 18.4
1st dowel 6.7 G1C2 S 5th dowel 8.7
20.8 M18A J 17.6
29.9 R16D' 17.0
2nd dowel 9 . ? G1C2 > bti- dowel P 7
IV.2 M16A, 16.0
19.0 R16D^ 17.0
3rd dnwel 8.7 -jLC,1'•> 7th dowel 8.7
19.2 ML6Aj 16.0
18.4 RlbD' 17.0
4th dowel 3.7 G 1C 2 > 8th lowel 8.7
17.6 MlbAy lo.0
185.2 164.0
9th dowel
GlCi > 10th dowel
TOTALS
ALLOW IS SECONDS
EXERCISE 7 - BENCH MOTION TEST
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Right maled stops placed 6 rows from front and 14" apart. 
Fixture placed central between these and 22 rows from front 
Cyli >jers placed different axes.
Hands at edge to start.
Transfer, SIMULTANEOUSLY, 5 pegs from each stop to fixture 
Ends when pegs in position.
Task X
Right: hand
SsiT
G1C2
P25E
TMUS
9.4
0.7
0.7
11.0
16.2
16.2
2.0
73.0
Left t'.jmJ 
Rsn
G102 
M8C
P25E 
M j-A
1st peg = 73.0
G102
2nd peg
i00.4 + 73.0
TOTAL 173.4
ALLOW 14 SECONDS
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EXERCISE 8 - BENCH MOTION TEST
Two trays. Edga of bowl 12 holes from either side, 6 rows from front. 
Two fixtures for taper pins, 18 rows from front, 9 from either side. 
Task: Select taper pins from trays and place, narrow end down, into
holes of fixtures. (10)
Commence hands at trays.
GIB
P25E +
GIB
P2SE +
TMUS
3.5
3.5
8.9 
16.2
27.3 
16.2 
10.1
85.7
3.5
3.5
8.9 
16.2
25.3 
16.2 
10.1
83.7
Right hand
GIB
M6B
E/T -
P2SE
R6D
E/F 
i- RL1
GIB
M6B
E/T + E/F 
P2SE + RL1 
R6D
1st pair * 85.7
2nd pair = 83.7
GIB
P2SE + fltrf
3.5
3.5 
8.0
16.2 
24. 3 
16.2 
9.4
81.1
GIB
MSB
E/T + E/F 
P25E + RL1 
R5D
3rd pair ■ 81.1
A#.
"T
Left hand
R4D]
GIB
MdB>
P25E *
R4D
GIB
MSB,
P25E + -Rtir
R5D,
,
TMUS
3.5
3.5 
0.0
16.2
22.3
16.2
9.4
79.1
3.5
3.5
6.9
16.2
21.3
16.2
0.4
76.0
3.5
3.5
6.9
16,
19.3
16.2
0.4
74.0 x 2
3.5
3.5
0.0
16.2
15.3
16.2
9.4
72.1
Right hand
GIB
M5B
E/T + E/F 
P25E + RL1
R5D
GIB
M4B
E/T + E/F
P2SE + RL1
R4D
Gib
M4 3
E/T + E/F
P25E + RL1
R4D
GIB
M5B
E/T > E/F
p;:5E + RL1
RBD
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p . 14
4th pair = 79.1
5th pair = 76.0
6th and 7th pair
140
0th pair » 72.1
Left hand TMU5 ^iqht- hand
GIB
M6B,
P25E
GIB
M6B 
P25E + SLJ
( h 6d)
3.5
3.5 
0.9
16.2
14.3 
16.2 
j.0.1
72.7
3.5
3.5 
8.9
16.2
12.3 
16.2 
10.1
70.7
GIB
M6B
E/T + E/F
P25E
R6D
9th pair > 72.7
GIB
M6B
E/T + E/F 
P2SE + RL1 
R6D
10th pair = 70.7
TOTALS: 85.7 * 83.7 + 81 1 + 79.1 + 76.0 + 148.0 + 72.1 + 72,
70.7 + 20.0 (10 * 2 TMUs for RL1) = 789.1 
ALLOW 29 SECONDS
7 +
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p. 16
EXERCISE 9 - BENCH MOTION TEST 
Fixture for taper pins at left hand, 9 holes from edge, and 
13 holes from front.
Fixture for pegs 4 holes from front and
5 holes from right hand.
Dish 23 holes from front and
34 holes from right hand.
Task. Select 5 taper pins, simultaneous with 5 pegs and as simul­
taneously as possible insert in respective sockets.
Starts. Hands at tray.
Ends. Last peg in position.
Left hand THUS Riaht hand
10.1 E/T + E/F '
9.1 G4B
G4C 12.9
(m i o b) 15.2 M12C
12.2 E/T + E/F
16.2 r$SE
E/T + E/F 16.9 M-j-A
P2SE 16.2 RL1
RL1 2 .0 R12C
R10C 12.9 ,
1st pair = 123.7
123.7
4 subsequent pairs similar.
Distances increase with each or every 2nd pair. 
ALLOW 22.3 SECONDS.
-EXERCISE 10 - BENCH MOTION TEST
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p. 17
Includes body motions, sidestep, wal> , stoop- irise, sit :md arise. 
Chair in front of board, but clear of same. 3 pegs on floor at
back RH of board.
Task. From seat, rise, sidestep, move one pace, stoop - pick up 
peg, step back and behind table, placing peg on board. Do not sit, 
but go through procedure for the 3 pegs, sitting at end.
Stand
Sidestep to clear 
Walk 1 pace
■13.4
5SC2 + 6" 40. 7
IS .0
55C1 + 6"
2.0
3-31.9
Stoop and reach
Get up
Step back
Step behind and place peg on 
board
Same but no STD,
2 2 3
APPENDIX 1
p .  1 8
THUS
55C2 + o" 40.7
W1P
R>rB
G1A
AS Same but SIT.
W IP
34.7 -j 209 + 351.8 - 560.0
ALLOW 20 SECONDS.
EXERCISE 11 - BENCH MOTION TEST
Chair Dy itself, subject seated.
Square block on floor with buzzer, Block 1 ft from tip of subject's
toes, slightly to right or left, as appropriate.
Task: Press block to make buzzer ound, without rising, withdraw to
former position, 3 times.
TMUS
LM + 8 " 9.5
FMP 19.1
LM + 8 " 9.5
ALLOW 4.2 SECONDS.
30.1 * 3 . 114.3
Can be performed both feet simultaneously. If so, hold table edge to 
maintain body balance. Same time.
Can be done by left font, then by right foot. If so, be sure both 
feet return to zero position in both instances. If so, twice time,"
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF REHABIL ITEES IN CONTROL GROUP -  STUDY 1
D i i a b i l t t y D i s a b i l i t y  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n Ays
s i
.n
% a a a S a
1 2 3 6 3 6 7 8 9 M F o a r ? a 3
1 Coronary heart  d le e e a w , 
Angina o f  e f f o r t . 6 M 4 6
2 Heart I n j u r y , L » f t  ham*. 3 M 2 0
3 Heart i n ju r y , 3 M 1 5
4 C e re b ra l  b e la y .  H i g h *  heml, 1 r 16
1 Wight e o a e t ic  t i a r a l y e i e .  
C ere b ra l  p a la y .  H em ip legia 1 r 1 7
6 M e n ta l ly  re ta rd e d .  Deaf . 2 M 49
7 H v d ro re p h a l la . 1 M 14
8 0 ia o rd e r  unrecorded. 9 M 1 8
9 M a r fe n i  ayndiome and s p in e l  
fu s io n . 4 M Is
10 C e re b ra l  p a lsy . 1 r 13
11 V ascu la r  m alform ation  o f  
•  A i n ,
7 M 21
12 C ere b ra l  p a lay . 1
M 20
13 M e n ta l ly  r e t a r d e d . f 17
14 C p i l e p a y .  M e nta l ly  re ta rded
1 1 B 1
M 20
13 P o s t -o p e r a t iv e  b r a in  damage. 1 r 18
16 C o ng en ita l  aphasia . M 18
17 M e n t a l ly  r e ta rd e d .  Deaf . 2 N 19
18 C e re b ra l  p a l l y .  Wight hemt, 
E n i le p e y .
1 r 17
1 9 f r a c t u r e d  s k u l l  end r i g h t  
fem ur .
3 M 20
20 C o ng en ita l  heart  d e fo r m i ty . o M 28
21 Heed i n j u r y . L e f t  heml. ) M 31
22 Heed i n j u r y , f r a c t u r e s  e' 
both l e g e .
■ 3 M 33
21 M e n ts l ly  re ta rd e d . 2 M 13
24 Achondtoplae ie . 4 M 49
21 A t h e to id .  Deaf. I r 17
26 P a ra p le g ia . 4 41
27 C o ng en ita l  heart  d e f o r m i t y . 6 r 18
28 C a re h re -va s cu la r  a c c id e n t .  
L e f t  hem ip leg ia .
3 M 33
29 Head i n j u r y . 3 F 32
30 C o ng en ita l  d i s l o c a t i o n  h ip ,  
M e n ta l ly  re ta rd e d .
2 r 16
31 t r o n c h i e c t a . i e , 5 r 32
32 Deaf-mute, r e t a 'd e d . 2 f 16
33 Head i n j u r y .  L e f t  h em i. 3 M 34
34 Compound f r a c t u r e  o f  s k u l l .  
I n ju r y  l e f t  e lbow.
3 M 31
35 H yp erten s io n .  D leoe tee  
m*111 t i e ,
7 M 35
36 A na le ty  d e p re s s io n , 
C o lo e to m ,,
8 F 33
17 B ro nch ia l  asthma. 5 M 16
38 M e n ta l ly  re ta rd ed  w i t h  b ra in  
damage.
2 M 17
39 f r a c t u r e d  lumbar v e r te b r a e . 4 M 31
40 C ere b ra l  p a ls y .  L e f t  hem l. 4 F 14
TOTALS 9 8 10 4 <? 3 2 1 1 :6 14 5 19 2 10 1 3
PEN CENT 8 15 1 2 , 5 4 7 , 3 3 2 3 7 ,3  | 7 ,3
D i e e h i l i  t y  C t c i t .  lorn
1. O e re b re l  pi lm y
2 . M e n te l ly  r e t a r d * 1
3. Rwcen' hrein demege
4 .  Lawer m o t o r  n e u r o n  e n d  o t h e r  
o r t h o p a e d i c  d i s o r d e r s
5. Reepiretory disorder#
6. Congenital heart end other 
heart disorders
7.  O t h e r  m e d i c a l  d i s o r d e r s
H. C o lo s t o m y  w i t h  a n i l e l y  d e p r e s s i o n  
V.  U n r e c o r d e d
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62 JOBS AVAILABLE IN THE PROCESS WORKSHOP, COONAC, MOWING MODAPT3 
MOTIONS CONTAINED (TAKEN FROM MQDAPTS ANALYSIS SHEETS OF EACH JOB)
JOB TYPE OF MOTION NO. OF 
MOTIONS
ASSEMBLY
Boats M2 M3 M4 G1 G3 PO Ad 7
Bows Ml M3 GO G1 G3 PO P2 P5 Ad 9
Cafm hooks Ml M2 M3 PO P2 P5 R2 G1 G3 9
Cassettes M2 M3 Md PO P2 P5 GO G1 G3 E2 R2 11
Clic-pen 2 hands with fixtura. M2 M3 Md G1 
G3 PO P2 P5 Ad D3 10
1 hand with fixture. M3 Md G1 PO 
P2 P5 6
Clic-pen refills M3 Md G1 PO P2 P5 Ad 7
Cord ends Stage 1 M2 M3 Md G1 G3 PO P2 P5
R2 E2 D3 11
Stage 2. M3 G1 PO P5 Ad R? 6
Cut out on M/'L. M2 M3 Md G1 S3 PQ 
P5 Ad 8
Dispensers M2 M3 Md GO G1 G3 PO F2 8
Domes * ic trolleys 1 jig. Ml M2 M3 Md GO G1 PO P2 P5 
Ad 10
Fine line end stops Ml M2 M3 GO G1 G3 PO PS R2 9
Folding poly-bags Ml M2 M3 Md GO G1 PO P2 E2 9
Gas lighter guns M2 M3 Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 P5 R2 10
Gleiro end stops Ml M2 M3 GO G1 G3 PO PS R2 9
Grommets 2 hands, jig. Ml M2 M3 Md G1 G3 
PO P2 Ad R2 10
1 hand. jig. M2 M3 Md GO G3 p0 P2 
R2 8
Hand kits - leia .^"B 
and learning
Ml M2 M3 Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 PS E2 
03 R2 Ad 14
Headed card system Ml M2 M3 Md G1 G3 PO P2 PS Ad E2 
03 R2 13
Heading hooks (5yIon! Ml M2 M3 Md G1 G3 PQ P2 PS E2 03 
Ad 12
Junior stops M2 M3 G1 PO P2 Ad 6
Junior trolleys 1 hand, 1 jig. Ml M2 M3 Md G1 PO 
P2 Ad 8
2 hands, 2 jigs. Ml M2 M3 Md G1 
PO P2 Ad 8
m  I  ^  . I ,/Nr%x
6?. JOBS AVAILABLE IN THE PROCESS WORKSHOP, COONAC, SHOWING MO DA PIS 
MOTIONS CONTAINED 'TAKEN FROM MODAPTS ANALYSIS SHEETS OF EACH JOB)
JOB TYPE UF MOTION NO. OF 
MOTIONS
ASSEMBLY
Boats M2 M3 M4 G1 Gi PO A4 7
Bows Ml M3 GO Gl G3 PO P2 P5 A4 9
Cafe hooks Ml M2 M3 PO P2 PS R2 Gl G3 9
Cassettes M2 M3 M4 PO P2 PS GO Gl G3 E2 R2 11
Clic-pan 
Clic-pen refills
2 handa with fixture. M2 M3 M4 Gl 
G3 PO P2 PS A4 D3
1 hand with fixture. M3 M4 Gi PO 
P2 PS
M3 M4 Gl PC P2 PS A4
.10
M l
Cord ends Stage 1. M2 M3 M4 Gl G3 PO P2 PS 
R2 E2 03
Stage 2. M3 Gl PO PS A4 R2
ii
6
Cut out on M/C. M2 M3 M4 Gl G3 PO 
PS A4 a
Dispensers M2 M3 M4 GO Gl G3 PO P2 8
Domestic trolleys 1 jig. Ml M2 M3 M4 GO Gl PO P2 PS 
A4 10
Fine line and stops Ml M2 M3 GO Gl G3 PO PS R2 9
Folding poly-Pago Ml M2 M3 M4 GO Gl PO P2 E2 9
Gas lighter guns M2 M3 M4 GO Gl G3 PO P2 PS R2 10
Gleiro end stops Ml M2 M3 GO Gl G3 PO PS R2 9
Grommets 2 hands, jig. Ml M2 M3 M4 Gl G3 
PO P2 A4 R2 10
1 hand, jig. M2 M3 M4 GO G3 PO P2 
R2 a
Hand kits - leisure 
and learning
Ml M2 M3 M4 GO Gl G3 PO P2 PS E2 
D3 R2 A4 14
Headed card system Ml M2 M3 M4 Gl G3 PO P2 PS A4 E2
03 R2 13
Heading hooks (Sylon) Ml M2 M3 M4 Gl G3 PO P2 PS E2 03 
A4 I
• Junior stops M2 M3 Gl PO P2 A4 6
Junior trolleys 1 hand, 1 jig. Ml M2 M3 M4 Gl PO 
P2 A4 a
2 hands, 2 jigs. Ml M2 M3 M4 Gl 
PO P2 A4
i
0 ! 
j
2 2 6
A P P E N D I X  3
JOB TYPE OF MOTION NO. OF 
MOTIONS
Lamp holdars Press. Ml M3 M4 PO P2 PS G1 G3 W5 9
Ass. with tools. Ml M3 CO G1 G3 
P2 PS R2 E2 Ad 10
Neat and trim M3 Md G1 G3 PO P2 hS E2 Ad 9
Plastic wheels and 
washers to base - 
Leisure and learning
Ml M2 M3 Md G1 G3 PO P2 PS R2 Ad 
03 12
Poppies Ml M2 M3 Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 PS R2 11
Rooe trolleys Ml M3 Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 a
Samples M2 M3 G1 G3 P2 PS E2 7
School pens Ass. not capping. M2 Md G1 °0
P2 Ad 6
Capping. Md G1 PO P2 Ad 5
Screw assemblies 1 henui, 1 jig. Method 1. Ml M2 
Md GO G1 PO P2 PS
2 hands, 1 jig. Method 2. mi M2 
Md GO G1 PO P2 PS .
2 hands, 2 jigs. Method 3. Ml Mj 
Md GO G1 PO P2 PS 9
Silver chief puns Ml M3 Md G1 G3 PO P2 PS a
S.arter bases Ml M2 M3 G1 G3 PO PS R2 W5 Ad 10
T- bell stops Ml M2 Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 PS Ad 10
T ransformers Weighing and taping. Ml M2 M3 Md 
G1 G3 PO P2 PS E2 03 Ad 12
Counting. Ml M3 Md G1 G3 PO P2 R2 a
Sorting. M2 Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 PS a
Laminating and taping. Ml M2 M3 
Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 PS E2 03 Ad 13
PACKING
Curtain hooks 
Curtain vinqs
Md MS G3 PO PS 
Md MS G3 PO PS
5
5
Fins point oens Ml M2 M3 Md GO G1 G3 PO P2 9
Forms: :ards M3 Md G1 PO P2 Ad 6
Hooks Md MS G3 PO PS 5
Nuts and bolts Ml M3 Md GO G1 G3 PO R2 8
Packing and label­
ling hooka and rings
Md Mi- G3 PC PS 5
.
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Packing pens 
Plastic rings 
Sylon hooks 
Tape hooks 
^adding 
T MCOrrTTOM
*  I » I u. W  I A  W  I •
Screw assemblies
T-ball stops
OTHER
Collating
Cutting wire
Fine point pens pre­
pared for oacking
Folding boxes 
Stripping leads
TYPE OF MOTION NO. OF 
MOTIONS
M2 M3 M4 GO Gl
M4 MS P0 PS
M4 MS G3 PO PS
M4 MS G3 PO PS
M2 M3 M4 Gl PO
M3 G1 P0 E2 D3
M3 Gl P0 E2 03
M2 M3 GO Gl G3
M2 M3 GO Gl G3
M2 M3 M4 GO Gl
Ml M2 M4 MS GO
817
M2 M3 Gl G3 PO
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
7
12
6
Mean average motions per job 
Range
Standard deviation
8,32
4-14
2.4
SHORT RUIN JOBS AVAILABLE AT VARIOUS TIMES IN THE PROCESS WORKSHOP, 
COONAC
ASSEMBLY
Capping pens
Cigarette
lighters
Combination 
curtain hooks
Dispens-a-pak
Duchess bows
Fine end screws
Grippers
Junior wheel
Lids
LOA slides
LQA stringing 
bows
Rola resistor
Scout magazine
Speaker sets
55 files
Track stops
Windscreen
washers
INSPECTION
Combination
hooks
PACKING
Poly-oags
Pumps
Nuts
Repco springs
Rivets
T ubing
OTHER
Carding and 
stapling
Carding pens
Cutting folders
Cutting sleeve
Enveloping - 
Jesuit Mission
Filing nuts
Folding Christ­
mas cards
Labelling Sylon 
hooks
Press
Punching
Salvaging pens
Sealing - 
Jesuit Mission
Soldering
Stamping
Stamping bic.
c a.rds
Stamping - 
Jesuit Mission
Stapling LOA
Tipping Christ­
mas cards
Motions not recorded as present in this workshop were: LI C4 F3.S30
LI - was present in packing Repco springs.
C4 J  C4 was present in lathe work and F3 in spot welding in another
F3 workshop, which was not included in this study.
530 - was present at least at the beginning and end o a l l  sedentary
work periods.
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